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Uptown, downtown, 
all around our town, 
the first annual Block Party 
energizes Congress Square 
with art, music, dance 
and a parade. 
Seepage 17 
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backclro>unld Is normally submerged. A second;"!'sigh,1ay test Is scheduled to begin on Sept. 8. 
Showdown over the drawdown 
Fishing for a 'compromise on the Saco River 
• By Paul KJi" 
To Central Maine Power (CMP), the Saco River 
has long been a source of reliable hydroelectric 
power. But that power has a cost: fish attempting to 
spawn upriver can't negotiate the dams, and die off. 
That's why federal regulators are insisting that CMP 
provide better fish passage at four of its dams in the 
Saco-Biddeford area. 
CMP has two options - spend a bundle on 
concrete "fish ladders," or lower a nine-mile stretch 
of the river running between Dayton and Biddeford. 
On Aug. 26, they tested the second option for one 
full day. In September, they'll lower the river again 
for four days, then submit the results to a federal 
agency. 
and intensively studied. Every scientist in sight of 
the river seems to like CMF's plan so far; it would 
restore nine miles of the river to a free-flowing state. 
Compared to building fish ladders, a lowered Saco 
River would be a better deal for fish and ratepayers. 
The drawdown was typical of much that CMP 
does. It was economically driven, carefully planned 
There's only one problem. Many of the human 
beings who live along or otherwise use this stretch 
of the river dislike the plan. They hope to sink the 
lowering. Continued on page 10 







New zoning proposals for 
the waterfront seemed to be 
on a fast track. Prepared by 
the city's Planning Division 
and £'.ndorsed by the Water-
front Al1~ce on Aug. 20, the 
proposals looked like they , . 
would coast to the CIty 
Council byithe Oct. 5 dead-
line it had set (CB W 8.27.92). 
But now that the proposals 
have moved into the public 
forum, there are changes in 
the works that might reshape 
the waterfront debate, the 
zoning proposals and the 
alliance itself. 
Political consultant Alan 
Caron wants to create a new 
alliance. Alliance member 
Armand Demers wants to 
bring citizen activists back 
into the fold. Planning Board 
Chairman Joe DeCourcey 
wants more time to refine the 
zoning proposals. As negoti-
ating begins, the waterfront 
debate seems more fluid than 
ever. 
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Traditional sofl shoulder -
Reg, Longs, Alhlelic FilS 
/~~~~, .. ~ 
AH. BENOIT & CO. 
188 Middle St . . In the Old Port 
"() V HAVE HAD FACIALS AT MANY 




Adults & Children 
Casco Bay 
Movers 
lSI St. John SI. 
Portland, MaIne 
871-1013 
~ "ELEGANT RESORTS AND SPAS; 
~ Come to the professional 
" BUT I HAVE NEVER HAD ONE 
- ~ shin care clinic - home of 
THAT LEn MY SKIN LOOKING AND 
the two-hour facial and 
FEELING AS GOOD. FABULOUS!" 
J KClONTZ. KEENE. NH amazing hydrotherapy spa. 
Gift Certificates Available. ilL. 
s 
L'Esthetiques 
Skin Care Clinic 





Now located at the Lafayette Center, Downtown Kennebunk 
Open Monday - Saturday 9:30 - 5:00, Sunday 12:00 - 4:00 'Til Labor Day 
--------- 985-3874 ---------
106 LAFAYETTE CENTER, KENNEBUNK. MAINE 04043 
Philiphose 
Chiropractic Clinic 
Dr. Alexander Phlliphose, RN, DC 
If you think chiropractors Just treat backaches. 
disc pains, sciatic problems or whiplash .. . you 
don't know modern chiropraCtic. 
$25 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $25 
I This Coupon Worth $25.00 When Presented By I 
I New Patients For SelVlces Rendered on Initial Visit. I 
I Offer Expires 9/15/92. 
• PhUlphose Chiropractic Clinic I 
$25 778 Main Street South Portland 828-1490 $25· ._---------------. 
..-<"¥ 
Real Health -C-are For Real Problems 
Today'. chiropractor 
doe. much more than 
just ,..,t back. to work. 
778 Main Street. South Portland! ' 490 
Stop Bashing, 
Start Ustening 
From traditional to 
contemporary popu lar 
Japanese music, also, 
interviews, video reviews, and 
news. Nippon No 010: 
Sounds of Japan with Host 
Louisa Rocha, Wednesday, 
11 :30 am - 1 :00 pm. 
A review of the top news stories affecting Greater 
Portland: August 26 through September 1, 1992. 
Portland Is suing 11 waste haulers in the first 
phase of "Operation Oscar," its eight-month probe of the local 
trash collection industry. Police Chief Mike Chitwood called the 
231 counts in the city's civil suits "just the tip of the iceberg." 
The suits charge 11 companies with minor infractions such as 
failing to license dumpsters and vehicles. Chitwood said a 
criminal investigation is ongOing, but he wouldn't reveal any 
details. 
A Biddeford defense contractor Is the target 
of a federal investigation. U.s. Customs Service agents seized 
records from Fiber Materials Inc. in Biddeford on Aug. 26. U.S. 
Attorney Richard Cohen refused to provide any details about 
the probe of FMI, which makes missile parts. The company has 
sought to export its products to other countries. But the Defense 
and Commerce departments have rejected FMJ's requests. 
A South Portland travel agency is also being 
probed by federal agents. The FBI seized records from Jacky 
Herbert Travel Inc. and filed an affidavit in U.s. District Court 
on Aug. 26 alleging that the travel agency ran an airline-ticket 
racket. Local businesses prepaid the agency for ticket discounts 
they never got, according to the FBI. The FBI claims the com-
pany also used unauthorized credit card numbers to purchase 
airline tickets. 
Casco Bay Islands lost helicopter ambulance 
service because of Hurricane Andrew. AirMed Skycare, the 
Portland company that started providing the service this 
summer, had to return the long-range copter it was leasing from 
a Florida company because that company's copters were 
destroyed by the hurricane. AirMed President Sean Rafter 
hopes to get the copter back and restore service by October. 
USM booted ROTC from its campus. Starting next year, 
USM students won't be able to have their educations paid for 
by the Army through its Reserve Officer Training Corps. Acting 
on a Faculty Senate recommendation, USM President Richard 
Pattenaude decided to sever USM's ties to ROTC because the 
military's ban on homosexuals is "incompatible" with USM 
policies. He also cited the program's declining enrollment, 
which had droppeq to 27 students in the last year. 
Biddeford cut Its school year by five days, 
becoming the first community in Maine to trim its school 
schedule to save money. Biddeford teachers voted 135-22 to 
back the plan - pegged to save $245,000 - to avert laying off 
15 school employees. Teachers will lose between $800 and 
$1,000 in wages, according to teachers' union president Gordon 
Cutten. 
SAD 51 Is losing its superintendent. Judith 
Stallworth, superintendent for the district covering Cumberland 
and North Yarmouth, is taking an assistant superintendent post 
with SAD 75 in Topsham, where she can work more on curricu-
lum development, her specialty. She's slated to start her new 
job Oct. 1. SAD 51 plans to hire an interim superintendent and 
start a search for a new school boss, according to Don Doyle, 
chairman of the school board. 
Gorham voters can get educated on two referen-
dum questions they face Sept. 15. The questions ask voters to 
approve renovation and expansion of the town's high school 
that will cost $11.6 million, with the state slated to pick up most 
of the tab. Voters who wish to understand the project's com-
plex funding scheme better can attend i!tformational meetings 
on Sept. 3 at the White Rock School, Sept. 8 at the tittle Falls 
School and Sept. 10 at the North Scarboro Fire Station. All.;th::;e:-~ __ 
meetings start at 7 p.m. 
, 
The City Council seat that no one wlhted 
has been filled in Saco. Former policeman Arthur TaJjiff was 
persuaded to run for the District 5 seat after a primaly election 
with no candidates failed to produce a write-in winmr from 14 
votes. In a second primary, Tardiff garnered 45 of 81votes cast. 
The district has 1,588 registered voters. 
On the waterfront 
Continued from front page 
The city's waterfront plan 
is making waves as it moves 
into the public forum. Players 
who've been dormant in the 
waterfront debate are getting 
active. Below are some of the 
developments that surfaced 
since the city's waterfront 
zoning propoSals were aired 
at a public hearing on Aug. 
25 
• Political consultant Alan 
Caron, who was the 
Alliance's facilitator when it 
formed in 1988, is trying to 
put together a new group 
that would restore the 
balance between the interests 
of waterfront property 
owners and community 
groups. 
"There's an overwhelming 
imbalance now toward 
business interests in the 
alliance and there has been 
for a while," Caron said. 'Tm 
talking about (reviving) a real 
Waterfront Alliance, that is in 
fact evenly balanced between 
business interests and 
community interests." 
Caron wants to assemble 
10 key players in the Water-
front debate and get them to 
reach unanimous agreement 
on zoning proposals, hope-
fully within 30 days. 
"1' ve said from the 
beginning that the differences 
between the two sides are not 
that great," Caron asserted. 
"They agree 90 percent of the 
time. At least that's the case 
for those who are interested 
in seeing everybody win." 
So far Caron has ap-
proached only a handful of 
people, whom he's reluctant 
to name. He said their 
reactions have been mixed. 
"Some folks are interested, 
some aren't sure. Basically 
there's some resistance from 
folks who feel the Waterfront 
Alliance is going along fine, 
My sense is that those folks, 
given more time, might not 
feel that way. 
"I'm going to keep talking 
to people through the week 
and then stand back and see 
how it goes," he said. "Obvi-
ously everybody has to feel 
there's a need and value to 
such a group. I'n be available 
to help pull the group 
together, but I'm not going to 
push it." _ 
From the community side, 
former alliance members 
state Rep. Jim Oliver and 
Karen Sanford said they 
welcome Caron's idea. '1 
think the two sides are closer 
than most people realize, 
even though there's a lot of 
posturing on both sides," 
Oliver said. From the busi-
ness side, current alliance 
members Armand Demers 
and Charlie Poole said they 
had not yet heard from Caron 
and couldn't comment on his 
proposaL 
In another attempt to 
restore balance to the alli-
ance, Demers had a meeting 
with USM professor Orlando 
Delogu_ Demers asked if 
Delogu, Oliver and Sanford 
would be willing to work 
Continued on page 5 
U~.l.~~.l SO tasty you '11 
OIT11T'~"''' to lick your plate. 
erving Sundays 9-2 
- Tony's Comedbecf lUsh - OmletlCs - £AAs Benedict 
.Fruit FiUed Crepes -Salmon & Eggs -cJieese Blintzes 
- Lisa's Baked Beans -Greek Soul Food • Almond Crusted 
- Serving Bloodies & Ceasars 
: The Good Table Restaurant • 
• S(.·n· in~ hr(·akfa .. l. IUlid. &. dilllwr 7 d.l}'" • 
Ill. 77 • (apt· I Ii:t.alx,th • 71J9 (.unl> • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
"If money didn'( matter, I'd have 
everything . .. 
-Reno, (Portland Comedian) b. 1957 
EAT GOOD FOOD 
AND THINK GOOD THOUGIITS. 
LIFE'S SIMPLE THINGS, 
484 STEVENS AVE. 772-3961 
,~ 
.......... 








Treat yourself to our delicious gourmet popcorn. the perfect light 
snack for munching on at home, at work, or on the go. Our 
beautifully decorated canisters make excellent gifts. 
See us for parties, fund raisers, etc ... 
GREAT HOLIDAY 
GIFT IDEAl 
i Send or bri 
us 12 of your 
favorite 
photos/slides I ~~~~f%R-I.t1~ 
to make a l-1l .... 













164 Middle Street. Portland, ME 
774-4455 
Nearsighted? 
RK could bring your world into focus. 
If you're nearsighted, you know how 
difficult it is to see without glasses. Radial 
Keratotomy (RK) may be your answer for 
better vision without glasses, 
RK, developed by Russian ophthal· 
mologist Svyatoslav Fyodorov, was first 
performed in the United States in 1979. 
Like all new technology, Radial 
Keratotomy has gone through significant 
advances. Improvements in instrumenta· 
tion and surgical techniques have made 
Radial Keratotomy a safe, precise and 
predictable alternative to glasses or con· 
tactIenses. Recent data show that 96% of 
all people treated with RK see well enough 
to drive without glasses and virtually all 
see their vision improve significantly, This 
is a major advance for people who are 
literally disabled without glasses. People 
who live active lifestyles can also be free 
of the hassle of corrective lenses, 
If you are nearsighted or astigmatic, 
Radial Keratotomy may be the answer to 
your frustration with corrective lenses. 
The surgeons of Eye Care and Surgery 
Center of Maine are pleased to otTer free 
educational seminars explaining Radial 
Keratotomy and its" benefits. For more 
information, or to reserve your place, 
call 773·6336 or 1-800·640-3937. 
Free seminar dates (7:00 -8:30 p,m.) Presented by: 
Bruce R. Cassidy, M.D. Tuesday, September 15 
William S. Holt, M.D. Wednesday, September 16 
Elizabeth G. Serrage, M.D. Wednesday, September 23 
~ Eye Care and Surgery Center of Maine , V 53 Sewall Street, Portland, Maine 04102 
We think Maine is worth seeing! 
4 Casco &y Weekly . 
Cro_ Ideal Cui - The wortd'. mo.l beautiful Diamond. 
<£>ummer in Maine 
A Summer afternoon, barefoot, a slow walk 
together on a long beach, an endless sky, ocean 
stretching to the horizon. When you're Teady to 
become engaged we really do have the world's 
most beautiful diamonds. 
Cross Jewelers 
The UPIt&irt Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street, Ponland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-31 07 ~1 




Wednesday, September 2 - Monday, September 7 
Save up to 50% off our outlet prices! 
SALE InGHLIGHrS: Suggested Outlet Sale 
Retail' Price Price 
Printed Synchilla' Snap T $95.00 $69.50 $39.00 
Men's LS Fine Point Canvas Shirt 60.00 35.00 19.50 
Assorted Men's Shorts 42.00 24.50 10.00 
Men's & Women's Cotton 
Capilene T Neck 48.00 27.50 15.00 
Women's Pointelle Underwear 22.00 15.50 10.00 
Assorted Women's Shorts 44.00 24.50 15.00 
Kids' Climbing Pant II 40.00 17.50 12.00 
Kids' Micromesh Shirt 26.00 17.50 12.00 
Kids' Cotton Shirt 25.00 18.50 12.00 
Other sale items will be announced the first day of the sale. 
'Based on suggested retail if item is a "fjrsY'. 
Sale items limited to stock on hand. 
The Area's Largest Selection of: 
patagonlit 
Oose-outs • Overruns • Seconds 
#9 Bow Street 
Freeport, ME 
Settler's Green, Rte. 16 
North Conway, NH 
PH (207) 865-0506 FAX (207) 865-0716 
STORE HOURS 
Wednesday-Saturday 9a.m.-9p.m. 






Monday 10a.m .-6p.m. 
. Inc. 1992 
FUL OF SAL 








Reg. $2,06 • 
• 8 ~ "S .,@ 
Sale $1.39 
Reg. $2,09 
• Sale $1.89 
ffo --Reg. $2.57 000"" Reg. $.99 Reg. $3.81 Reg. $2.85 
TOO MANY SALES TO ADVERTISE! COME SEE US! 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST 
Mon-Sat 10-7:30, Sun 11-5 ·118 ,ntl!lrrp.!il!l. Street· Portlnnd . 774-7711 
Continued from page 3 
wi th the existing alliance to 
develop a consensus on 
waterfront zoning. 
Delogu and Oliver said 
they would join the alliance. 
But Sanford balked at the 
idea, saying she wants to give 
Caron's plan a chance_ 
• After the first public 
hearing on the city's zoning 
proposals on Aug. 25, 
Planning Board Chairman Joe 
DeCourcey said he wants to 
ask the City Council to give 
the board more time to work 
on the proposals. 
DeCourcey said the 
waterfront issues are so 
complex and important that 
they can't be adequately 
resolved by the Oct. 5 
deadline set by the City 
Council. That deadline allows 
the Planning Board just one 
more workshop (Sept. 8) and 
public hearing (Sept. 29) on 
waterfront zoning. 
"I don't wan t to be hasty 
and regret it," DeCourcey 
said. "I don't want to send 
forth proposals without all 
the components in place and 
without real solid consensus. 
"I want to make sure the 
publicis heard from ... 1 want 
to make sure that the rank 
and file who backed the 
moratorium believe this 
effort has integrity and truly 
represents the people of 
Portland." 
Oliver agrees with 
DeCourcey. "We really need 
time to intelligently come to 
grips with the future of 
Portland," Oliver said. "As it 
stands now, 1 can't agree with 
everything in (the aty 
proposals). But 1 think we can 
sit down and work it out so 
we don't have another 
referendum." 
Rte. 302 widening 
challenged 
The state's new transpor-
tation law is being tested by 
Bridgton residents who are 
making the first formal 
request for the state to 
explore an alternative to a 
road-widening project (see 
editorial, page 14), 
According to the new 
transportation policy ap-
proved in a referendum last 
November, non-widening 
alternatives must be analyzed 
before any "significant 
highway" is expanded or 
rebuilt. 
Bridgton resident Richard 
Murphy discovered1hat no 
one has yet requested an 
alternative analysis, or knew 
how to request one, but that 
didn't deter him from trying. 
Murphy leads a group of 
Bridgton atizens opposed to 
the widening of a one-mile 
stretch of Route 302 proposed 
by the Maine Department of 
Transportation (MOOT). The 
project calls for widening the 
road from 20 to 34 feet, and 
Continued on page 6 
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with this coupon. : 
expo 9/17/92. ~ 
The New Fall Season 
Fine Clothing for Men & Women 
Surprisingly Affordable. 
410 Fore Street Portland, Maine 04101 
Men's Store: 773-1274 Women's Store: 773-4454 
PORTLAND. HOME 
On Thursday, September 10, you're invited to 
explore Casco Bay Weekly's exciting issue that 
spotlights home furnishings and everything else 
around the home. 
Portland at Home features a 
different editorial theme ... 
._. helpful advice on home 
furnishings, gardening and 
outdoors. Everything that 
makes your house a home. 
WATCH FOR IT! 
NEW 1992 SUBARU lOYAlE 
Sandwich 
P:' ttl d' Specials 1 .:A.. ; q;i\l • Dail . .. ~ . ~ ~ y 
'W1'n~ ~:r .Ch·: : .c>'A~.~ 
, , .~.,., -' .. : .,: .. ~~~~~ 
Wagon Wagon 
'4~~~ Stk.12470, retail $18,685, 4 wheel drive, TOP OF THE LINE Stk. '2452, retail $18,678, auto, 
L+ package, AlC, prw, cassette, 
loaded,AMiFM stereo. 
R~tail $14,537. Stk.'2648. stereo, tilt, p/W, door locks, loaded, 
5 spd., ail tilt, p/W dOOllocks, rear defrost. 5 spd, AIC.age,AlC. 
Retail $30,498, Stk. '2576, 4 wheel drive, 
auto. spoiler, CD player, loaded. 
$14,784* 
NEW 1992 SUBARU lEGACY 
Retail S16,95O. S1I<. #2619, 4 dr. tilt, 
floor mats, AIC, PISAMlFM stereo. 
$13,617* 
$11 $14 
Retail $12,985. Stk. #2654, air, prw, 




Retail $12,685. S1I<. , 2633, air, 





SUBARU lEGACY 4x4 
SEE US FIRST OR SEE US LAST, BUT SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY A NEW SUBARUl 
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD! 
'PRICES INCLUDE ALl APPliCABLE INCENTIVES. PRICES EXCWOE Tm.E. TAX, lICENSE, AND DOCUMENTATION, OPTIONAl... NON-STANOARO EQUIPMENT IS AN ADOmONAL CHARGE. 
6 Casco &y Weekly 
Stir-fry shrimp and fresh 
veggies on a crusty Italian 
roll. Try beef, chicken and 
vegetarian roo! 
Fore'>t Ave., PonlanJ, (Exit 6B, 1·295) 
11.9pm M.$a,.ll-8pm SunJ,y, 
WESTERLY WINDS BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL 
"The Family Fun CeOIer" FREE Soda or Ice Cream when you 
854-WIND rate - Bnng this ad! 
OPEN THRU OCTOBER 
I . I t Play M~atur~ Golf at the regular 
~* (~Q . Miniatl!fe Golf· Golf Driving Range , ,.J.(\ l~ . . Par 3 PIlCh & Put Golf Course -
.~ "'~.;; ~ Only $5 for all Day • SoftbalIIBaseball 
'- 'm". .~~ Batting Cages 
711 Cumberland Street (Riyer Road) .West.brook. 
A strajgm siwtfrom BrjgmollAvtllue, 5 minutes from EXIt 8, Mallie Turllp,ke 
UNITED COLORS 
OFBENETTON 




Crewneck - $25.00 
Turtleneck - $29.00 
Cardigans - $35.00 
Regular1y Priced $44.00 - $74.00 
Open Daily· 56 Main Street· Freeport, Maine 
"It's time for Portland to get in on Peaks Island's secret." 
- Me Sunday Telegram. 
THE SMALLEST 
RESTAURANT 
ON THE WATER 
Loves To Do Large Parties 
Please book early 
for your fall business 
andlor personal gatherings 
in our intimate dining room 
or overlooking Portland Harbor 
on our oceanside deck. 
Always the freshest seafood, 
aged beef, charbroiled burgers, 
interesting vegetables and innovative 
sauces, soups & chowders. 
Fresh Ground Coffee , Herbal Teas, Beer, Wine & Spirits ~vailable. 
Reservations for parties of six or more. Sorry, no Credit Cards . 
:- ~. 
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10:I S CF 10 15CF 10:1 5 CF 
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6-15 615 CF 61seF 
7'5 715 CF 7.1SCf 
8'5 8 IS CF 815 CF 80lseF 
94SCF 94SCF 945CF 10-':0 
1045 CF 1045 CF 10 4S CF 
11_45 11 45 CF ,t 45CF 1145 CF 
'40 
124'lCF 1245 CF 12'45 CF 
245 24SCF 2 45CF 245 CF 
345CF 345CF 345Cf 
5,00 5:00 Cf 5,00 CF 500 CF 
600 6.00 CF 6:00 CF 600 CF 
7 40 740CF 7.40 
700 CF 
8 40 84QCF 8.40 840 
9:4QCF 
11:00 
10 40 CF 11:00 11'00 
11.55 
11 40 1155 11.55 
12:40 
Continued from page S 
increasing the speed Iimi t 
from 25 to 35 mph in two-
thirds of the one mile stretch. 
Murphy claims the widening 
will increase traffic, pollution, 
speeding and alter the rural 
character of the town. 
He also contends that 
MOOT has not been respon-
sive to public concerns about 
the widening, forcing him to 
request an alternative 
analysis in an Aug. 19 letter 
to MOOT Commissioner 
Dana Connors. 
"It's basically a last 
resort," Murphy said. "We all 
thought of requesting an 
alternative analysis sooner, 
but we were attempting to 
strike (MOOT) with reason. 
We figured that if we brought 
information to reasonable 
people, they would make a 
reasonable decision." 
MOOT's lack of response 
has left Murphy to conclude 
that the new policy hasn't 
changed the department's 
thinking - yet. "Our assess-
ment is that the 'yes' vote 
prevailed in the election but 
things are going on as usual. 
MOOT is right back to doing 
what they want." 
MOOT Chief Counsel Tom 
Reeves stressed that it's too 
early to tell if the Bridgton 
project is eligible for alterna-
tive anal ysis. The state is still 
working with a coalition of 
referendum backers to 
translate their mandate into 
rules. 
"Even if the rules were in 
place," Reeves added, "this 
project would probably not 
fall under the 'significant 
highway' process. You have a 
two-lane road that ends up a 
two-lane road with addi-
tional pavement. It's pretty 
hard to say that's significant." 
That news distresses 
Murphy. 
"I thought (the referen-
dum) would change the 
terms of how we deal with 
MOOT. It would give us 
some power," Murphy said. 
"That's what the referendum 
was all about - a bunch of 
small significant projects that 
add up to large Significant 
issues. We can't eliminate 
Bridgton from the process 
because it's just one mile." 
So Po buying land 
to protect sludge 
South Portland City 
Manger Jerre Bryant has 
come up with a proposal 
likely to cause a stink. Bryant 
wants the city to buy land 
next to its sludge plant to 
protect the facility from being 
shut down in the future by 
homeowners. 
Bryant's proposal is slated 
to go to the Ci ty Council for a 
vote on Sept 21. Bryant has 
already signed a purchase 
and sale agreement with 
developer Robert McAuliffe 




Take it to the limit 
Portland state Sen. Joe Brannigan appears to have had a 
change of heart on the issue of term limits. Brannigan hopes to 
boost his bid for "the Senate preSidency by introducing a bill to 
limit the terms of legislative leaders. He told reporters that 
limiting the speaker of the House and Senate preSident to two 
two-year terms would help bring change to the state' s stalled 
political system. 
But Brannigan, a Democrat, passed up a chance to fight for a 
similar bill in April 1991. Republican state Sen. Muriel 
Holloway of Edgecomb had sponsored the effort to limit the 
speaker and president to four terms. The measure was killed 
without debate or a rerorded vote in the Senate and crushed by 
house Democrats by a 2-1 margin. Brannigan said he doesn't 
remember the Holloway bill. He added that due to the state 
shutdown in July 1991 and the subsequent partisan stalemate in 
Augusta, "times have changed. The issue has been focused 
since that time." 
lnfamous angel 
The Republican National Convention in August approved a 
platform calling for a constitutional amendment outlawing all 
abortions except for those needed to save the life of the mother. 
That plank took even conservative GOP congressional candi-
date Linda Bean by surprise. "It's a very extreme position," said 
Bean, according to the Capital News Service. "I've never had 
that position. I feel reasonably comfortable with it, except I'd 
like to add (exceptions for) rape and incest." 
It ain't me, babe 
Before the Republican National Convention had even 
approved the party's platform calling for a ban on abortion, 
prayer in schools and opposition to gay rights, at least one GOP 
candidate had rejected it. Michael Donovan, who's running for 
the state House seat in Portland's Back Cove area, issued a 
statement calling the platform the result of "the incessant 
movement to the right by a narrow-minded few that is unchar-
acteristic of the goals and beliefs of mainstream America." 
Substitutes 
In Gorham the GOP has a new name on the ballot. Calvin 
Hamblen takes the spot formerly ocrupied by J. Donald Henry. 
The inrumbent Democratic representative is Anne Larrivee ... 
Republican Sharon Hampden has called it quits in her effort to 
unseat Democratic state Rep. Charlene Rydell of Brunswick. 
The GOP was unable to come up with a new replacement ... 
Same story in Saco. Republicans are conceding the House seat 
to incumbent Democrat Guy Nadeau after failing to find a fill-in 
for ex-candidate Kerry F1annery. 
Talk, talk 
The Maine Press Association is sponsoring the first debate of 
the fall campaign season. CongreSSional candidates from the 1st 
and 2nd districts are scheduled to gather at the Bethel Inn 
Conference Center on Saturday, Sept. 12 from 10 a.m. to noon, 
where they'll be questioned by a panel of editorial writers. 
Organizers say they have tentative acceptances from Democrats 
Tom Andrews and Pat McGowan, Republicans Olympia Snowe 
and Linda Bean, and Greenie Jonathan Carter. 
The color of money 
State Sen. Dale McCormick of Monmouth, Maine's most 
outspoken lesbian elected official, is sending campaign 
fundraising letters to gay men and lesbians statewide. Recipi-
ents of the letters are asked to back McCormick through an 
effort dubbed ''"The Lavender Ballot." 
Lost in the ozone again 
Questions no one seems to be asking: Whom are the Republi-
cans going to run against Sen. George Mitchell in 1994? Does 
Gov. John McKernan ever feel just a tiny bit hypocritical for 
doing those TV spots urging people to vacation in Maine after 
he spent his leisure time fishing in Canada? Is McKernan 
interested in humiliating himself by taking on Mitchell? What 
does Linda Bean do for fun? Is anybody who voted in any of the 
three previous referenda to close the Maine Yankee nuclear 
plant planning to change their mind? Is Portland City Councilor 
Ted Rand the stubbornest human being in existence, or is it 
South Portland City Councilor Bob Fickett? Would either of 
them like to run against Mitchell? Does Portland Police Chief 
Michael Chitwood still accept speaking engagements? Would 
he like to run against ... Nah, forget it. • 
Political columnist seeks infn'esting answers to difficult questions. 
Serious replies only. No weirdos. OK, OK, moderate weirdos, Send your 
information to this column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, S51A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101, or call 775-6601. 
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Continued from page 6 
of East Waterboro. The 
agreement would pay 
McAuliffe $107,000 for 10.4 
acres. 
The deal may stir some 
controversy because the land 
is actually owned by City 
Councilor Bob Fickett . 
McAuliffe signed an agree-
ment to buy the property 
from Fickett, but the pur-
chase hasn't been closed yet. 
Bryant said there isn't a 
conflict of interest because 
Fickett has said he will 
abstain from the upcoming 
vote. Bryant also insisted the 
deal was his idea "all the 
way." 
Bryant came up with the 
proposal because he feared 
that McAuliffe's plan to build 
13 houses would eventually 
cause homeowners to 
complain to the state Depart-
ment of Environmental 
Protection (DEP) and force 
the sludge plant to shut 
down. 
"Our permit from DEP 
specifies that the plant will 
not cause a nuisance to 
abutting neighbors," Bryant 
explained. "If the neighbors 
were to file a complaint, DEP 
told us they were going to 
look real seriously at it." 
The city's other option to 
protect the sludge plant is for 
the Planning Board to deny 
McAuliffe's development 
plan. But since the land is 
zoned residential, Bryant 
fears that would spawn a 
costly lawsuit. 
"My whole proposal is to 
avoid problems arising from 
approval or denial (by the 
Planning Board)," he said. 
Bryant claims that the deal 
could prove a financial wash 
for the city. It could sell the 
10 acres in several years, he 
said, if the noxious 
composting operation is 
moved from the sludge plant 
to the city's waste treatment 
plant. 
"If we can avoid a problem 
at no ultimate cost to taxpay-
ers," Bryant said, "isn't that 
the prudent way to go?" 
State to relax 
dioxin standards 
The Board of Environmen-
tal Protection (BEP) has 
decided paper industries can 
discharge more dioxin into 
Maine's rivers. By a 7-1 vote 
Aug. 26, the board recom-
mended allowing emissions 
of up to 50 times more of the 
toxic chemical. 
The vote came as the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) reassesses the 
chemical's toxicity. But it 
could take the EPA five to 
seven years to reassess dioxin 
and implement new stan-
dards, warned Peter 
Washburn, staff scientist for 
the Natural Resources 
Council of Maine. 
The present EPA standard 
for states is 0.013 parts per 
quadrillion. Gov. John 
McKernan and Dean 
Marriott, commissioner of the 
Department of Environmen-
tal Protection, recently 
proposed raising the limit 50 
times to 0.5 parts per quadril~ 
lion on an interim basis. The 
higher standard is opposed 
by Maine's state toxicologi~t 
and the director of the state's 
Bureau of Health. 
"It's ludicrous to be setting 
higher standards when 
technical people at DEP and 
DHS (the Department of 
Human Services) oppose 
them," Washburn said . 
Washburn noted that EPA 
researchers have discovered 
dioxin exposure can harm 
reproductive and immuno-
logical systems. The chemical 
is already documented to 
cause cancer. 
BEP has called a hearing 
for Nov. 4-5, when propo-
nents and opponents of the 
relaxed standards will 
present their cases. 
BIW union slams 
Bean campaign ads 
Bath Iron Works' (BIW) 
largest union shop has 
criticized a new television ad 
by Republican congressional 
candidate Linda Bean as 
deceitful. 
In the spot, produced by a 
Baltimore advertising agency, 
Myrna Jasper of 
Bowdoinham talks about 
losing her management job at 
BIW last May. 
''Think you've got it 
tough?" she asks. "How 
would you like to see your 
whole world disappear 
overnight because of the 
arrogance of one man? 
Congressman Tom Andrews." 
The ad implies that 
Andrews was responsible for 
Jasper's layoff. But Jasper's 
job was cut as part of a 
management plan designed 
in 1990 before Andrews was 
even elected. 
Bean said later the ad 
doesn't imply that Andrews 
cost Jasper her job - only 
that his proposed defense 
cuts threaten thousands of 
existing BIW jobs. 
''The TV ad that Linda 
Bean put on really bothered 
us," responded Dave Libby, 
president of Industrial Union 
of Marine and Shipbuilding 
Workers of America Local 6, 
which includes 6,000 mem-
bers at the yard. "She's trying 
to scare people into voting for 
her, making empty promises 
that she's going to get all 
kinds of defense work for our 
people at BIW." 
Andrews, he said, has 
worked hard to find commer-
cial, non-military work for 
the shipyard such as building 
tankers and dredgers - work 
it performed until the early 
1980s, when the Reagan 
administration cut subsidies 
to the industry. Libby 
expected that the union, 
which unanimously enqorsed 
Andrews in ]990, would do 
so again .• 
Reported by Paul Karr, Bob 
Young and The Associated Press 
I 
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It's hard to believe that it's almost Labor Day already. As 
the summer comes to an end. I find myself crowding 
more and more into each day. I guess I'm trying to store 
up memories to savor during the coming winter. I know 
I'll look back on tonight with fondness. 
I finally took the leap and asked John to dinner. Yes, that 
John! I suggested Katahdin because I didn't want to 
take any chances on our flfst real date. Asking him out 
was taking enough of a chance for one night! 
The moment we walked into Katahdin I knew things 
were going to be OK. John looked around and this big 
smile came across his face. I was relieved because he 
acts slightly jaded about a lot of things and I wanted to 
impress him. I did. 
Dinner was informal and yet strangely intimate. The 
appetizers came - I had the goat cheese flan and he had 
the smoked seafood. They were so good that we ended 
up eating alI each other's plates . I do that with good 
friends, but never during the first course on a first date! 
There's a first time for everything. And we kept domg 
that all through the meal! 
Dessert was the clincher. John gave me this look and 
said, "Do you want to share a Chocolate Mountain?" I 
blushed and nodded yes. Didn't think I had any blushes 
left! 
Oh, Dear Diary, my eyes are closing without my . 
pennission and I'm nodding of!'. I'll sleep well tomght 
knowing that John and I are gomg to be very, very good 
friends. And even if it doesn't work out, that's OK-
Katahdin will sti II be there the next time around. 
774-1740 • SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON.THURS 5PM . lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM . llPM 
.. 
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During the Aug. 26 drawdown, the Saco River's banks were dried up. 
"(CMP's) mandate 
Is to produce 
electricity, 
but 
they view rivers as 
retention ponds, 
not as rivers." 
George Simard, 
Biddeford city planner 
SINKING SACO 
Continued from front page 
The winding Saco River watershed sweeps out of the White 
Mountains to drain 1,700 square miles of New Hampshire and 
Maine, carving through the Ossipee, Saddleback and Burnt 
Meadow mountains before broadening into a flood plain. The 
river's roots tap as far north as Kezar Lake in Lovell, as far 
west as Ossipee Lake in New Hampshire and as far south as 
Uttle Ossipee Pond in Waterboro. 
The river stretches deep into local history, too. Centuries 
before Europeans colonized the area, the Saco was a well-
traveled route between ocean and forest. Native peoples 
canoed up the calm river to hunt, then returned to seaside 
villages where they cultivated com and tobacco. 
But the coming of white men - and, more precisely, the 
Industrial Revolution - changed the river's face forever. Dams 
were built to divert water into powerhouses that drove the 
textile mills that made New England prosper. Seventeen dams 
now interrupt the Saco, most replacing formerly wild falls. 
Both man and nature have altered the Saco many times in 
the years since. Flood rains have raised the water as high as 20 
feet above its normal waterline; dams have wiped out fish to 
the pOint where the Saco - once counted among the country's 
major salmon rivers - no longer supports a viable population 
of that species; engineers diverted the river's course in North 
Fryeburg to aid navigation, chopping nearly 20 miles off its 
length in the process. 
Now the Saco may change again. 
"Why'd they do this?" asked Biddeford beachgoer Tammy 
Dube, who could only wade in a river she came to swim Aug. 
26. 
CMP's answer is simple: They did it for their checkbook 
first, and for the fish second. 
"Where's the water?" 
Around 6 o'clock in the morning of what would become a 
hot and humid day Aug. 26, Central Maine Power (CMP) 
engineers threw a switch on a control panel at the Spring 
Island and Bradbury dams between Saco and Biddeford. 
Immediately, the dams' 20-foot-wide floodgates began open-
ing, allowing more water to flow through the dams. 
Upriver, just as though a drain plug had been pulled, the 
river slowly began to recede from its banks. It would drop to 
four feet below its previous level, hover, then sink another foot. 
At Rotary Park, Biddeford's municipal river park, a new 
patch of sand gradually emerged from the water. By afternoon, 
the newly formed "beach" was as dry as the old one. Kids 
CBW/Richard R. Sitler 
splashed happily in a new wading pond where a 12-foot drop-
off usually threatens unwary swimmers. Buoys lay atop rocks 
normally underwater. 
Arrival after arrival gaped at the new stretch, demanding of 
lifeguards, "Where'd the water go?" Some held their heads and 
cursed. Others turned around and left. One enterpriSing young 
man donned flippers and swam in the newly accessible channel. 
Meanwhile, CMP staff and consultants were busily paddling 
up and down the nine-mile stretch of newly lowered river. A 
bevy of scientists, representing groups such as Maine's Depart-
ment of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, were also there to view 
the effects. 
Because it was such a hot day - pushing electric demand up 
- CMP used the extra water to its advantage. By slowly releas-
ing extra water through Skelton Dam during the afternoon (the 
original plan was to wait until nightfall), the utility got some 
instant bonus power during a peak use period. The scientists 
and engineers packed up for the day around 4 p .m., confident 
they'd learned all they needed to know. 
"We'll get a very accurate assessment through this process," 
said Tim Vrabel, CMP's supervisor of community relations. "Not 
some off-the-cuff thing." 
The Aug. 26 lowering was a test run for a second, Sept. 8 trial 
that will repeat the drawdown over a four-day period. That's 
when CMP's staff and consultants will really scrutinize the river, 
mapping submerged objects, monitoring pollution and assessing 
wildlife habitat. With that information in hand, they'll try to 
predict the effects of a permanently lowered river. 
If state and federal officials conclude from CMP's studies that 
the drawdown is indeed wise, it will be repeated permanently 
when the feds approve a package of CMP licenses. That, how-
ever, could take several years. 
CMP's view: dollars and sense 
All this scrutiny is necessary because CMP's four hydroelec-
tric dams in downtown-Biddeford and Saco - collecti vel y 
known as the Cataract project - are currently up for relicensing. 
To win a 30-year license renewal from the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC), the utility had to promise 
adequate fish passage at each of the four dams. 
CMP had planned to do it by building three fish ladders-
concrete "steps" that make ascents more gradual - and one fish 
elevator, at a total estimated cost of approXimately $7.8 million. 
Though the utility received approval for those fish ways in 
January, it soon began working to scrap two of them. 
"State energy policy directs us as a utility to consider alterna-
tive, indigenous resources," CMP's Vrabel said, "but we are 
being driven away from it by regulation. Sometimes regulations 
work at cross-purposes." 
The fish elevator and one fish ladder are presently being 
constructed in the East and West channels of the Saco that 
diverge around Factory Island. They'll cost the utility more 
than $5 million to build. 
But CMP recently decided it could save itself - and, by 
extension, Maine's electric ratepayers - cold cash by scrap-
ping the last two fish ladders and the Spring Island and 
Bradbury dams that go with them. Instead, CMP proposed 
holding more river water back at Skelton Dam. The result 
would be to lower the river by five feet while making it free-
flowing for a nine-mile stretch. In the process, Atlantic salmon, 
shad and alewives would have easier upriver access during 
spawning runs. 
CMP also stands to save big money with the switch. Instead 
of the $2 million-plus tab of constructing two huge concrete 
fish ladders, they would only have to pay the consultants 
who'll be monitoring the drawdown's effects during August 
and September. 
"The only cost estimate I've heard for that so far is 
$150,000," said CMP's Vrabel. 
The two dams in question produce little hydroelectric 
power anyway. Vrabel estimated they produce $500,000 a year 
in electricity, making them small fry when compared with the 
fish ways' construction cost. "Looking at this from a strictly 
economic perspective, we're better off without the dams," he 
said. 
Vrabel defended CMP's exploration of a permanent draw-
down by noting that it would save consumers money. 
"The cost numbers are big," he said. "One of the reasons 
we're looking at this study is to find a way to save a couple 
million dollars. We've gotten a lot of negative publicity for our 
rate increases lately, but here we're trying to find a way to 
reduce the amount of money we have to ask for. 
"But we can't make a judgment without putting the facts 
together first. That's unpleasant, because it requires us to make 
a change in the river." 
Carping about the lowering 
Robert Boilard, a Biddeford resident, helped found the Saco 
River Corridor Commission to clean up the river in the late 
1960s. He has watched the river run high, low, clean and dirty. 
"The river in colonial times was much smaller; erosion has 
made it much wider," Boilard said. "I even remember when 
they built Cataract dam in the 193Os. Before they built it, we 
had a beautiful fishery there. We'd fish all winter for shad. But 
when they changed the configuration of the river with a power 
station and a dam, it changed the shape of the estuary." 
Boilard's commission fought to pass strict riverfront zoning 
laws that require landowners along the Saco to set back 
housing at least 100 feet from the river. 
"This is what the Saco River concept was," he said, "not to 
stop business but to stop the illegal growth of development to 
keep the river clean. Thanks to that, it's still wild. The farmland 
and the woods along there are still beautiful." 
Boilard, a well-regarded fisherman who often helps Presi-
''What about the birds In the 'alr, 
the salamanders on the shores, 
the Insects? 
Fish are only part of the chain." 
Gary Lawless, bloregional activist 
dent Bush find the big ones lurking off Kennebunkport, is livid 
at CMP and the state officials who've conferred their blesSings 
on the project. He fears it could destroy all his hard work for 
the river. 
"Based on what I saw, somebody's got a hard sell," said 
Boilard the day after the experiment. "We saw very, very 
dangerous conditions there - submerged ledges sticking up, 
logs and mud everywhere. Why should we jeopardize the 
ecosystem of that whole stretch of river? It just does not make 
sense." 
Boilard and other critics, most of whom live on or near the 
Saco River's banks, are convinced the lowering will be harm-
ful. They worry that CMP's plan might damage the river's 
health and harm local drinking' water (see sidebar). 
'We're concerned about some things that Central Maine 
Power may need to look at more closely," said Donald Simard, 
Biddeford's city planner. "Their own mandate is to produce 
electricity, but they view rivers as retention ponds, not as 
rivers." 
Simard criticized CMP's failure to ask ratepayers their 
opinions about the drawdown - or to even properly notify 
local residents it would happen. 
"Is it something the ratepayers really want? There are cases 
where we're supportive of CMP spending money on fish-
ways," he said. "But they haven't asked me. CMP came on so 
Continued on p"ge 12 
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We're currently enrolling students for the fall teaching schedule. 
Teachers are available for almost any stringed instrument and 
any style of music. Faculty includes: 
Barry Young Dave Roberts 
Carter Logan James McGirr 
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Call for Appointment 
GERMAN & 
AMERICAN CUISINE 
DinnBr 5-9, Tue. - Sal 
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R6IBMI/ltian. Appreciated 
729-9673 
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- CALL IN PORTLAND: A Live 
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with Josee Vachon. (l/2hr) 
• COMMUNITY HEART & SOUL: 
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land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar· 
borough. Channel varies In Gorham. 
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Continued from page 11 
fast on this. True, they had one meeting, but general informa-
tion was not really presented to the public." Simard only found 
out about the drawdown, he said, when a Portland Press Herald 
reporter called him the day before it was to take place. 
Other criticism has come from the business owners and 
casual users who depend on the river for canoeing, boating, 
camping, water-skiing and other recreation. 
'''There's no boat-launching under these conditions," said 
Boilard, noting that riverside residents have complained to him 
about boat launches stranded by the drawdown. A permanent 
lowering, he said, would require those residents to extend their 
launches ~t personal cost. ' 
Rotary Park, the only public beach between Skelton Dam 
and Biddeford-Saco, could see a dramatic loss of swimming 
area, according to the lifeguards posted there during the 
drawdown. 
'We had to restrict swimming to that pool," said Jim 
Bergeron, pointing to a shallow area. '''There's no swimming in 
the channel. It's not safe enough." 
'''Theoretically, they brought the river down to its level 
during our grandfathers' day," pointed out Simard. "But we're 
used to the river as we've always seen it, as a broad, wide, 
beautiful river." 
CMP will examine the potential effects on recreation, said 
Vrabel. The utility's report to FERC will also include the public 
comments of agencies, groups and individuals. 
The report won't assess the reduced property values or lost 
business riverside individuals and communities could feel. 
Diving Into some deep ecology 
With all the concerns about human recreatioti, human 
drinking water and human fisheries, some activists worry that 
the fish themselves - and the river's other inhabitants - are 
getting lost in the debate. 
CMP officials tout a com-
prehensi ve passage-building 
plan to restore the river's fish. 
The utility is also proposing a 
"trap-and-truck" operation 
whereby fish in a ladder will 
be trapped and carried in a 
tank truck to major spawning 
streams like the Ossipee and 
Little Ossipee rivers. 
But Maine Department of 
Resources (DMR) biologist 
Lew Flagg isn't yet convinced 
trap-and-truck will work. 
California bioregionalist Peter Berg, who heads the Planet 
Drum Foundation, questioned whether even tearing out all the 
river's dams would restore it to its original condition. 
"Restoration ecology is largely an unproven phenomenon," 
Berg'said. '''There is an open debate as to whether or not one 
would be able to restore a river to what would be a pristine or 
prior condition because of the changes that have occurred. 
"Now, having said that, (full restoration) is a good idea to 
start with," he said. '''The remaining native vegetation and 
animals make it possible .... " 
There is precedent in Maine for considering a restoration 
plan. Gov. John McKernan shocked observers in 1991 by trying 
to buy - or seize, if necessary - the Edwards Dam in Augusta 
from its owners and tear it down to provide better fish passage 
up the Ke.nnebec River. 
"To open (Edwards) dam up would create significant, 
immediate benefits for 10 species of anadromous fish," said 
DMR biologist Flagg. 
The state still hasn't succeeded in that objective. But recent 
hearings on the dam, which faces a tough relicensing fight next 
year, produced a management plan calling for its removal. The 
plan will become the official state position on Edwards Dam 
later this year. 
"If you look at the world from a purely environmental 
position, yeah, let's (tear out all the dams)," said Vrabel. "But 
here in Augusta, where the state's new romprehensive energy 
plan says we need to look at renewables and indigenous 
resources, we're taking dams out from the river. At some point, 
you have to look at the costs and consequences of doing that." 
Who'll pay the tab? 
There's still hope among riverside residents that CMF's plan 
won't get the green light from state and federal officials. Even 
"As a rule of thumb, we 
have considered trap-and-
truck an interim measure to 
get runs re-established ... with 
the idea that ultimately there 
would be full fish passage at 
all the dams," Flagg said. 
'''That could be an issue. I'm 
not sure it would be long-term 
acceptable." Flagg said it's 
possible for fish to be released 
acddentaIly in an area that 
isn't a spawning ground, 
diSOrienting them. 
Swimmers spl_sh in _ sh"low pool _t Biddeford's Rotill)' P.k 
during the Aug. 26 dr_down. 
CB WJRichard R. Sitler 
"If fish home to certain river reaches, and you artificially 
transfer them, you may select the wrong tributary," he said. 
Despite concerns like these, most of Maine's environmental 
groups have remained silent during the Saco River debate. 
'We are generally in support of this, because free-flowing 
rivers are superior to fish ladders that may not be as effective," 
said John Boomer, vice chairman of the Sierra Club's Maine 
group, the one group that would comment on CMF's plan. "But 
our enthusiasm for (completely) free-flowing rivers is tempered 
by the need for electricity. Dams produce electricity in the least-
polluting way." 
To other observers, however, the best way to restore fish to a 
river has nothing to do with adjusting its level. Fiddling with 
. water levels to save fish and money isn't good sense or bad 
science, they said; it's just plain laughable. 
"Is it a river that belongs to birds and fish, or a power-
producing entity, or a recreational opportunity?" asked 
bioregional activist Gary Lawless. '1f (tearing out dams) makes 
it easier for a natural cycle of fish life to happen, that's one 
thing," he said. "But this is like bringing back caribou to the 
woods so that you can shoot 'em .... What about the birds in the 
air, the salamanders on the shores, the insects? Fish are only 
part of the chain." 
"I like restoring the river to what it was," he finished, 
"because it's not a toy for humans to Pitt canoes in. I think a 
river has life unto itself." 
CMP concedes it may have to build the fishways after all. 
'We will look at a five-foot drawdown, but it's not set in 
stone," CMP's Vrabel said. Depending on factors like the shape 
of the river's bottom and the velocity of its water, he added, that 
figure could change. "Five is the most we'd go. But it's FERC's 
call, all the way." 
If either DEP or FERC sinks the drawdown plan, Vrabel said, 
the next CMP request for a rate increase will likely include some 
of the $2.5 million cost of building the two extra fish ladders. 
"Any time CMP enters a construction project, especially 
when it involves licenSing of a f~cility, those costs are eventually 
paid for through the rates;" he noted. "It's not as if we'll be 
asking for a rate increase for this job." 
Critics still aren't satisfied, though. 
"I have every hope that people will fight until they do change 
their minds. We'll get our teeth into them yet," Boilard said. "If 
it gets to the point where they ever have public hearings, we'll 
be there." 
CMP has promised one public hearing at the end of the year. 
"A lot of things we do are controversial," finished Vrabel. 
"Any time you propose a change like this, somebody isn't going 
to be happy." • 
Paul Karr hikes gracefully and swims gracelessly 
in the Saco River watershed. 
St_te biologists h_ul _ bollt out of the SileO River 
during the Aug. 26 dr_wdown. 
Can the Saco stand a drawdown? 
One of the arguments getting tossed around in the Saco 
River debate is the issue of environmental quality. Some local 
residents and city officials are using the river's ecology as a 
wedge to open up the issues of recreational access and property 
rights. 
Among the environmental objections river activist Bob 
Boilard and Biddeford city planner George Simard have raised 
about the drawdown are these: 
• It could kill fish. "As you lower the water, it heats up 
faster. It's going to have an adverse effect on the fish. They can't 
stand that," Simard said. 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (IFW) biologist 
Sonny Pierce refuted this argument. "Any time you have open 
river, it's better," Pierce said. ''TIle best fishways in the world 
don't pass all the fish through. For fish and wildlife, (the 
lowering) is a definite plus." 
.It could degrade river quality by heating up the water and 
lowering dissolved oxygen content. 
"On this stretch of the river," said Pierce, "it doesn't look like 
the habitat type will change much. But if it does, the habitat 
types will get better. What's important to consider is residence 
time, not the level of the water. When you've got water whip-
ping through here faster, that increases the dissolved oxygen." 
Pierce also said water in the Saco and its tributaries would 
cool down, not heat up, after a lowering because of its increased 
velocity. 
CMP engineer Mike Pelletier, manager of the Saco River 
project, was more cautious. '''The feeling here is that it's going 
to help (dissolved oxygen concentrations) because of a ripple 
effect," he said. "But we just don't know yet." 
.It could destroy wetlands. "It could drain wetlands along 
the river, and that could be contrary to federal law or damage 
its ecology," Simard said. "Maybe it's cost-effective for them to 
do it that way, maybe it'll save ratepayers some money, but are 
the savings worth the cost?" 
'''There aren't many wetlands here anyway," said biologist 
Pierce. 
CMP scientists have stated they'll stick to a "no-net-Ioss" 
poliCY, but that could mean artificially constructing new 
wetlands, a controversial procedure. 
• It could sap or taint local drinking water supplies. The 
river provides drinking water for Biddeford, Saco, Old Orchard 
Beach and parts of Scarborough. 
"In the short term, we're not concerned," said Jerry 
Mansfield, director of the private Biddeford & Saco Water Co., 
which draws and treats water from the Saco River. "In the long 
term, though, there could be some concerns with all that 
exposed river bank." 
'''The water company can basically adapt to any change, but 
it'll cost consumers," Simard said. '''There you have two 
different public utilities, each viewing the river from different 
aspects." 
.It could muddy the water. Excess sediment in river water 
endangers fish because it can dog their gills. Recent dredging 
of the Saco, Boilard said, indicates the heavy siltation that's 
been created by development along the river - a problem that 
lower water levels would only make worse. 
'''That's not true. It'll actually be cleaner," argued Pierce. He 
claimed suspended sediments would decrease after the initial 
lowering period to the point where "you'll be able to see your 
feet in the water." 
.It could worsen local sewage discharge problems. During 
research for the Cataract dam permits, CMP disrovered it was 
holding back so much water at its dams that the cities of 
Biddeford and Saco couldn't properly dilute their treated 
sewage. High bacteria levels could have made the river's water 
unsafe for swimming or drinking. 
As a result, CMP promised both cities last October that it 
would always keep the river flowing at a volume of least 250 
cubic feet per second. "No matter what, CMP has to allow that 
much floW," Simard said. 'We need to make sure they haven't 
forgotten that agreement." 
tfom The 'Pan-Blackened E88 , 
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LOWER LOBBY· 151 MIDDLE IT· PORTLAND ME 
• OPEN 10-10 • 773-1898 
21 PLEASANT ST. PORTLAND 774·0016 
LUNCH 
MON-FRI 
1\: 30- 2:}0 
DINNER 
EVERI{ NICHT 
~ - 11 
SUBWAY'S 
GRAND OPENING SALE! 
Buy any footlong sub 
and get your second 
Subway has opened new 
doors and we're celebrating. 
When you buy a footlong 




a second one - FREE!! 
Now that's a deal you can 
really sink your teeth into. 
295 Forest Ave., Shop N' Save Plaza, Portland, ME 04101 • 761-9558 
·Second footlong sub must be of equal or lesser price. Not good in 
combination with any other offer. Offer good Sept 4 and 5 only. 
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Reassess Route 302 widening 
A group of Bridgton citizens have become the 
first in the 'state to request the Maine Department of 
Transportation (MOOT) to consider alternatives 
before proceeding with a planned widening of one 
mile of Route 302 through Bridgton. 
Such a study is exactly the sort of "alternatives 
analysis" that Maine voters were asking MOOT to 
conduct when they voted overwhelmingly to adopt 
a "sensible transportation policy" via referend urn 
last November. 
But the MOOT is not even conSidering the 
Bridgton group's request. A spokesman told useo 
Bay Weekly that the 
MOOT would not 
respond because rules 
for obeying the new 
law were not yet finalized. No one from the MOOT 
bothered to explain as much to the folks in Bridgton. 
Although this "public-be-damned" attitude is a 
time-honored tradition within the MOOT, it flies in 
the face of Commissioner Dana Connors numerous 
post-referendum pledges to adhere not only to the 
letter, but also to the spirit of the new law. 
The Bridgton citizens' request is worth consider-
ation, not only because it affects southern Maine's 
major east-west highway, but also because the issues 
it raises are similar to those that affect many, many 
, other road widening projects. In an Aug. 19 letter to 
MOOT Commissioner Dana Connors, Bridgton 
citizens Richard and Jean Murphy wrote: 
'This project ... means a substantial change of 
highway layout, and will mean a change of highway 
function from village residential to commercial. 
There will be significant social, economic and 
environmental impact. 
"This is an official request for an alternative 
analysis of the Bridgton Route 302 project. Accord-
ing to the new transportation policy, this anal ysis 
must be done, and preference [must] be given to 
non-widening measures .... Environmental and 
societal concerns must be taken into account, 
damage to the air must be minimized, and depen-
dence on foreign oil must be reduced. Public input 
must be a priority and MOOT must be responsive. 
This has not been the case in the past. 
"This analysis should include, but not be limited 
to: public transportation (especially rail, and an 
intermodal transit system including bus service), 
signage to reroute traffic, demand management 
strategies and bypa~ consideration .... 
"All the evidence we have compiled against [this 
project] is objectively incontrovertible, but we have 
yet to convince MOOT of the devastation this 
widening will cause ... ," 
Among the concerns of the Bridgton citizens, as 
outlined in the same letter to Connors: 
• No air quality study has been done. 
• The project fills wetlands in eight deSignated 
locations, plus an acre of wetland for the proposed 
retention pond. The project also involves partial 
filling of seven streams. 
• Federal money - which could be used for rail 
transportation to and from Bridgton - is being used 
for the project. The citizens want such alternative 
options explored. 
• The project is justified solely on traffic count 
figures that Bridgton citizens contend are double 
those of the actual traffic. Even the MOOT concedes 
that there is no pressing need on the basis of safety. 
• MOOT~s own engineers have suggested a 
narrower road, indicating that there is design 
flexibility in this project and that a narrower road 
can be a safe road . 
• The proposed road is not consistent with the 
town of Bridgton'S recently adopted comprehensive 
plan. 
• Drivers routinely travel this section of Route 
302 at speeds of up to 40 mph higher than the 
present 25- and 35-mph limits. Studies show that a 
narrower road makes the driver uncomfortable at 
higher speeds and encourages him to drive the 
speed limit. 
• This project runs parallel to Highland Lake, 
which is in the watershed that provides drinking 
water for Portland. The addition of pavement 
greatly increases the amount of phosphorous runoff 
into lakes, which increases the algae growth and, in 
tum, decreases the water quality. 
• The village has historic significance that would 
be destroyed by the widening. 
The Murphys and the dozens of Bridgton citizens 
they represent are not asking that the widening be 
stopped, only that the project receive more scrutiny, 
beginning with a study of alternatives. 
useo Bay Weekly concurs with Bridgton' s citizens 
that the MOOT is presently operating outside the 
intent of the new state transportation policy. CBW 
urges Commissioner Connors and the MOOT to 
reassess the Bridgton widening. 
CBW further urges the Campaign for Sensible 
Transportation and the Maine Transportation 
Coalition to monitor the MOOT's response, and to 
consider aSSisting the Bridgton group with their 
lobbying effort. 
Active communities and existing rail lines make 
southern Maine's east-west corridor one of the 
state's best opportunities to establish a sensible 
transportation system before spending billions 
constructing a Route 1 /Interstate 295-type corridor. 
The alternatives should at least be considered 
before pavement is poured. • (MLP) 
Unions must change or disappear 
• By Steven Stycos 
"You are the union," I told union clothing 
workers in New England repeatedly while working 
as their representative. Unfortunately most workers 
did 'not believe me. To them the union was a dues 
collection agency that often failed to solve their 
problems. 
On Labor Day 1992, the labor movement's biggest 
problem is the distance between the rank and file 
and the leadership. By failing to trust workers to run 
their own organizations, top union officials alienate 
their members and squander the potential power of 
millions of workers. If unions do not change drasti-
cally - and soon - they will shrivel to insignifi-
cance. 
These are not good times for unions. Unions have 
not been so weak since Franklin Delano Roosevelt 
was elected president in 1932. Today unions repre-
sent only 16 percent of the nation's workers. And the 
number of union members is shrinking every day. 
Like failing dictators, union leaders are quick to 
blame others for labor's decline, but unwilling to 
examine their own actions. American unions have 
been crippled by the destruction of manufacturing 
jobs, and by an impotent and ineffective National 
Labor Relations Board - two forces beyond their 
control. But changing conditions have not led to 
many new tactics. The AFL-CIO Executive Board's 
idea of innovation is offering members discount 
credit cards and travel services. 
The core problem, however, is that most union 
members do not believe they are the union and most 
paid union representatives do little to convince 
them. 
When it comes to democracy, American unions 
have more in common with the recently overthrown 
communist governments of Eastern Europe than our 
own government. The common symptoms of 
bureaucratic one-party rule plague the labor move-
ment indirect elections, punishment of dissidents, a 
stodgy cheerleading internal press, and, most 
important, a leadership elite removed from the daily 
concerns of the membership. If unions are to regain 
the trust of workers, much change is needed. 
The most obvious problem is that most national 
union leaders are appointed, or elected (usually 
without opposition) by carefully orchestrated 
conventions. (Only mine workers, steelworkers and 
citizen 




they are able to hide in their offices, far from the 
daily tensions of the workplace. 
Another glaring problem is that the national 
officers of America's unions, including those who 
represent thousands of workers who earn $S and $6 
per hour, commonly earn six-figure salaries. Only 
the United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers 
Union wisely limits staff salaries to the wage levels 
of union members. Consequently, many union 
members believe their unions are run by big shots 
who have more in common with their bosses than 
themselves. 
The tactics labor uses to fight employers or lobby 
legislators cement the image that unions are the 
property of officials in three-piece suits, and not the 
rank and file. For the most part labor plays the game 
like their enemies from the chamber of commerce. 
Rather than organize their members to battle 
tough employers, unions often hire lawyers to fight 
long complex legal battles far removed from the 
shop floor. Instead of turning out the members to 
attend hearings, or demonstrate against anti-labor 
elected officials, labor dishes out large campaign 
contributions and quietly lobbies at statehouses and 
in Congress. 
The message to the membership is clear: "We'll 
take care of it. We'll call if we need you." There are 
exceptions, but as long as they remain exceptions, 
the message to workers will be unchanged. 
Such a strategy fails to capitalize on labor's 
greatest strength: its numbers. In addition to failing 
to involve workers in their own struggles, it hides 
labor issues from the public. In the last 12 years the 
National Labor Relations Board has undermined 
workers' efforts to unionize through anti-union 
decisions and administrative procedures which 
make the defense department look efficient. Instead 
of demonstrating at the labor board or staging sit-ins 
in their offices, however, labor stoically waits for a 
Democratic president to change the law. 
A besieged labor movement has risen in the past 
only with the fervent enthusiasm of thousands of 
workers. If labor is to reassume its role in building a 
more just SOCiety, its leaders must return unions to 
the workplace and the streets. There will be strength 
in numbers again only when the rank and file 
believe they are the union . • 
Sleven Stycos is a former New England representative of the 
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union and a 
former executive director of the Maine Democratic Party. 
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assembled instead outs t....bter s Church because of rain. 
Discrimination 
In high places 
To William M. Slavick, 
who wrote that Jesus never 
discriminated against anyone 
(8.6.92), read on: 
From Romans 1: 
"Even their women 
exchanged natural relations 
for unnatural ones. In the 
same way the men also 
abandoned natural relations 
with women and were 
inflamed with lust for one 
another. Men committed 
indecent acts with other men, 
and received themselves the 
due penalty for their perver-
sion." 
Also from Corinthians 6: 
"Do you not know that the 
wicked will not inherit the 
kingdom of God? Do not be 
deceived: Neither the 
sexually immoral nor idola-
ters nor adulterers nor male 
prostitutes nor homosexual 
offenders nor thieves nor the 
greed y nor drunkards nor 
slanderers nor swindlers will 
inherit the kingdom of God. 
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
_komes your Ietten_ 
Please limit your thoughts 
to 300 words, Include a 
daytime phone number 
and address to: Letten, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 
551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101. 
"And that is what some of 
you were. But you were 
washed, you were sanctified, 
you were justified in the 
name of the Lord Jesus Christ 






Bravo and thank you! I 
was on,1y just made aware of 
your article and editorial 
regarding the Brunswick 
school issue ("Conflicts of 
interest" and "Turning away 
from the village center," 
7.23.92). The person who 
showed me your weekly 
seemed to feel that someone 
had removed nearly all of 
your July 23 issues from the 
Brunswick locations. 
To the last line of Paul 
Karr's excellent editorial, 
where it says "they can use it 
to teach their children how 
mistakes ... are made," I 
would like to add: But will 
they? This is the same 
shortsighted mentality that 
leveled Brunswick's historic 
town hall and railroad station 
(as well as Portland's Union 
Station). 
~M __ /tI!;;dJ 
Emerson G. Zeitler 
Brunswick 
Sacrificing care 
for the dollar 
Recently I had an unfortu-
nate experience with Prison 
Health Services, the new 
medical service that took over 
at the Maine Correctional 
Center in South Windham. 
This organization and its 
employees came highly 
recommended to the state. 
On Friday, July 24, I saw 
one of the nurses and com-
plained of a serious rash and 
swelling. I was told that I had 
"insect bites." The next day I 
saw another nurse and was 
told I had "sun poisoning." 
The following day I saw the 
nurse in charge of the clinic 
and was told nothing. 
Finally on Monday, July 
27, I was able to see the 
physician assistant, who sent 
me directly to my regular 
physician in Portland. He 
diagnosed me as having 
shingles. This is a painful 
disease compounded by the 
fact that I have AIDS also. 
I was admitted to Brighton 
Medical Center, where I 
spent the next 11 days. My 
physician in Portland also 
stated that if I would have 
been correctly diagnosed and 
treated, the maximum 
amount of an in-hospital stay 
would have been two to three 
seen 
days. Is this the kind of 
quality care and treatment we 
are saving money for? 
The total bill for the 
hospital stay, doctors visits, 
medications, etc., was well 
over $15,000. Gee, that's 
really one hell of a savings, 
conSidering it's suppose to 
cost about $20,000 to keep me 
incarcerated for an entire 
year. 
There has been a lot of talk 
about privatization at the 
Maine Youth Center, and 
other places in the sta teo If we 
are to judge the care and 
treatment from a private 
source by my experience, 
then the conclusion is clearly, 
it does not work! You cannot 
sacrifice quality care and 
treatment for the almighty 
dollar. 




Is at hand 
While some of your eight 
suggestions to Bill Diamond 
and other secretaries of state 
who recently met here in 
Portland at the Holiday Inn 
may be difficult, all are 
excellent ("Steps toward 
restoring democracy," 
8.15.92). 
However, I'd like to 
discuss the last one, "Empha-
size Local Government." On 
the face of it it is true that 
local government has lost 
"control" over many aspects 
that the larger federal 
bureaucracy and its state , 
September3, 1992 1 5 
equivalent now offer as 
providers of "services." In the 
economic reality of the day, 
there just wouldn't be 
enough cash on hand to 
provide many services that 
the state and federal prOVid-
ers administer, and I doubt 
that without a revolution 
approaching socialism, such 
funds could be raised locally. 
If, however, you mean that 
the local government should 
administer these services 
while the monies continue to, 
at least in part, come from 
state and federal sources, 
then perhaps the suggestion 
could be implemented 
without major changes in our 
social system. 
I attended the hearings last 
winter in South Portland 
when drastic cuts had been 
proposed by the McKernan 
administration in such 
services, and it was clear that 
providers could make some 
cuts, but it was equally dear 
that there was inadequate 
money to provide quality 
services! 
A re-examination of the 
values in our society vis-a-vis 
development of a broadened 
concept of democracy is now 
unavoidable. Along with 
concepts of political democ-
racy that most of us would 
agree upon, we must now 
wrestle with concepts of 
"economic democracy" if we 
are to survive as a democ-
racy. Our Perestroika dealing 
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CRABMEAT ROLL $3.95 
LOBSTER ROLL $4.95 
.:. HAPPY HOUR .:. 
DAILY 4 TO 7PM 
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $1.50 
IMPORTED BOTTLES $2.00 
WELL DRINKS $2.25 
• IT'S FOOTBALL SEASON 
Watch Your Favorite Team 
VIA SATELLITE -3TVs 
2 tor 1 Appetizers & Happy Hour 
Prices All Day Every Sunday 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
Happy Hour 4 to closing 
2 for 1 Pizza 
336 Fore SI. oln the Old Port 
772·8619 
• Start the long weekend 
off early - eat your lunch 
to the mellifluous vocals of 
folk singer Brenda Moore, 
who performs free today 
from noon-1:15 p.m. at 
Maine Savings Plaza. Call 
Intown Portland Exchange 
at 772-6828 for more. 
• It's alive! It's alive! That's 
right, just like you-know-
who and Elvis, Dean 
Velentgas Gallery has risen 
again and will host an 
opening for Charlie 
Hewitt's paintings, prints 
and constructions tonight 
from 5-7. Dean Velentgas is 
open now by appointment 
only, but will occasionally 
host shows or events such 
as this one - which only 
goes to show you can't keep 
a good insurance man 
down. Call 772-2042 for 
the Word. 
• They're alive, but who -
and what - are they? 
Naked Age and Carnal 
Garage, two "total garage" 
rock bands, play tonight at 
Geno's (13 Brown St., 
Portland). Call 772-7891 .for 
eye-opening details. 
• Boogie-woogie blues: 
Find 'em at Raoul's (865 
Forest Ave.) tonight with 
Marcia Ball, who will get 
you on your tootsie-
wootsies faster than you can 
say "Shoop-de-doop-dee-
diddly-wah." Tix are $10. 
Call 773-6886 for more. 
• Zydeco gumbo: Grammy 
Award-winning Al Rapone 
is throwing a zydeco party, 
complete with his own 
gumbo, tonight at 8 at 
Raoul's (865 Forest Ave.). 
Tix are $7. Call 773-6886 for 
a taste. 
• Labor Day signals the 
end of summer. As such, it's 
a fitting occasion to visit 
one of Greater Portland's 
beaches, which range in 
mood from the serenity of 
Crescent to the delicious 
honky-tonk decadence of 
OOB. You can't go wrong; 
wiggle your toes in the sand 
one last time before school 
starts and the leaves fall. 
• Join the collective: Drift 
on up to Bowdoin College 
this afternoon for a Jung 
seminar, "The Role of the 
Collective in Sacred Dream-
ing." William Furber, 
chairman of the c.G. Jung 
Center, will give the talk in 
the faculty room of Massa-
chusetts Hall. It's free. Call 
725-3151 for more if you're 
jung at heart. 
• Vegetate with a pro: 
Learn to identify plants and 
discover their uses today 
from 10-11:30 a.m. Meet at 
Trefethen Landing, Peaks 
Island. Talk is cheap but it's 
not free; t snerbage 
verbiage will run you six 
Like a rollercoaster ride at 008, summer In Maine Is exhlleratlng but ~n'''n:-II''e.J 
,----------
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I PRESENT THIS AD I 
I FOR 75¢ OFF YOUR I 
I FIRST BREW AT I 
I FEDERAL JACK'S I 
I BREW PUB I 
I I 
I THE SHIPYARD, ROUTE 9 I 
I lOWER VILLAGE 
I KENNEBLNKPORT { 
I 967 ·4~11 I L _________ _ 
"CXlnl &ly GoodDr'e' cn::l other 
tit1es oolable on tope & CD at 
COs. TAPES 0 VIDEOS 
Qrjy 15 min. from Portiond 
YARMOUTH MARKETPlACE 
Yarmouth. ME (2On 841>4711 
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Look inside for -Program 
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FREE ST. (one way_) 
18 CAsco Bay Wukly 
Open daily for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner. 
A full service caterer 
specializing in ••• 
o Weddings 
Mouth watering, baked from 0 Corporate Functions 
scratch, breads and pastries - 0 Private Parties 
freshly prepared soups, stews, Featuring creative foods, tastefully 
salads, sandw iches, and light d inner presented and graciously served. 
specials - how can you resist? 1 ~ Please ask for our Catering 
'i '· I Manager. ;'J i " 
Time to . . 
~~ K-h. ,~ book your I' 
(Ia! I holiday . ::....I ,'"' 
parties. 1 LADY 
11~'1?~ VICTORY 
t~5k>r ~ CATERING r; 
MONUMENT WAY AT MONUMENT SQUARE MONUMENT WAY AT MONUMENT SQUARE 
PORTLAND, MAINE PORTLAND, MAINE 
772-7299· FAX 772-9662 772-7299 • FAX 772·9662 
If you're ready to become engaged 





This is going to be 
the most popular 
Diamond Engagement Ring 
in Cross' history 
Cross Jewelers 
570 Congress SI. Portland, Me. 
773-3107 Open M-F 
A~==-
Fleet Bank 
A Member of Fleet Financial Group 
We're here to make a difference:M 
MAINE BALLROOM DANCE 
614A Congress St. 
Portland, ME 0410 1 
773-0002 
6 Week Classes & 
Private Lessons 
BEGINNER CLASSES 
starting the week of 
September 14 
call for more 
information 
Intermediate & Advanced Classes adding Rumba, Cha Cha, Polka, Tango, 
Mambo & others. Other classes include: Technique, Competition, Children's, 
CountlY & Western, Senior Citizens 
Classes ami/ble during lunch hours! Singles Welcome 
Ballroom Dance Every Saturday EVe1lillg. Open To The Public. 
~:;-~~ .. ~~~"""'" ,~~ '" ~ .... ~ .......... 
Festival of community, arts & 
culture unites the whole family 
The first annual Uptown Block Party in Congress Square 
is a celebration ot Portland's diversity, a bringing 
together ot people who contribute to making community. 
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.: Samaki Ensemble plays tradi-
tional Cambodian folk music 
12 p.m.: PMA Parade of classic autos, held as part of 
the museum's current exhibit "The 
Elegant Auto: Fashion and 






will teach and lead circle and line dances for all 
ages and skill levels 
1 p.m.: Portland Ballet Co. performs excerpts from their 
lOOth anniversary staging of "The Nutcracker," up-
cOming in December 
1 :30 p.m.: Cafe Review presents poets Paul Lichter and 
Karen Douglass reading from their works 




2:30 p.m.: Author 
Beth Harmon 
reads stories 










3 p,m.: Preble 
Street Resource 
Center pre-
sents four poets reading from their collected works, 
'Voice from the Streets: Copies will be on sale. 














Portland Ballet's Karen Hurll-Montanaro and 
Scott Potter lxing Tchaikovsky to Congress 
Square at 1 p .m. 
kids and a street funk dance for all ages 
5:30 p.m.: Michael Danahy performs folk Songs of 
Coffee, Love and Anger 
6 p.m.: Cafe Review presents poets Steve Luttrell and 
Betsy Sholl reading from their works 
All day: Children's Museum's 'Camera Obscura" dis-
play, a life-size, walk-through diorama of the first 
camera process 
Members at the Portland Brass Quintet - comprised (trom 1. to r.) at 
Dana RussIan, Jolm Boden, Don Rankin, Mark Manduca and Betty 
Barber - toot their own hems from 3:3().5 p.m at the Block Party. 
Festival participants are as varied as the cornices 
lining Congress Sheet: Casco Bay Movers, Children's 
Museum of Maine, Portland Stage Company, Port-
land Symphony, Portland Bross Quintet, Musician 
Michael Danahy, Portland Museum of Art, Author 
Beth Harmon of Chimney Pond Tales, Maine Ballroom 
Dance Company, Preble Street Resource Center, Port-
land Ballet Company, Cafe ReviewPoets Steve Luttrell, 
Karen Douglass, Betsy .~~'!!I!!"""~ 
Sholl and Paul Lichter, 
Refugee Resettlement Pro-
gram, Portland School of 
Art, University of Southern 
Maine, Artists and 
craftspeople of Portland 
and Uptown restaurants 
and cafes. 
The Block party is sponsored 
by your friendly local al-
ternative, Casco Bay Weekly, the City of Portland, 
Eberhardt/Impact, People's Heritage Bank and Raffles 
Cafe Bookstore. 
.. .... -'" ~" .... " ......... """-..... ~ ..... 
CELEBRATING 
SIX YEARS 




Vegetarian Soups & Speci"'. 
Salads & Sandwiches 
Fresh Juice Bar 
Fine Coffees, Teas & Desserts 
Classic) co ntemporary and 
alternative literature. 
Hard to find periodicals 
Open 7 nays 
Wed & Thul'S until 8pm 
Sundays 12·5 
555 Congress Street 761-3930 
l.£/T(;£I$ T 










~ .. : J~~!I' ~ inc . 
,-~" ~~-;,;~,;~.' 
579 Congress St. 
772-S9Z9 
OF THE 
Casco Bay Weekly celebrates the 
Casco Bay Region's many artists. 
Find out who they are and where 
you can find them in this 
informative isssue. 
October 1, 1992 
Advertising Deadline September 25,1992. 
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bucks. Call 766-454 for 
verdant details. 
• Easy to please? Then 
visit Portland Museum of 
Art for "Plenty 0' Nuthin: 
Maine in the 1930s" 
tonight at 7. The talk is 
part of the museum's 
Wednesday series of 
Fireside Chats; this one is 
hosted by University of 
Maine historian Stuart 
Doty, author of "Acadian 
Hard Times." Admission is 
slightly more than nuthin'. 
Call 775-6148 or nuthin's 
what you'll git from the 
BigP. 
• In the wake of the closing 
of Elements Gallery Sept. 1 
in Brunswick, art lovers will 
want to close ranks around 
the town's two extant art 
spaces, O'Farrell Gallery (at 
58 Maine St., 729-8228) and 
Icon Gallery (19 Mason St., 
725-8157). Both galleries 
hold openings tonight from 
5-7 p.m. - O'Farrell for the 
paintings and drawings of 
Sigmund Abeles and 
sculpture by Christopher 
Gowell; Icon for the 
"Banded Tapestries" of 
Morris David Dorenfeld, 
colorful, dramatic weavings 
reminiscent of paintings. 
Elements, founded three 
years ago by Bill Robertson 
and Diane DeGrasse, 
moved into smaller quarters 
at 19 Mason St. last Novem-
ber when the two owners 
split. Robertson rethought 
'-'---'-"'_ gallery's mission and 
operation so one person 
could manage it. According 
to Robertson the move 
brought Elements' expenses 
in line with revenues, but 
that wasn't enough to save 
the gallery. 
"I just didn't see [the 
economy] getting better for 
awhile and was basically 
working two jobs," said 
Robertson, who also teaches 
business in colleges around 
the state. 
Elements featured Maine 
artists and craftspeople. Its 
mission, said Robertson, 
was to blur the distinction 
between craft arts and fine 
arts, which he views as 
artificial. 
"I'm not going to walk 





Breakfast M-F 6 to II :30AM 
Lunch M-F .II :45-2.PM 
All Day Breakfast 
Sat 6AM-2.PM Sun 8AM-2PM 
98 Portland Street ' 
OpposIte MaIn Post Office 
Portland 773,2096 
~~'IfS.r~_ 
said Robertson, who may 
stay involved in art market-
ing or management. He 
added dryly that he's 
fulfilled the "ancient 
Chinese curse of living in 
interesting times - in 
Maine, in art, and in crafts 
being accepted as art." 
• Parting is such sweet 
sorrow: But listening to 
Alfred DePew - author of 
the award-winning short 
story collection "The 
Melancholy of Departure," 
teacher of literature and all-
around nice guy - is sweet-
talk of the finest kind. 
DePew reads tonight, 
courtesy of Maine Media 
Women, at the Patten Free 
Library in Bath. He'll also 
answer questions after. 
Networking (made more 
palatable by refreshments) 
starts at 6:30, MMW will 
conduct its official business 
at 6:45, and no one will be 
admitted after the reading 
starts at 7. 
So spare yourself some 
sorrow: Be prompt. This is 
one fiction reading you 
won't want to miss (and 
that's no lie). Call 729-6858 
for more . 
• "Intimacy, Ultimacy and 
Immediacy: Meaning-
Broder, master's candidate 
at Andover-Newton Theo-
logical School, gives this 
Matlovich Society talk 
tonight at 7:30 in Rines 
Auditorium, Portland 
Public Library, 5 Monument 
Square. Call 657-2850 for 
further details. 
• The Theater Project, 
whose production last year 
of "The Normal Heart" 
touched many hearts, 
presents "Torch Song 












Week of September 21 
It's not France, and It's not Disneyland, but It's all 
we have. Visit the Fun House at Old Orchard Beach 
Immedlatement. CBW/Colin Ma/aJcie 
winning play is the story of 
Arnold, an entertainer, and 
the people in his life: 
mother, lovers and adopted 
son. Each act is done in a 
different style and covers a 
different period in Arnold's 
life. 
"Torch Song" benefits 
from the same creative team 
that put together "The 
Normal Heart," including 
Brian Allen as director and 
Bob McCormack in the lead 
role. See it tonight at 7:30 at 
The Theater Project, 14 
School St., Brunswick. All 
profits benefit Merry-
meeting AIDS support 
services and The AIDS 
Project. Tickets are $10. Call 
Allen at Merrymeeting 
AIDS - 725-4955 - for 
further details. 
• Find company and food 
to flip over when the 
Swedenborgian Church (302 
Stevens Ave., Portland) 
holds a Public Breakfast 
today from 8-11 a.m. 
Featured: the essential 
flapjacks, hash browns, 
beverage and secret ingredi-
ents. All this - plus fine 
fellowship, at 8 in the 
morning, no less - costs a 
mere $3.50 per adult, $2 for 
"small appetites." Not sure 
whether that means kids or 
big people with little 
tummies, but the folks at 
Swedenborgian are prob-
I ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO L.L, BEAN 
I Come to Freeport, 
1 ~ and Visit. .. 
1 Desert 
I · : --:: of Maine 
1 . Maine's Famous 
1 Natural Phenomenon 
1 Giant Sand Dunes. Narrated 
1 Coach ToutS 9 Nature Trails 
1 • Sand Mist ·,783 Bam 
• World 's largest Sand Painting 
• Gift Shop • Store 
Off U.S. Route 1 and 95 
• Desert Rd. • Dept. C6 • 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 8th 
to October 12th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH THIS AD. $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UM!-T ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAILABLE 
ably negotiable; call them at 
772-8277 to find out for sure. 
• The Uptown Block Party, 
a community cavalcade of 
the diverse arts & culture 
that distinguish Portland, 
happens today in Congress 
Square. Find arts and crafts 
of all kinds, as well as 
performances ranging from 
Portland Ballet to a PMA 
parade featuring elegant 
autos of the '30s to readings 
by poets from Cafe Review 
and Preble Street Resource 
Center. The party runs from 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. Call Tim 
Folio at 761-3930 or Barbara 
Eberhardt at 775-6558 for 
diverse details. 
chea thrill 
This Labor Day, take 
a walk for those who 
labor to do what comes 
easily to you. Raise 
money for the Muscu-
lar Dystrophy Associa-
tion today by joining 
.the Walkathon. 
Registration's at 9, 
and the walk starts at 
10:30 a.m. in Deering 
Oaks Park. Pick up 
pledge sheets ahead of 
time at MDA HQ -
222 Auburn St., Port-




• great music 
• great beer & wine 




• Fri& Sat, Sept. 4th& 5th 
THE MARGUERITE 
JUENEMANN QIDNTET 
• T"",day, Seplember 8.h 
OPEN POETRY READING 
• Thursday, September 10th 
THE TONY ZANO 
MARTI BALLOU DUO 
reeervation. welcome 
c100ed aundaya tUilabor day 
clo.oo monday. 
20 danfOl'th at . • 772-8114 
--------~------:..:..~------~--'- .. ==- ... -----
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The Casco Bay Weekly 
Calendar:l0 days and 
more ways to be 
Informed, get Involved 
and stay amused. 
Submissions for 
Entertainment Weekly 
sections must be 
received In writing on 
the Thunday prior to 
publication. Send your 
Calendar and Listings 
Information to Ellen 
Llburt, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 551A Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
... :' .' :;:: ::: :: ::::: :::.: 
LOBSTER! WRITER! 





22 Ozsro &y Wukly 
"AS WITHIN , 
50 WITHOUT ." 
PERHAPS 
OUR ALCHEMISTS 











42 High St. 
Suite 330 






Continued from 10-dJzy CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
A ~gue of Thel. Own 
In 1943,allthebasebal-playingmenwere 
at war oversees and women were given 
their chance to play professional ball . 
Penny Marshall directs this comedy about 
lhe All-American Giris Professional Base-
ball League. starring Geena Davis, Lori 
Petty, Tom Hanks and Madonna. 
.. ale Inatlnct 
Michael Douglas returns to the "Streets of 
San Francisco" as a detective in this erotic 
murderthriHerdirecled by Paul Verlloeven 
("Total Recall"). Slick, entertaining, 
homophobic. 
Batmen Retuma 
Batman (Michael Keaton) returns to battle 
the combined forces of the Penguin 
(Danny DaVito), an evil industrialist(Chris-
topher Walken) and the Catwoman 
(Michelle Pfeiffer). Directed by Tim Bur-
ton. Lotsa action can 't mask the lack of a 
Honeymoon In Veg •• 
Sarah Jessica Parker plays a New YorI< 
schoolteacher who heads to Vegas with 
the intention of getting married. Things 
get dicey when her llance (Nicolas Cage) 
treats her like a chlppy and loses her in a 
high-stakes pokergame. Alsostars James 
Caan. "Honeymoon" transcends its 
simpleminded premise with Cage's very 
funny portrayal olthe earnestly inept par-
amour. 
Hou_ItIe. 
Goldie Hawn plays a con artist who has a 
one-n1ght stand with an archHect (Steve 
Martin), moves into the man's home and 
pretends to be his wife while trying to win 
his heart. 
~rd.End 
In this adaptation of E.M. Forster's novel, 
the clash betwe«l different segments of 
early 20th-century BrtIish society is ,. 
llected in the relations betwean the boll&-
mian Schlegef sisters and the conven-
tional Wilcox family. Starring Vanessa 
Redgrave, Anthony Hopkins, Emma 
Thompson and Hefena Bonham-Carter. 
lAth.1 Weapon II 
yet another encore for the hard-co.... 
Murtaugh has plans to retire but can't 
help being sucked into one last free-for-
all case - this time invofving stolen fire-
arms from the poke department - wifh 
partner Riggs. Stars Danny Glover and 
Mel Gibson. 
M_lngVenu. 
A distinguished Hungarian conductor and 
a renowned Swedish diva (Glenn Close) 
meet during an international production 
of Wagner's "Tannhauser" and begin a 
tolrid affair. 
Monat .. In • Boll 
Spalding Gray, the maestro of mono-
logue, follows up "Swimming to Cambo-
dia" wifh stories of his adventures in Hol-
lywood, Nicaragua and ~oscow, describ-
ing adventures as diverse as interviewing 
LA residents kidnappped by aliens to 
cohesive plot. accompanying "Swimming to Cambo-
Bufty the Yampl .. Slay.. dia" to Russia. 
Buffy, aCal~omiahighschoolcheer1eader Out on a Limb 
(played by Kristy Swanson), discovers While rescuing his sister from a logging 
that she is the latesl in a long line of town called Buzzsaw, a financial whiz 
women destined to slay vampires. It's a (Matthew Broderick) has his wallet stolen. 
good thing too, for a team of vampires, He has 24 hours to find the wallet , which 
playedbyRutgerHauerand Paul ReubenS contains a phone number worth $160 
(a.k.a Pee-wee Herman),decideto pull up million doflars. 
stakes in Romania and move to the San Patriot a. ..... 
Fernando Valley. Also stamng Luke Perry Harrison Ford steps in for Alec Baldwin as 
and Donald SUtheriiand. CIA analyst Jack Ryan In this sequel to 
De.th Bec_ He. "TheHuntforRedOctober."lntemational 
Two narcissistic, age-obsessed women terrorists and an IRAspiintergrouptarget 
WHAT'S 
WHERE 
CkJe to scheduling changes after 
caw goes to press, movie goefS 




Maine Mall Road, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Sept 4-10 
Honey, I Blew Up the Kid (PO) 
12:45,2:50,5 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
(PO-13) 
5 :10, 7:05, 9 
Death Becomes Her (PO-13) 
I , 3 :15,5:30, 7:40, 9 :50 
Pinoc:chlo CO) 
1 :15, 3 :15 
Unlawful Entry (R) 
7 :05,9:25 
Honeymoon In Vegas (R) 
1 :10, 3:20, 5:30, 7:40, 9:55 
Enchanted April (PO) 
1,3:10, 5 :15, 7:20, 9:40 
Pet Bematary 2 (R) 
12:45, 3,5:157:25, 9 :45 
Out on a limb (PO) 
1 :25, 3:30, 5:25, 7:20, 9:20 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Rd., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Sept 4-10 
Sister Act CPO) 
1 :10, 3 :20, 6:50, 9 
A League of Their Own (PO) 
12:50,3:40, 7,9:40 
Unforglven (R) 
12:40, 3:30. 6:40, 9:20 
Ralalng CIIln (R) 
7:40,10 
-an actress (Meryl Streep) and an author Ryan and his family after Ryan foils their 
$ 5 2 of beauty books (Goldie Hawn) - vie for attemptto kidnap a member of England's the love of a plastic surgeon (Bruce Willis). royal family. Also features Anne Archeras 
Sterrrng- -:.::>5i11 'Vv"Et::~I!+-t-~de:ify~thh.e~ag=ing~· proc~- ~ ..... ~t?~an::.ly~Ien=.~~th!!;S!.t~o:",.Rav¥la~QU'SUW!~'fi,~al\d . . 
Three NinJa Kids (PO) 
1:30,4:20 
Sin I Wh e Ie R 
A • d. cole jewelers 10 Exchange SI. Porlland 772-5119 
Hours: Sun. 12-5 N\on .-Sal. 1 (}6 
For Your Children's Outgrown Quality 
Clothing • Toys • Books • Equipment 
K~~!:I!!~!! 
Gently Wom Items for Children 
Always Buying" All Seesons • Infant - Size 10 
Drop Off or Call for an Appointment 
Mall Plaza' S. Poltland (by Ames and Bookland)· Mon.-Sat. 9:30am - 8:30pm 
n2-7333 or 1-800-564-7333 
.,... . ... • t .., ..... ., I .. " ... " ... "" • 
.......... ' • ...... .l ......... -~ ... ..... 
~ ....... ~- --
lowing a potion they beloeve will grant Pet Se...ury 2 
them eternal youth - with dire co.... They'refurry, they're peeved, they'redead 
quences. Directed and produced by Rob- and they're buried in LudloW, Maine -
ertZemeckisandStevestarl<ey,theteam your own backyard. 
responsiblefor "WhoFramedRogerRab- PlnoccIIlo 
bit" and the "Back to the Future· trlogy. Oisney'sanimatedclassicabouta'NOOClen 
Enchanted April puppet who must prove himself worthy of 
Four very different British women rent a being a real boy. 
castle near Portofino, Italy, to escape Relalng CIIln 
their troubled lives and "sit in the shade John Lithgow stars as a psycho ~-
and ramember better times and better chologist who becOm&S obsessed with 
men."The beauty of Italy rejUVenates ~ raising his chid. As his obseSSion grows 
woman and helps them redisco_ their he begins to monitor her every move. 
romantic and idealistic selves. Stars Finally, seeking total control, he kidnaps 
Miranda Richardson and Joan Ptowright. his child and frames his wife's innocent 
Fa. and Away ex-Io_ for the crime. 011 yeah, he mur-
A tum-of-the century Irish laborer en- din several innocent byItanders along 
dures hardship in Eire, then in an unikely the way. Also stars Lolita Davidovich and 
turn of events, flees Ireland with the well- Steven Bauer. Directed by Bnan DaPaIma, 
to-do deughter of the rich landlord who responsible for "Canie," "The Untouch-
oppressed his famly and falls in love with abies" and "Bonfire of the Vanities." 




who's transformed into a frog by an evi 
aunt. Instead of getting bogged down by 
his troubles, he leaps into action, trying to 
rid the world of evil and becoming agent 
F.R.0 .7, the toast of the French secret 
service. 
Honey, I BMw Up the KId 
Wayne Szalinksi (Rick Morsnis), the~ 
scatterbrained inventor who shrank hiS 
kids now finds his problems magnified 
~ he accidentally zaps his son Adem 
with an enlarging ray. Not surprising Iy , 
the towering toddler, who grows to 112 
feet wreaks havoc on his family's unsus-
peeling community. Also stamng Marcia 
Strassman. 
Rapid FIN . 
Brandon Lee, Bruce'sson, stretches him-
se~ as an actor by playing a martlSl arts 
expert who helps a veteran Chicago cop 
break up a heroin cartel . 
SIngle White Fe_Ie 
Allison Jones' (Bridget Fonda) soard! for 
a roommate ends when the seemingly 
demure Hedra Carison (Jennifer Jason 
Leigh) arrives at her doorstep. But this 
perfect setup turns into roommate hell 
when Hedra also moves into the most 
personal aspeets of Allison's life, imitat-
ing the way she dresses, walks and talks, 
winning 0_ her friends and attempting 
to seduce her boyfriend. The two charac-
ters are well developed up to a point.then 
SWF deteriorates into the usual blood-
bath. 
Slate. Act 
A trashylounge singer(Whoopi Goldberg) 
goes into hiding in a convent after wit-
nessing a crime. She takes over the chOir 
and transmutes them into superb jazz 
singers, thereby attracting the attention 
of the thugs invofved in the murder. 
Th ... Ninja Kkia 
An FBI agent Is ordered to track down an 
&vi martial arts master. In retaliation, the 
master plots to kidnap the agent's three 
sons. Uttle does he know that the boys, 
ageslH2, have been instructed in the art 
of ninlHsu by their grandfather and are 
roo... than a match for any bad guy. 
Twin P .. ks: FI .. W.lk with Me 
David Lynch directs this prequel to the TV 
show which focuses on the seven days 
preceding Laura Palmer's mysterious and 
untimely death. Stars Kyle MacLachlan, 
Sheryf Lee, Harry Dean Stanton, David 
Bowie and Chris Isaak. 
Rapid Fire CR) 
1:20,4:10,7:30, 9:30 
Twin Peales: Fire Welk with Me 
(R) 
12:30,3:10,6:30, 9:10 
Freddie _ F.R,O.7 (PO) 
1:40 
Patriot Oama. (A) 
3:50, 7:10, 9:50 
The Movies 
10 Exchange St. , Portland 
772-9600 
Matinees Sat & Sun 
Until the End of the World (R) 
Sept 2-6 
Wed-Fri 6 , 9; Sat-Sun I , 9:15 
Meeting Venua CPO·13) 
Sept 5-8 
Sat-Sun 4, 7; Mon-Tues 7, 9 :15 
Monat ... ln a BOil (PO-13) 
Sept ~13 
Wed-Fri 7, 9; Sat-Sun I, 7 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle stree1s, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Sept 4-10 
Asterisk indicates show runs 
Sat-Mon only 
Lethal Weapon III CR) 
2,4:20', 7:10,9:50 
Basic Instinct (R) 
1 :50, 4:30", 7:20, 9:45 
Howarda End (PO) 
1 :15, 3 :55', 6:40,9:30 
UnlYe ..... Soldier (R) 
2:05,4:10',7:30, 10 
Far and A_y (PO) 
6:50, 9:40 
Housealtter (PO) 
1:40,3:45" 7, 10:10 
Plnoc:ehlo (a) 
1 :30,3:30' 
Pride's Comer Drive-In 
651 Bridgton Road, Westbrook 
797-3154 
Dates effective Sept 4-10 
Batman Returna (PO-13)) 
8:05 
Lethal Weapon III CR) 
10:10 
Unforglven 
Clint Eastwood plays an aging gunslinger 
who leaves his secure, but sloppy, life as 
a pfg fanner to pursue the $t,ooo bounty 
pfaced on the heads of two men who 
attacked and disfigured a young prosti-
tute In Big Whiskey, Wyoming of 1880. He 
and his ex-pardner(Morgan Freeman)are 
joined by a young, would-be bad guy who 
wants to shoot everything in sight but is 
practically blind. With Hs unhurried pac-
ing and thoughfful examination of vio-
lence, "Unforgiven" paints a down-to-
earth picture of how the West was "woo" 
by a bunch of inept losers. Also stars 
Gene Hackman and Richard Hams. 
Unl ...... 1 SoIeII •• 
A reporter discovers a secret government 
experiment to create the uHimate fighting 
machines, genetically engineered soldiers 
made from dead Gis. But a flaw in the 
programming of the six prototypes en-
ables them to break free from their mas-
ters. In the ensuing battie, one (played by 
Jean-Claude Van Damme) struggles to 
regain his lost humanHy, subdue his ram-
paging companions and protect the re-
porter. Also starring Dolph Lundgren. 
Unlawful Entry 
Affer a young couple's home is vandal-
ized, the pofice office¥ assigned to their 
case begins to terrorize them. Stars Kurt 
Russell, Madeleine Stowe and Ray liotta, 
who does a nasty tum as the cop. This 
movie is excessively violent and has little 
redeeming social value. 
Until the End of the World 
Wim Wanders' sci-fi spy thriller follows 
the adventures of a woman with either a 
penchant for adventure or a death wish. 
Driving across Europe she meets some 
bank robbers and agrees to transport 
their stolen money to Paris in return for a 
third of the take. StiH in a social mood, she 
then rescues an attractive fugitive escap-
ing from a bounty hunter. When he steals 
her money, she decides to pursue him. 
Meanwhile she is being chased by her 
longtime lover. All their paths lead to an 
inventor, also on the lam. Stars William 
Hurt, JeanneMoreau and Max von Sydow. 
STAGE 
"Jaequ_ B ... I. AlI"e and Well and 
Living In Pari." 
Vmtage Repertory Company presents a 
musical review of the wor1<s of Jacques 
BreI, Befgian singer/songwmer, through 
Sept 4 - Fri, B pm - at Jordan Hall, 
T~e Avenue, Ocean Pari<, Old Or-
chard Beach. Tix: $7, $9. For more info 
cal 828-4654. 
"Melody Holl. Murd ... • 
at The Mystery Cafe Dinner Theatre, 
Baker's Table Banquet Room, 434 Fore 
St, Portland. Shows every Saturday at B. 
Forinfo and reservations call B93-3063 or 
t-800-834-3063. 
"Nun .. n .. " 
Ogunqu~ Playhouse presents Pat Carroll 
in Don Goggin's award-winning musical 
comedy Aug 24-Sept5 - Mon-T ues, Fri-
Sat, B:3O pm; Wed-Thurs, 2:30 pm and 
8:30 pm - on State Road, Ogunquit. Tix: 
$19. 646-2402. 
..... uth· 
Port·Star Productions presents Anthony 
Shaffer's play Sept7-9 & 14-16- Mon-
Wed , 7 pm - at The Garage Sound and 
Art Gallery, 92 Oak St , Portland. Tix: $6. 
775-0514. 
"Torch Song Trilogy· 
Harvey Fierstein's musical aboUt the life 
of an entertainer and the people in his life 
Sept 10-27 - Thurs-Sat, 7:30 pm, Sun, 2 
pm - at the Theater Project, 14 Schoof 
St, Brunswick . All profHs to beneIH 
Merrymee1ing AIDS Support Services and 
The AIDS ProjectTix: $10. 729-8584. 
AUDITIONS 
Boy Singe .. of Maine 
host auditions for boys age B and older 
Sept 14 from 3:30-4:30 pm at The North 
Deering Congregational Church, 1364 
Washington Ave, Portland. For more info 
caN 799-3809. 
Cathedral Chamber SInge .. 
hofds audHions Sept 3, B, 10, 15, 22 , 22 
and 29 from 5-7 pm by appointment at St. 
Luke's Cathedral, 143 State St, Portland. 
For details caU 772-5434. 
Children'. Th.at .. of Maine 
announces auditions for on-stage and 
backstage talent for "James and the GI-
ant Peach" and "The Christmas Carol" 
Sept 8-9 from 3:30-6 pm and Sept 10 
from 3:3(Hl pm at King Middle School, 92 
Deering St, Portland. No experience nec-
essary. For info caIlB74-0371. 
Downea.t Oay Men'a Chorua 
holds audHions Sept 12 from 2-5 and 
Sept 13 from 4-6 at First Parish Unitarian 
Universalist Society, 425 Congress St, 
Portland. For more info call 839-4506. 
Continued on pa8' 24 
C;~na Davis steps up to the plate for summer-movie feminism In 
"A League of Thel. Own." 
The bitch is back 
Hollywood picks up on a new "trend": feminism 
Balls were flying. Hard ones, the small white kind - sailing past 
the outfield, striking wood, slamming into the high walls of stadi-
ums built for boys, getting stuck in the dirt. Unfortunately, "A 
League of Their Own," the feature film, is little more than metaphor. 
It's Hollywood summer-movie feminism - where the heroic story 
of the first women to go pro in baseball is billed as "comedy," where 
shots of Geena Davis' and Madonna's locker-room lingerie are 
barely overshadowed by action on the playing field . It's a dubious 
equality, at best. 
More than anything, it's "Madonna's new movie," not brilliant as 
summer blockbusters go (too many har-har jokes on Tom Hanks are 
wearying), not even brilliant as summer ball-busters go. Michelle 
Pfeiffer's "Catwoman" and Sigourney Weaver's "Ripley" are both 
more enchanting and fierce. But it is brilliant as far as summer cash 
flow goes. 
Hollywood producers, so slow in picking up on new "trends" -
like feminism - have caught onto something (0. Namely, that 
women, those who hold up half the sky, are also holding half of this 
summer's ticket stubs. And many of those women like to see other 
women show their metal in the movies. 
It's something that male reviewers can easily overlook, and 
something that many female reviewers, fed a steady diet of "the 
Hollywood vision," sooner or later learn to dismiss. They think 
"Batman Returns" was not only too violent for the kids, too cor-
rupted by postmodern references for true IX Comics fans, too 
confusing, and too flat - they think "Batman Returns" should have 
been about "Batman." 
But it wasn't so much Batman's return as Catwoman's arrival that 
made this movie. My connection to the film wasn' t a matter of 
critical "taste" (l admit, I have little when it comes to the blockbuster 
genre). 'Tve liked bad movies before too," was how my friend 
excused my excitement. 
This was a matter of mental health. Just when I expected to see 
another woman-as-wimpy accomplice or defeatable drone, just 
screen 
when I expected to strap on the 
"man-as-universal" helmet for 
my mainstream movie enjoy-
ment, out came the claws, the 
leather, the attitude. I should 
have known, but by some strange miracle, I had managed to avoid 
the publicity around Michelle Pfeiffer's uncomfortable new duds. 
I wasn't the only one surprised. The two 10-year-oids behind me 
screeched "Gross!" when Catwoman licked Bruce Wayne's face like 
she was sampling a trash-bin salmon patty. The mother to my right 
gasped a quick breath when Pfeiffer threatened Batman' s well-
protected private parts. I breathed a sigh of relief when the re-
emerged "bitch" started flinging her tail. 
"I could have just died when Linda Hamilton did those pull-ups," 
commented a friend of mine who keeps an eye on the growth of 
women's biceps in the movies. That friend may be on her second life 
right now. Last year, it was the guns. This year, it's baseballs and 
whips. 
The films keep coming up with new tools, but the critics don' t. 
True, "Alien 3" didn't exactly torch its predecessors. Another 
unconvincing, choppy plot, but the shaved-head-enhanced Ripley 
("I guess I make you scared") certainly drew more popular attention 
than ever before. Was it the eye-of-the-monster camera angles, the 
maternal metaphors? Or was it simply the woman-as-hardass 
aesthetic? 
And though" A League of Their Own" doesn' t exactly fit this 
particular mold of heat-seeking women - there's lingerie rather 
than leather, sports and comedy instead of monsters and drama - it 
does pander to the populist desire for more women heroes, or more 
heroic women villains. 
However slowly, the movie industry is catching up. Maybe 
Madonna does run like a jazz dancer. And maybe Catwoman is a 
"bitch," who, in using Batman as a whipping boy, can be dismissed 
as another powerful woman too big and dangerous for her leather 
britches. But at least they're making the action instead of just 
reacting to it. Women have lit a fire under the Hollywood butt, and 
with money coming in, they're responding. This is one time when I 
thank the greed y god for profits. 
Susan Gerhard 
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HARMON'S 
584 Congress Street 
Portl<l1d 
774-5946 
Free parking at both locations. All maior credit cards 
Yankee 
Lanes 
867 Riverside St. 
Portland 
S'S-BOWL 
Don't Be Left Out! 




NEW I=ALL LEAGUES 
Now forming for individuals and teams 
We can also assist you in forming your own league, 
MONDAY MONDAY MONDAY 
CASINO 
LEAGUE 
4 per team - mixed league 
Starts Monday Sept_ 21st at 8:3D PM 
Everyone receives Casino Trip. 
WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY 
BEGINNERS Weekly Instructions - Free shoe .ental 
Starts Wed., Sept. 9, 8:30 PM End of season party - 1st place trophies 
Everyone receives a new bowl ing ball upon completion of league play. 
SATURDAY SATURDAY SATURDAY 
CARNIVAL 
CRUISE 
Starts Sat., Sept. 12, 5 PM 
Mixed league with a "Fun Format" 
- First place team wins cruise to 
sunny Caribbean 
For further information 
please call our league co-ordinator 
at 878-2695 
SEPTEMBER SPECIALS 
3 MONTH MEMBERSHIP $99 
INCLUDES BODY COMPOSITION TFG 
1 MONTH MEMBERSHIP $35 
INCLUDES ONE MONTH 
LOCKER RENTAL 
8 SESSION TANNING CARD ONLY $25 
ASK ABOUT RECEIVING ONE MONTH FREE MEMBERSHIP 
Portland A Regency 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST •• OLD PORT 871-7054 
2. o.sco Bay WeelcJy 
• Air Conditioned 
• Power Steering 
• Power Brakes 
• Rear Defroster 
• Split Rear Seat 
• Much, Much, More! 
• Air Conditioned 
• Sunroof 
• Interval Wipers 
• Loaded 
Mazda created the all - new Protege DX to be 
everything you're looking for in a compact 4 door 
sedan. If you seek room for 5, well equipped luxury, and 
top - notch performance consider the Protege. Not only 
does this car show attention to every detail of 
pleasurable driving, but these pleasures combine to 
create something more - a uniquely satisfying "just 
right" feeling. You'll discover it the first time you slip 
behind the tilt steering wheel and tum the key. 
There's ample power from a fuel injected 1.B litre 103 
HP engine. And the patanted Mazda Twin Trapeziodal 
Unk (TTl) independent rear suspension provides 
handling that's responsible and agile, yet stable. You'll 
find it's easy to maneuver, aided by power assisted rack 
- and - pinion steering. And part of the fun will be 
allowing your friends to believe that it all set you back a 
lot more than it actually did. The Protege: it's the 
complete small car. Visit Clair for a test drive. 
• Cassette 
• Tilt Wheel 
• Performance Tires 
All this for just $199.90 per month! 
And we pay for your first payment! 
And we pay for your first years excise tax! 
And we pay for your first years registration fees! 
And we do all this with no money down! 
And only at Clair! 
~ VWJETTA Volkswagen 
Mazda 283-2900 - US Route 1, Saco, ME -1-800-44 CLAIR 
• .&8 rrofIth clollCl end leaH. Sales lax SIdra Set SalnplrlOn for dtlaits 
WEDNESDAY 16 
SEPTEMBER 





WITH SPECIAL GUESTS 
Buick 
Cadillac 
TICKETS: CUMBERLAND COUNTY CIVIC 
CENTER BOX OFFICE & ALL r.c.o .... z:-... --... 
LOCATIONS. TO CHARGE BY PHONE: 
(207) 775·3458 or 775· 3331 . 
·UI<>l .... 1t1 I-w .IH/lll\()"lI'~N "OU, .11)1\,· IN( 
,/\, {"s \)t:!AI" .... 1 .... '11. SIN,' II ' 1'll()I) 11:1I0N~; INC ~IH~~1 HMMH 
MICHELLE SHOCKED 
-----~~~~~ ~-----






--~ OCT. 3, 7:30 PM~~ 
~S PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM 
SS£,RVED TICKETS: ~~'""STW~ 
RE T O CHARGE BY PHONE: (207) 775-3458 or (207) 
Entertainment 
Continued from p"gt 23 
STAGE 
The Portland PI.yars 
hold audnions lor ''The Foreigne," Sept 
2t-22 at 7 pm at Portland Playern, 420 
Cottage Road, S. Portland. For mom info 
call7~7337. 
portland Stage Company 
hosts auditions foreighttheatern in Maine. 
including Portland Stage Co""any. Mad 
Horse Theatre, L.A. Public The.tre. 
Penobscot Theatre, Theatmof Enchanted 
Forest, The Theatre of Monmouth and 
Acto",' Tlleatm of Maine, Sept &-9 from 
t 2 pm-4 pm and 6 pm-9 pm at Portland 
Stage Company. 25A Forest Ave, Port· 
land. Portland Stage Company holds its 
own auditions for Equ ty and Equity e6-
gible candidates only Sept 10 from 10 
am-6 pm and Sept11 from 1·9 pm. Bring 
eight copies of your resume and photo 
and be pmpared to pertorm two contrast· 
ingmonologues. Toscheduleanappoint-
ment call 774-1043. 
Portland Symphony Orch .. t ... 
holds auditions for the Youth Symphony 
Orchestra. Youth Wind Ensemble and 
Young People 's String Consort Sept 8 
from 3-6 pm for wind and percussion 
instn.mentalists and 6-8 pm for string 
playern at Portland High School, 284 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. For mom de-
tails call 773-8191 . 
The 8choolhou .. Arts Canter 
is looking for one female and two males 
between the ages of 25-45 to appear in 
"Hide and Seek," a chilling ghost story. 
Production is set for October. Audition 
Sept 2-3 from 7-8:30 pm at the center. 







BI ........ FeatiVIII 
(bluegrass) 5-9 pm. Thomas Point Beach, 
Brunswick . Ti.: $10. 725-6009. 
B....,d.M ...... 
(folk) 12 pm. Maine Savings Plaza. Port-
land. Free. 772-6828. 
FRIDAY 9.4 
Blind L ...... n. 
(blues) 12 pm, Monument Squam, Port-
land. Free. 772-6828. 
Blueg .... F_lval 
(bluegrass) 12·9pm, Thomas Point Beach. 
Brunswick. Ti.: $ t 6. 725-6009. 
People Renalooanca 
Oazz/poetry) 7 :30 pm, Saco River Grange 
Hall. Salmon Falls. Bar Mills. Ti. : $7. $5 
students and seniors. 
SATURDAY 9.5 
Blueg .... "-tlval 
(bluegrass) 9 am-9 pm, Thomas Point 
Beach. Brunswick. Ti. : $22. 725-6009. 
SUNDAY 9.8 
Blueg .... Featlval 
(bluegrass) 9 am-9 pm, Thomas Point 
Beach, Brunswick. Ti.: $22. 725-6009. 
TUESDAY 9.8 
Brad Teny and Ray Fnlz .. 
Gazz) 7 pm, 7 Congress Squam. Portland. 
Ti.: $3, $2 members, seniors. USM stu-
dents. children. orfreewith "ElegantAulo" 
admission. n5-6148. 
UPCOMING 
B-52'. and VloI.nt Fem ..... 
9116192 (rock) 7:30 pm. Cumbertand 
County Civic Center. 1 Civic Center 
Squam, Portland. Ti.: $22.50, $19.50. 
775-3458. 
. ~~ ...... . . .. . . : . . ~. . . 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 9.3 
TIle Exploding Pion..,. Gazz) cafe no. 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Bono of Sham. (eclectic grunge/garage rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown $I. Portland. 772-7891 . 
Fly SplnllCh Fly and Poychoveky (funk) 
Gramy Kilam's Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 
Market St, Portland. 761 -2787. 
Chevln (Andean music) The living Tree 
Cullum Club. 45 Danforth St, Portland. 
874-0022. 
Th. Sen .. (rock) M_e Alley. 46 Mar-
ket St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Swift Ice Cubn(rock) Old Port Tavem. 11 
Moulton St. Portland. 774-0444. 
TBA R.oul'. Road.ld. Attraction , 865 
Forest Ave. Portland. 773·6886. 
Deejay Rocket Rusty (karaoke) Spring 
Point Cafe. 175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 
767-4627. 
The len .. (rock) T-Birds, t26 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Deejay Greg Powers (karaoke) Tipperary 
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hole1, S. Portland. 
775-6161. 
Open .... wtth M.J, Brink (b.y.o. acoustic) 
The Wrong Brothers' Pub at Port Billiards. 
39 Forest Ave, Portland. 775·1944. 
FRIDAY 9.4 
Nathan Towne (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 
769 Congress SI. Portland . 773·9873 . 
The Marguerite Juenamann Qulntef 
(jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth SI. Portland. 
772·8114. 
Naked Age and Carnal Ga .. ge Igarage 
rock) Geno's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 
772-7891. 
Baml ... Sob Story and LaughlngAced-
amy (Boston rock showcase) Granny 
Killam's Indu.trl.1 Drlnkhouee, 55 
Market St, Portland. 761 -2787. 
P.pa Lo_ Mambo (calypso) The living 
Tree Cullum Club, 45 Danforth St, Port-
land. 874-0022. 
LI"", Rocket. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
ket St. Portland. 774-5246. 
_Ice Cubn(rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton 51. Portland. 774·0444. 
TIle Moxie Men (rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction . 865 Fomst Ave. Portland. 
773-6886. 
Way Cool (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
P ...... n 2 Peroon (rock) T-8irds , 126 N. 
Boyd SI, Portland. 773-8040. 
Jim Oallant lacoustic) Tipperary Pub. 
SheratonTara Hotel. S. Portland. 775·6161. 
Kanegl (rock) The Wrong Brothern' Pub at 
Port Biliards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland . 
775-1944. 
Deejay leanne London (deep house) 
Zootz, 31 ForestAve, Portland. 773-8187. 
SATURDAY 9.5 
Nathan Towne (acoustic) Bramhall PUb. 
769 Congress St. . Portland. 773·9873. 
The Marguerite Juene"",nn Qulntef 
(jazz) cafe no. 20 Danforth St, Portland. 
772-8114. 
Spaced Ba ...... nt .nd W8lIwork. (orig~ 
nal rock) Geno's, 13 Brown SI, Portland. 
772-7891 . 
Swing Steaka (country rock) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse, 55 Market 
St, Portland. 761-2787. 
Active CuHu ... (ska) The living Tree Cul-
ture Club, 45 Danforth 51. Portland. 
874-0022. 
LI"", Rocketa (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Mar-
ket St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Swift Ic. Cubn(rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Mouhon St. Portland . 774-0444. 
Mercia Ball (blues) Raoul's Roadside At-
traction, 865 Forest Ave. Portland . 
773-6886. 
Way Cool (rock) Spring Point Cafe. 175 
Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
P ....... 2 .......... (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. 
Boyd St. Portland. 773-6040. 
Straight Up (pop/rock) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 775~1 61 . 
Kanagl (rock) The Wrong Brother.; ' Pub at 
Port Billiards. 39 Forest Ave. Portland. 
775-1944. 
SUNDAY 9.B 
Big Chief Athe eonUnantela (R&B)Casco 
Bay lines Summer Music Series. Casco 
Bay lines Feny Terminal. comer of Com-
mercial & Franklin streets. 77 4-7871 . 
TBA Gr.nny Killam'. Indu.trlal 
Drinkho .... , 55 Markel St. Portland. 
761 -2787. 
Mercy(a~ernativerockwithAflicanrhylhrns) 
The living Tree Culture Club. 45 Danforth 
51, Portland. 874-0022 . . 
LI"", Rock.te (rock) Moose AUey. 46 Mar-
ket St. Portland. 774-5248. 
Swift Ice Cubn(rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
AI Rapone (zydeco) Raoul'sRoadsideAttrac-
tion, 865 Forest Ave. Portland. 773·6886. 
M.J, Brink (acoustic) Spring Point Cafe. 
175 Pickett St. S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Heedlln.r Comedy Night with at .... 
Kimbrough ""d TeddyBergeron(com-
edy) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, Portland .. 
773·8040. 
Kenny A the Jete (acousticl Wharfs End. 
52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
D, J. Landry (acoustic rock) The Wrong 
Brother.; ' Pub at Port Billiards. 39 Forest 
Ave, Portland . 775-1944. 
MONDAY 9.7 
Open Mlc with Randy Mo .. bito (b.y.o.) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction , 865 Foresl 
Ave, Portland . 773·6886. 
Open Mlc with K.n Grlmaley (acoustic) 
Wharls End, 52 Wharf St. Portland. 
773-0093. 
TUESDAY 9.8 
Open poetry .... dlng (poetry) cafe no. 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Open Mic with Nell CoIllna (b.y.o. elec-
tric)GrannyKiHam'slndustriaIDrinkhouse, 
55 Market St. Portland. 761·2787. 
Deejay TIeh (dance hall reggae) The living 
Tree Cullum Club. 45 Danforth St. Port-
land. 874-0022. 
Jenny Woodman (rock) Moose Alley, 48 
Market St. Portland. 774-5246. 
L""and (rock) Old Port Tavern. 11 Moulton 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
Glen Bltene .nd Stan Moe/ler (folk) 
Raoul's Roadside Attraction. 865 Forest 
Ave. Portland. 773-6886. 
Open Mic Night with Pet., GI ... on 
(acoustic) Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett 
St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Sol.tlce (acoustic) Wharfs End. 52 Wharf 
51. Portland. 773-0093. 
WEDNESDAY 9.9 
Hot Cheny Pi. (rock) Casco Bay lines 
Summer Music Series. Casco Bay lines 
Ferry Terminal . comer of ColTYT18rcial & 
Frank6n streets. 774-7871. 
Open Mic with J_ Ja"",. (b.y .o . 
acoustic) Gena's, 13 Brown St. Portland. 
772-7891. 
De.perate Avlkado~ (rock) Granny 
Killam's Industrial Drinkhouse. 55 Market 
St. Portland. 761-2787. 
Deejay Tloh (dance hall reggae) The living 
Tree Cullum Club, 45 Danforth St, Port-
land. 874-0022. 
Bachelors' Night (topless) Moose Aley. 
46 Mar1<eI St, Portland. 774-5246. 
L""and (rock) Old Port Ta vem , 11 Mou~on 
St. Portland. 774-0444. 
BeBop J.zz En .. mbl. Gazz) The Port-
hole Restaurant, 20 Custom House Wharf, 
Portland. 772-5575. 
Sk.lefon Crew (Dead cover band) Wharfs 
End. 52 Wharf St, Portland. 773-0093. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whip. 
(b.y.o. jaml The Wrong Brother.;' Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Portland. 
775-1944. 
DANCING 
Gotta Dance, Inc •• locations 10 be an-
nounced. Smoke- and chem- free dances 
with swing, latin & ballroom music Fri-
days from 9-'2 pm & Sundays from 3-6 
pm. $5. 773·3558. 
The Uvilll T.-CuHu ... Club. 45 Danforth 
St. Portland. African. w orld beat. reggae 
and altemative rock. Open Tues· Sun. 
874-0022. 
Main. Ballroom, 614 Congress St . Port· 
land. Every Sat 9-midnight. Cost: $5. No 
reservations required. 773-0002. 
The Moon. 425 Fom St, Portland. Open 
nightly, 8 pm on .. . Naked Thi"'tdays: no 
cover. drinks $1 .25 & drafts 25¢: Fri-Sat 
until 3 am; Sun-Mon: chem free. Cover: 
$3. 772-1983. 
lelut ••• 20 Milk St, Portland. Open nightly 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-BlnI'., 126 N. Boyd St, Portland. Sun: 
comedy night; weekdays: special events; 
Fri & Sat: rock & roll, dance. n3-8040. 
Continutd on pagt 28 
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CLARK'S POND PLAZA 
(NEXT DOOR TO OLIVE GARDEN & RED LOBSTER) 
Be whot you want, but always be YOU. 
SOUTH PORTLAND 
772-1400 
OPEN: MON-FRI 9 TO 9 
SKf9T05 
SUN IO TO 5 
PAUL MITCHELL 
SIGNRl URE SRLON 
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Designer ... ... now only 9,95 : : Designer .. now only 29.95 & up : : Designer .. now only 24.95 & up 0 
Advanced Designer ... now only 14,95 ;; Advanced Designer .. now only 34,95 & up ; ; Advanced Designer .. now only 29.95 & up; 
o Master Designer. .. now only 19.95 : : Master Designer .. now only 39,95 & up : : Master Designer .. now only 34,95 & up: 
?r . if; ;r Prices depend on length & condition of hair. Y: ;r Prices depend on length & condition of hair. ~ 
: Must present coupon • Expires 9.30.92 <1:): : Must presenl coupon. Expires 9.30.92 <I:) : : Must present coupon • Expires 9.30.92 C: .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ............................ . 
Best Pizza 
• In New England (WBZ-Dave Maynard) 
• On the Seacoast (1992) 
• In Keene, NH (1988-1992) 
" ... FOODEE'S--whether [you're] 
searching for the unusual, or just 
the best [pepperoni] pizza ever .. .!" 
FOODEE'S Gives You "Freedum uf Choice" 
• 5 Heart-Healthy. Crusts 
(Sourdough, New York-Style, 6-Grain 
Rye, Deep Dish, Whole Wheat) 
• 16 Original FOODIE'S Combinations .30 Toppings, Incl. 5 Kinds or Cheese 
(Mediterranean, Pesto Fajita, Reuben, (So You Can Create Your Own Masterpiecel) 
Sizzler, French El Greco, Hawaiian, Bar-B-Q, Mexican . . . ) 
• Fresb Salads. , • And Much More 
(Now You Need To See Our Menu!) 




~~, ~~e ~r. 
Serves Serves Serves 















Serves 2 1-2 
nE WORKS Sauce. Cheese. ..25 I~A5 14A5 9 .Z5 6.95 
Pepperoni. Onions. Green 
Peppers. Mushrooms. Cheese, 
Hamburger ••• • 
WGlETAJUAN. Sauce. 7.95 1:1-95 1~.95 "'5 6A5 
Cheese. Onion. Green 
Peppers, Mushrooms. Black. 
OlIVes ••• • 
aAIl-a-Q. Bar-B-Q.Sauce. 7 .'5 1~.2S 14.25 '.25 6.'5 
FaJita. Chicken. Cheese Blend. 
Onions. Green Peppers 
nIENC.H f.L GIlf.CO. Sweet 7.95 12.95 1~.95 8.95 6.75 
Onions. Olive 011. Touch of 
Garlic, SlIIoed Tomatoes. Feta 
Cheese, Cheese Blend. No 
Tomato Sauce 
lIE 5177. E. Sauce, Cheese, 5.95 9.95 10.95 6.95 4.95 
Jalap<!no Peppers. Cheese. 
Hot Sausage (Spicy Hot) 
MEDnUlRANf.AN DELIGHT. 7.95 1~.25 1 ... 25 '.25 6.'5 
Sauce or Pesto, Fresh 
Tomatoes, Broccoli, Garlic. 
Sesame Seeds. Feta Chese. 
Cheese Blend 
HAWAIIAN Df.LIGHT Sauce. 6.95 II.Z5 .Z.Z5 8.25 5.85 
Cheese. canadian Ham. Sliced 
Almonds, Pineapple, Cheese 
POLISH Sauce. Cheese, 5.95 '.95 9.'5 6.95 4.'5 
Sauerkraut. Polish KJelbasa. 
Cheese 
• Hot·From-Tbe-Oven OR "Take 'n' Bake" 
(A Fresh, Made-To-Order Pizza That You 
Bake When You Want To) 
or Build Your Own 
New York 
Style 
R.e61 1 • Lar~e 1 • 
Serves Serves 
nIENC.H ONION • 
Pure Extra VIrgin Olive Oil, 
Touch of Gar11c, Sweet Onions. 
Cheese, No Sauce 
PE.STO Horne Made Pesto 
(Basil. Garlic. PIne Nuts. Olive 
OU). Cheese, No Sauce 
FAJITA. Pure Extra VIrgin Olive 
OU. Onions. Green Peppers. 
Fajita Chicken. Cheese , No Sauce 
P£STO FAJITA A Very Special 
P1z:za, Pesto. Onions, Green 
Pepp<!rs. Fajita Chicken. Cheese. 
No Sauce 
TACO Sauce. Cheese. Taco Beef. 
Topped with Fresh Onions, 
Tomatoes, Lettuce, Nacho Chips, 
Taco Sauce 














Dough. " Chicago 6 Grain L 




Wheat E Serves 12' ~2es 3-4 Serves 2 
• • .0.95 6.95 ""5 
• • .0.95 6.95 ""5 
• • .4.45 9A5 6.95 
.... 75 9.95 6.95 
14.45 9AS 6.95 
Cheese. Cheese. Taco Aavored .. Z5 I~AS .4.4S 9AS 6.95 
Ground Beef, Monterey Jack 
Cheese, Blended Cheese, 
Dressed with Chopped Onions 
UUBE.N Russian Dressing wtth 
Grey Poupon Mustard. Corned .. 75 1~.95 .4.95 9.95 6.95 
Beef. Sauerkraut, Swiss Cheese. 
Blended Cheese. Dressed with 
Sliced Kosher 0111 PIckles 
5f.AFOOD Shrimp. Roast.!d Red 
Pepp<!rs. White Crab, Crushed _.75 1~95 .... '5 '.95 6.,S 
Tomatoes, Seasonings, Blended 
Cheese 
$2 off any large pizza or Take 'n Bake with this ad exp.9·30·92 ICasr VaiJe' !20q [5] 
Eat In 
Take out 
At Woodford's Comer 




Mon.-Thurs. 1 1 AM - 9PM 
fri.-Sat. 1 1 AM - 10PM 
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Saco Frame Center 
Boate 1 • §aeo • ~811-O3 J8 
II, 1It', I! 9.110.6.30 T, Tlo 9.30-7 Sat. 10-.2 
KEN GREENLEAF 
SCULPTURE AND DRAWINGS 
AUGUST 22 through SEPTEMBER 19 
gleason 
FINE ART 
15 Oak Street, Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538 
(207) 633-6849 (Gallery) or 633-2336 
Gallery Hours: Mon - Sat, lOam - 5pm, Sun 12pm - 5pm 
DISCOVERIES 
Featuring the 
largest selection of 
hand -crafted 
jewelry in the area. 
We also have an 
extensive line of 
pottery, toys, 
porcelain, pewter, 
wind socks and so 
much more ... 
10 Pepperell Square • Saco • 283-2953 






mE PAINTED LADY 
Contemporary, Casual, Chic Ladies 





In tlU. oU Port 
50 ~ge street 
portfantf . maine 
{20 7}· 761 ·4432 
!1 1111111111;iill~11111 · SPIRIT SHElLS ~ , • PAINTINGS 





by lisa dombek 
.African Imports & New England Arts, One Union street. 
• ZeitGeist. 576 Congress street. l:Uomo.43 Exchange street. 
















everything in our store 
Work Shop Sept 12 
from 1-4 on decorative 
art $15. fee 
Call for further 
information. 
CREATORS GUILD 
Art & Craft Gallery 
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lyn and Ed Demoul'll of Alushnet" Mass.., take sights and sounds of the Pal.ce Playland .t Old Orch.rcI Be.ch, Aug. 30. CB W/Colin M.ldie 
Beach music is beautiful noise on a summer night 
Old Orchard offers a full sensory concert 
In the summer the concept of noise pollution tends to 
dawn on us in the Simplest of circumstances: a confided 
conversation of one's latest revelation in therapy is 
interrupted by the sound of Great White blaring from a 
thunderous car stereo on Congress Street, the sound of 
some George Winston recording repeated for the 
music 
umpteenth time in 
the restaurant you 
really didn't want to 
go to in the first 
place, the boombox 
blasting BLM at 7:30 in the morning as otherwise 
considerate people prepare to paint a neighbor's house. 
We take for granted the unavoidable noise of sirens, 
low-flying jets and traffic. But it's the noise that 
surreptitiously intrudes on our lives that will eventually 
tum ordinary people into walking time bombs. 
Some uninvited noise carve little sensory exclamation 
points in our consciousness as they mark the season. 
The sound of a Casco Bay booze-cruise interrupts quiet 
island conversation, the firecrackers that mark July 
Fourth precede that celebration by a week in any well-
equipped neighborhood. Sometimes we even choose the 
. full aural experience of a concert or, better yet, the rich 
texture of an evening at Old Orchard Beach. 
The beach at Old Orchard was once the singular 
attraction for that town. Long ago the pier 
elevated some of that attention, an easier 
focal point for that resort's tourist season. 
Nationally known performers would stop 
by for a night or two of their endless road 
tours providing locals with a taste of and for 
the big city. 
Some time in the not-too-distant past the 
object of our desires shifted a hundred yards 
to the south and off the beach to Palace 
Playland which has been in current owner 
Sam Osher's family for generations. Osher, 
tanned, mustachioed and wearing his 
middle age like a considerably younger 
man, controls more than a family business. 
In many ways, he controls the pulse of the 
strip - the sole area most visitors know of 
that community - because he controls the 
rides and the rides blare out the music that 
is heard over the remarkable din that is Old 
Orchard Beach on a summer night. 
carousel, is the main arcade at Palace Playland. The 
jukebox overruns those within close proximity. But as one 
walks through the arcade the sound of the jukebox is 
quickly overcome by the high-tech noises of galactic 
assaults and kung fu street fighting which are today's 
arcade games. 
Behind the wooden gate, beside the shooting gallery is a 
small cinder-block bunker of a room holding the lifeblood 
of Playland's real music - a multi-disc Sony CD player 
which is wired into three rides just outside the building. A 
carton of CDs rests on the table. General Manager Jerry 
Perrin, an affable man with a pierced ear and a quieter 
variation on the standard Hawaiian shirt, points out the 
CDs in use. Travelling Wilburys, Eric Gapton, Steve 
Winwood, several Rhino collections of late '60s Billboard 
Hits - it's not a particularly adventurous assortment but 
Perrin recalled the way it was in the pre-CD years. 
"The music was driving customers away," he said. 
"The kids like their music and and they're operating the 
ride and it got to the point where they felt that they should 
be able to play what they wanted. Well, that doesn't work. 
We're here to serve the public and basically we're catering 
to the parents. Most of them are our age." 
Earlier, sitting around a table over a beer, Osher, Perrin 
and maintenance manager Keith Bernier had discu~sed the 
history of finding the right balance of music for the 
Matterhorn, Himalaya and bumper-car rides which all 
share the same music for the first time this year. With 
the slippery rapport of longtime friends they finished 
one another's sentences and embellished one another's 
stories. 
"We've been fighting over the music for a couple of 
years," smiled Bernier, who was once a ride operator. 
Prior to this summer, management had separate tapes 
for each ride and tried to encourage the operators to 
use those tapes. Eventually the operators brought in 
their own tapes and started playing their own music. 
Then local kids started to bring in tapes for the 
operators to play. The music varied from Aerosmith to 
Whitesnake, Guns 'n Roses to rap - definitely the bias 
of a different generation. After an apparent crescendo 
of inappropriate music - three rides, three different 
tapes and ride operator/deejays failing to attract 
families which are a considerable source of income -
this spring Perrin told a sound engineer to rewire 
everything to one CD player. 
Now, though the music is much more homoge-
neous, it doesn't overwhelm the Arabic music of the 
"1001 Nights" fun house down the strip or the band 
organ at the children's carousel. , 
Now the din of the bars across the street and the 
electronic buzz of the arcade has a more fonnidable 
and unified competitor in sound. One can 
walk from ride to ride and never miss a beat 
of a Sam the Sham and the Pharoahs song. 
The more cohesive music has brought a 
stronger image of the place for the regulars. 
Now, though the sensory assault still 
provides the charge that one demands from 
such visits, the tour doesn't necessarily 
preclude the three-aspirins recovery route. 
Things seem just a bit calmer this year. 
Old Orchard is closer to what one wants on a 
warm e~d-of-the-summer evening - a quick 
rush without the morning after. The three 
unintentionally created a smoother experi-
ence. U After all," said Bernier, "we're the 
ones who have to be here all the time." 
Make a final summer trip to Old Orchard 
this Labor Day weekend. Leave the radio off 
on your way into town. Grab a quart of 
french fries with vinegar, playa game of 
Flip-A-chick, and let Wooly Bully wash the 
season away. TIght in close by the FJip-A-Chick, where 
one attempts to win prizes by launching 
rubber chickens into pots rotating on a 
'nant lucas of Worc •• ter, Mass., exchange. some buck. for chicks with Brian 
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Ouotel' 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from llAM to Midnight 
Best Steamel'S in Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of (1'_.$ __ _ 
5 Portland Pier a 
772-4828 
< t( < 
BACK TO SCHOOL 
with S11" 
"SEA MONSTER 
B ',ng Y?':I~.students to see 
;'~T\O~'ginosaurs of the .sea Monsters, res ranging from 
RobOtic Sea crea~u glimpse into the 
1 B-3S' long revet~ during and aftster 
. orId that eXSIS these baa s 
w ur age when 
the dlnosa ths of our oCeans. 
ruled the dep BTUOENn 
ONLY $2-60 ~~~ for every ten 
one chapgg~tudent minimum). 
students students to this .. 
'Plus,b!:ing Y~~~it and theycan VI~it 
fascina.tlng eXII rium f'l r only 9941 
the t.\Qlne Aqua 
MAINE RI. 
AQUARIU~ 
Rout. 1 .•• CO. :.-..... ""'2~ 
I Supplies 
Birkenstocklll>. In the donn, classroom 
or just hanging out, it's a classic look. 
No matter where you are, the Original 
Contoured Footbed supporters and 
cradles your feel Birkenstocklll>. 
The shape of cornfn.rl 
Bilke_foc:k 
k • ~ • I" - ~ ..... 
wall(abo~ 




Continued from pttgt 2S 
CON 
CERTS 
Wherehou .. Dane.Club. 29 Forest Ave, 
Portland. Progressive music . Fri : chem 
free, all ages with deejay; Sat: women's 
nig~t from 9-1 with deejay Deb. 
874-9770. 
Zootz,31 ForestAve, Portland. Wed:chem-
free ; Thurs: cutting edge dance; Fri : live 
national acts; Sat: deejay till 2:30 am, live 




Doonforth Gall • .., 
34 Danforth St, Portland. Opening recep-
tionSept 10from5-7 of "Replay," ajuried 
show about games, pastimes and sports 
from senior artists' youth . Showing 
through September. Gallery hours: T ues-
Thurs 11-3, Fri 4-8, Sat 11-3. 775-6245. 
De.n V ..... tg .. Oalle.., 
60 Hampshire St, Portland. Opening r&-
ception Sept 4 from 5-8 for the paintings, 
printsand constructions of Charles Hewitt, 
Through Oct 11 , Gallery hours: Thurs-Sat 
11-4, Sun 12-4 and by appt. 772-2042. 
Icon Gallery 
19 Mason St, Brunswick. Opening recep-
tion Iorthe "Banded Tapestries' of Morris 
David Oorenlekl. Through Oct 17. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Sat 1-5. 725-8157. 
O'Famtll O.lIe.., 
58 Maine St, Brunswick. Opening recep-
tion Sept 5 from 5-7 for "Meaningful Fig-
ures," the paintings and drawings of 
Sigmund Abeles and sculpture by Chris-
topher Gowel. Through Oct 17. "What 
the Natives Saw, Wha the Tour Bus 
Missed," the drawings, paintings and il-
lustrations of Tim Sample and "The Navy 
Drawings" of Bill Muir, and sculptures of 
Wally Warren continue tIvough Sept 4. 
Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 10-5. 729-8228. 
Portl.nd Chember of Commerce 
145 Middle St, Portland. Opening recep-
tion Sept 9 from 5-7 for the works of 10 
local artists, including Gerda Andersen, 
David Dupree, Raymond Lord, Stuart 
Nudelman, Selazar, Steve Sechak, Leif 
Johnson, Glenn Murray, Lyda Poia and 
Laurie Hasty. On view through Sapt. Gal-
lery hours: Mon-Fri 8-5 , 772-2811 , 
ext. 223. 
Th. Trov. Galle.., 
112 High St, Portland. Opening reception 
Sept 13 from 2-5 for " Blue Hill 
VISion, "abstract oils and acrylics by Scot-
tish painter William Irvine. Showing 
through Sept 27. Gallery talk and slide 
presentation Sept 20 at 2 pm. Gallery 
hours: Thurs 5-8, Fri-Sat 12-5, Sun 12-4. 
772-1961, 
AROUND TOWN 
African Import. and N_ England Art. 
1 Union St, Portland. Original artworl< & 
advice to collectors. Hours: 10-9 Mon-
Sat, 12-6 Sun. 772-9505. 
The Baxt.r Oall • .., 
Portland School of Art, 619 Congress St, 
Portland. Exhibition of student worl<. 
Through Oct 18. Galery hours: Tues-Sun 
11-4, Thurs 11-9. 775-5152. 
Cong .... Squa,. Oallery 
42 Exchange St, Portland. Group show of 
gallery artists, including Philip Barter, J~I 
Hoy and Brita Holmquist, showing through 
Sept. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat 10:30-5. 
774-3369. 
Froet Oully Oallery 
411 Congress St, Portland. Worl< of gal-
lery artists. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 12-6, 
or by appointment. 773-2555. 
Oreenhut Gall.rtee 
146 Middle S~ Portland. Group show of 
gallery artists, including Kathleen Galligan, 
GlIOIlIe UOjd, Duncan Slade and Sarah 
Knock, showing from Sept 4-30. Gallery 
hours: Mon-Fri 1 0-5:30, Sat 10-5.772-2693. 
Jewell O.lIery 
345 Fore St, Portland. Impressionist and 
realist oils and watercolors by Bill Jewell, 
Paul Black. Cynthia McMullin and other 
local artists. Stained and painted glass by 
BiIJewelland Burt Weiss. On view through 
Sept. Galery hours: Mon-Sat 10-5, or by 
appointment. 773-3334. 
L_I. Oallery 
Portland Public Library, 5 Monument 
Square, Portland. "Over Portland." an 
exhibit of black and white photographs 
by Lloyd Farriss, showing through Sept 
30. Galery hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9-6; 
Tues & Thurs 12-9; Sat 9-5. 871 -1700. 
Main. Color ...."Ic. Galle.., 
4 Milk St, Portland. "Maine Business/Art 
'92" anexhibijofCibechrome prints of 11 
local commercial photographers. On view 
through Nov 15. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 
8:30-5:30. 774-4300. 
M •• nder Oallery 
40 Pleasant St, Portland. "Mythscapes: 
Aborignal Dreaming," showing through 
Oct 31 . Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 12-6, or 
by appointment. 871-1078. 
Pine Tree Shop & Bayvl_ Gallery 
75 Marl<et St, Portland. "Selected Land-
scapes" by Gordon Allen, Consuelo 
Bailey, Carol l. Conti , Helen St. Clair, 
Wendy Newcomb and Matthew Smith. 
On view through Sept 30. Gallery hours: 
Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30. 773-3007. 
Portland Mu •• um of Art 
Seven Congress Square, Portland. Hours: 
Tues, Wed, Thurs 10-9, Fri & Sat 10-6, 
Sun 12-5. Admission: adults $6, senior 
citizens and students with 10 $5, youth 6-
18 $3.50, children 5 and under are free. 
Museum admission is half-price 10-noon 
Saturday. 773-2787. 
·End.ngered Lendscapea 
Lynn Butler photographs places threat-
ened by development, from New Yorl<'s 
Coney Island to the south of France. 
Through Nov t . ·Th. Holocauat 
Contemporary American SCUlptor George 
Segal's conception of the Holocaust in a 
life-size composition of white plaster fig-
ures. Through Oct 18. 
"The M., Femlly Collection 
Twenty-two worils from the 19th & 20th 
centuries that unite the cultural diversity 
of America from East to West. Through 
Sept 6. 
·Artlste You Love: Mon.t, Renoir .nd 
otherM .. t ..... 
Worksby European masters of Ihe past two 
centuries from the Joan Whitney Payson 
Collection and other private lenders. 
• .. lentWH ..... 
Judy Ellis Glickman's photographs of 
Polish ghettos and death camps of 
Treblnka, Auschwitz and Birf<enau, taken 
overthe past four years. On view through 
Oct 18. 
"WIn.low Homer Watercolors 
Seventeen paintings from the Museum's 
permanent collection, Through Sept 6. 
"The Elegant Auto: Fa.hlon and Design 
of the 1930. 
One-of-a-kind automobiles, art-deco fur-
nijure and jewelry, period paintings and 
other products from this era of revolution-
ary industrial design. Through Nov 8. 
Portland Portrait 0.11ery 
4 Milk Street, Portland. Portraits by Alex 
Gnidziejko and Bruce Kaminski. Showing 
through Sapt 26. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat 
11 -5, or by appointment. 773-7865. 
Robert J. Bam .. Interiors 
1 Monument Way, Portland . Botanical 
paintngs 01 Elizabeth Sarah Look, show-
ing through Oct 11 . Hours: Moo-Fri 11 -6, 
Sat-Sun 11 -3. 773-3481 . 
The St.ln Gall • .., 
20 Milk St, Portland. New WOlf< from Rick 
Eckerd, John Littleton and Kate Vogel , 
Rob Levin, John Nygren, Rick and Valerie 
Beck and more, showing through Sept 
15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat 11 -6, Sun 
11-4.772-9072. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Bowdoin College Mu .... m of Art 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 
10-5. Sun 2-5. 725-3275. 
"The Arts of the Samurai Sword 
A historical survey of samurai swords and 
sword guards from the 12th-19th centu-
ries. Through Oct 4. 
·Paul Strand: Th. M."lcan Portfolio 
The major phologravure reproductions of 
Paul Strand's photos of Mexico published 
inportfolioformatn 1940. Through Oct 11. 
·Rec.nt Acqul.ltlon. II 
Selections of recent additions to the per-
manent coHection at the Twentieth Cen-
tury Gallery - paintings, photographs , 
works on paper and sculpture. Through 
Sept 26. 
·Ann Orlmm 
Acrylic paintings of landscapes and build-
ings. On view through Sept in Moulton 
Union, Lancaster Lounge. Hours: Mon-
Thurs 7 am-12:30 am, Fri-Sat 7 am-2 am, 
Sun 7 am-t t pm. 
"The North ~can Indian 
The photos of Edward S. Curtis. On view 
through Nov in the Hawthorne-Longfellow 
Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 am-12 am, 
Sun 10am-12 am. 
"The Rara of Main. 
The drawings of Kate Furbish on view 
through November in the Hawthorne-
Longfellow Library. Hours: Mon-Sat 8:30 
am-12 am, Sun 10 am-12 am. 
Caldbeck 0.11 • .., 
12 ElmSt, Rockland. Paintings byMichaei 
Reece and wood reliefs by Bernard 
Langlais, showing through Sept 12. Gal-
lery hours: Mon-Sat 11-5, Sun 1-5. 594-
5935. 
C.., of the loon Art Gallery 
Route 302, S. Casco. "Women's Per-
spective," the worl< of seven Maine art-
ists. Showing through Sept 13. Gallery 
hours : T~es-Sun 9:30-5:30. 655-5060. 
F.m.worth Mu •• um 
19 Elm St, Rockland . Retrospective exh~ 
bition of Karl Schrag's paintings and prints. 
Through September 13. Hours: Moo-Sat 
10-5, Sun 1-5. 596-6457 . 
Freeport Historical Society 
45 Main St, Freeport. "An Island Sampler: 
Bustins Island People and ArcMecture." 
late 19th- and 2Oth-<:enturyphotos. show-
ing through Sept 30. Hours: daily 10-5. 
865-3170. 
OI ....... nO'II • .., 
150akSt, Boothbey. Paintings and sculp-
tures of Ken Greenleaf. Showing through 
Sept 19. Gallery hours: Tues-Sall0-5, or 
by appointment. 833-6849. 
H.rdwerw Caf6 & Gallery 
115 Island Ave, Peaks Island. Worl<s in 
mixed media by Julie Weisberg and Peter 
Gorski and metal worl<s by Beth Gorski. 
Through Sept 7. Gallery hours: Mon-Fri 
11-7, Sal-Sun 10-6. 766-5631 . 
Maine Cos.t Artl.te 
Russell Avenue, Rockport. "On the Edge: 
Forty Years of Maine Painting ," a show of 
over 100 paintings by artists associated 
with Maine. Showing through Sept 27. 
Gallery hours: daily 10-5. 236-2875. 
Main. MarHlme Mu .. um 
Maritime History Bldg, 243 WashingtonSt, 
Bath. Gallery hours: daily9:30-5. 443-1316. 
"Th. M.rHlme Folk Art of A. De CI.rck 
Paintings by Belgian artist portraying the 
coastal and deepwater vessels that en-
tered the ports 0/ Antwerp and liverpool 
in the last days of sa~ . On view through 
the year. 
"N_ Wortd .. North Atl.ntlc ..... ring 
In the Era 01 Dlacovery 
Rare world maps and nautical charts, 
early navigation Instruments, ilustrations 
of fine art and archaeological material 
bring togelhertheOld andthe NewWorlds 
in the Age of Discovery and beyond. On 
view through the year. 
·Born from Coa.ttng 
This exhibit includes watercolor paint-
ings, drawings, sketches and oils by John 
Faunce Leavitt. focusing on his made-
from-memory renditions of the last gen-
eration of coasting schooners that plied 
the coast of New England until the late 
19305. On view through the year. 
MUMum of Art of Ogunquit 
183 Shore Rd, Ogunquit. Hours: Moo-Sat 
10:30-5, Sun 1 :30-5. 646-4909. 
·Amerlcan M .. t.r 
The paintings of American impressionist 
Wah Kuhn, through Sept 15. 
·lmegee .nd Word. 
Abstract expressionist paintings and draw-
ings of Henry Meloy, through Sept 15. 
Mu.eum of Art. Olin Arts Cent.r 
Bates College, Lewiston. Painlings, prints 
and sculpture by Lewiston-born artist 
Charlie Hewitt, showing through Oct 11 . 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10-5,Sun 1-5. 786-6158. 
8ebascodag.n Artist. Gall • .., 
Route24,Greatlsland. WOrksby21 Maine 
artists. Gallery hours : Tues-Sun 10-5. 
833-5717. 
Thoma. M.morial Libra.., 
6 Scott Dyer Rd, Cape Elizabeth. "Paint-
ings and Records of the Hayloft Art Soci-
ety," a group formed in 1922 and dis-
banded in 1991. Showing through Sept 
19. GaUery hours: Mon,Wed,Fri9-5, T ues-
Thurs 9-9. 799-1720. 
Y1al. Parioll Gallery 
Roule 9, Kennebunkport . "Artist and Art-
istry by Maine Women," including Laurie 
Austill , Marilyn Blinkhorn, Lynn Oureya, 
Brita Holmquist, Cynthia Hyde and Nancy 
Nevergole. Through Sept 15. Gallery 
hours : daily: 10-8. 967-5900. 
York Instltut. Mu •• um 
371 MainSt,Saco. "Kaleidoscope: Maine 
Contemporary Artists," an invitational 
show of paintng and SCUlpture, showing 
through Sept. Hours: Tues, Wed & Fri t-
4; Thurs 1-8 ; Sat 1-4. 283-3861 . 
OTHER 
Lebor Da, Art Show 
The Cape Eizabeth Fire Department En-
gine Company One sponsors an art show 
Sept 6 from 10-4 at Fort Williams Pari<. 
Cape Eizabeth. For info caN 799-1862. 
Meine Cont.mpora.., Drawing 
Danforth Gallery is accepting submis- . 
sions for its drawing exhibit, judged by 
Sigmund Abeles of UNH. Submit slides 
by Sept 22. For more nfo sand .1 o SASE 
to: "Maine Contemporary Drawing Ex-
hibH," Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St, 
Portland, ME 04101. 
Portland Public Ubra.., 
invites area artists to submit applications 
for a one-month exhibition within the 
library's Lewis Gallery. Call 871-1758 for 
more info. 
-Replay: Ga ...... Sporta & P •• tt ..... of 
Your Youth" 
Danforth Gallery is accepting submis-
sions from senior artists statewide for its 
juried exhibition. Last day to submit is 
Sept 4. For more info send '10 SASE to 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. Port-
land, ME 04101. 
School Around U. Craft Fair 
Drop by the green in front of the Captain 
Lord Mansion in Kennebunkport to view 
over 60 crafts booths Sept 5 from 9-5. 
Homemade dishes for breakfast and lunch 
served. For more info call 967-2747. 
Uptown Block P.rty 
seeks artists and craftspeople of a II types 
(painters, crafts, weavers, florists. tattoo 
artists) to demonstrate or sell their craft or 
service Sept 12 from t 0-4 at Congress 
Square. Sign up by Sept 5. For more info 
call 761-3930 or 775-6558. 
SENSE 
Fiction Workahop 
with Dianne Benedict every other Sunday 
attemoon from3-6in Portland. Cost: $95. 
For more info call 721-OS24. 
Women'. Caucu. 01 Windham 
meets to discuss future goals and up-
coming campaigns Sept 8 at 7 pm in 
Room 1, Windham Community Center. 
Windham. For more info call 892-6591. 
WrHlng Long Fiction 
A worl<shop of eight classes with Denis 
Ledoux begins Sept 15 from 6:30-9 pm at 
Auburn Aduh Education, Edward Little 




is a martial art used to increase flexibility, 
stamina and a sense of well-being. Aduh 
classes: Mon and Wed, 5:30-6: 15 pm and 
6:30-7:30 pm; Fri, 6:30-7:30 pm; Sat. 
2 :30-3 :30 pm and 3 :45-4:45 pm. 
Children's classes: Sat, 1:15-2:15 pm. 
Classes held at Portland Aikido, 25A For-
est Ave. Portland. For further Info call 
772-1524. 
AnandaYoga 
Linda Blissollers free introductoryclasses 
Sept 10 from 7-8:30 pm, Sapt 11 from 
9:30-11 am and Sept 12 from 9:30-11 am 
atAnanda Yoga, 101 MaineSt, Brunswick. 
For more info call 725-6370. 
Aateng. Yoga 
Learn to do yoga in jumping sequences 
Sept 12 from 9-noon and Sept 13 from 
10-noon lat Portland Yoga Studio, 616 
Congress St. Cost: $251session. For more 
info call 797-5684. 
Community H .. lth Servlc •• 
oilers screening for diabetes, anemia, 
colorectal cancer, high blood pressure 
and cholesterol levels Sept 8 from 10:30-
12 pm at Freeport Oakleaf Terrace, 
Freeport, and Sept 9 from 1-3 pm at Cape 
Elizabeth Town Hall, Cape Elizabeth. For 
inlo call 775-7231 . 
Cooking Cia .... 
forpeoplein transition to a belanced, low-
fat vegetarian eating style Sept 14and 21 
from 6-8 pm. Cost: $35 for both classes . 
For details caH 774-8889. 
Herbal Wo ..... hop. 
Crystal Springs Farm & Center serves as a 
learning center and provides a variety of 
herbal and educational worl<sl1ops: Sapt 6 
from 2-4 "The Path of Herbs," $20; Sept 13 
from 1-4, 'Wildcrafling, Harvesting & Ory-
ing Herbs," $35. Held at 70 Hollis and Buds 
roads, Dayton. To register call 499-7040. 
lyenllllr Yoga 
Portland Yoga Studio ollenl a 14-week 
session of Iyengar hatha yoga classes 
begiming the week of Sept 9 at 616 
Congress St, PorUand. For more Olio call 
797-5684. 
Klipelu Yoga Cr-
Free introductory classes Sept 9 from 
5:30-7 pm and Sept 10 from 7-8:30 am at 
the Innerlight School of Yoga, On Bal-
ance, 4 Milk St, Portland. Ten-week ses-
sions begin Sept 19. For more info call 
772-9812. 
Continued on pttgt 30 






Se tember Course Schedule 
PERIOD I (8:15-9:35 A.M.) 
AC 123 Federal Taxation 
CS 230 COBOL I 
EN 170 Basic Writing 
GE 110 Business Writing 
GM 262 Medical Computer Techno!.· 
LS 257 Environmental Sciences 
MS 180 Intro, to Medical Science 
PL 261 Law of Business Organization 
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding 
PERIOD 11(10:15-11 :35 A.M.) 
AC 122 Principles of Accounting III 
AC 220 Cost Accounting 
CS 235 Business Systems 
EN 170 Basic Writing 
LS 195 Psych, of Personal Dynamics 
LS 258 World Regional Geography 
MS 185 Medical Science III 
PL 262 Law of Torts/Personallnjury 
SS 150 Basic Keyboarding 
SS 168 Word Processing Theory· 
PERIOD III (11 :45 A_M.-1 :05 P_M.) 
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I 
AC 266 Accounting Lab· 
BA 105 Principles of Marketing 
CS 130 Computer Science Concepts 
EN 270 Experiences in Literature 
LS 190 Psychology 
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics 
MS 166 Clinical Procedures 111* 
PL 249 Legal Office Procedures 
SS 262 Document Production 
PERIOD I (5:30-7:55 P.M,) 
AC 220 Cost Accounting I 
BA 105 PrinCiples of Marketing 
CS 231 COBOL 11* 
EN 170 Basic Writing 
LS 192 Intro, to Sociology 
LS 195 Psych. of Personal Dynamics 
MS 187 Medical Science IV 
PL 163 Real Estate Law 
PL 249 Legal Office Procedures 
SL 161 Document Formatting 
SS 247 Office Procedures 
PERIOD II (8:05-10:30 P.M.) 
AC 120 Principles of Accounting I 
AC 121 Principles of Accounting II 
EN 170 Basic Writing 
GE 110 Business Writing 
GM 280 Medical Office Procedures I 
LS 184 Group Leadershipl 
Conference Tech. 
LS 190 Psychology 
LS 195 Psych, of Personal Dynamics 
PL 260 Civil Law & Procedure 
* Indicates a course 
with a separate ($75) lab fee. 
WordPerfect 
for Windows 








Open Daily Until: 
Monday: 8:00 p_m_ 
Tuesday: 8:00 p_m. 
Wednesday: 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday: 8:00 p.m. 
Friday: 5:00 p.m. 
Call for more information at: 
774-6126 or 1-800-639-3110. 
901 Washin ton Avenue • Portland, ME • 04103 • 207-774-6126 • 800-639-3110 
"rwhy everyone 7alkinfJ ~bouf 9<osie's?/I • tS 
"Rosie's dishes out 
some fantastic fare." 
"*** for food -
***1/2 for service." 
-Portland Press Herald 




-The Business Review 
"There are lots of Rosies. 
and we have ours." 
"A great place to eat. drink. 
. and relax." 
-The Old Port Reporter 
"The 'Dart Mecca of Portland,' with plaques and trophies to prove so." 
"Great place to relax with dinner and drinks." 
-Face Magazine 
. JVL€~. 
Buffalo Mako Strips. Deep Fried Mushrooms. Italian Breaded Chicken 
Fingers. Beer Batter Onions Rings. Buffalo Wings. Mozzeralla Sticks. 
Harmons Clam Cakes 
Daily Soup & Chowdah Specials, 5 Alarm All Meat Chili, House Salads, 
Salad Combo Platters. Chef Salad 
20 Sandwiches to choose from. Rosie's Famous Calzones. DeSign Your 
Own Pizzo. 1 /2Ib. Burgers. Chicken & Steak Dinners. Fried Clams. Fried 
Shrimp. Jumbo Shrimp 2 for $1,00. Nachos. Burritto Dinners, 
Free Popcorn 
Happy Hour Monday-Friday 
4to 7pm 
Daily Beer Specials 
Friday & Saturday - Late Nlte Menu 
rwhere §oml :frieruls/ :fine :foods & Spirils 7JlenJ Togeiher 
330 Fore Street • Old Port • 772-5656 
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30 0.5CO Bay Wukly 
"SUMMERTIME AND THE LIVIN'IS EASY" ... at 
Music, theater, art, restaurants, shopping, special outdoor activities. ,. it's all 
right up the street or just around ihe comer from BACK BAY TOWER. Or if 
you prefer the comforts of home - you can share a cool drink on the terrace 
with friends, swim in the private pool, workout in the exercise room and 
enjoy a sauna. Whatever you choose - out on the town - or the comforts of 
home - Back Bay Tower can make your summertime living easy. We provide 
stale of the art security. 
Stop by during the hours listed, or call for an appointment. 
Tues & Thurs 10-6. 
772-7050 




• 16 oz. double shot well drinks: $1.75 
• all domestic beers: $1.25 
DANCE CLUB 
COME EARLY AND TAKE ADVANTAGE OF US! 
427 FORE STREET 772·1983 
eli ave 
i--TOYSALE!------------, 
I TOY SALE! : 
: j Lego, Playmobil '\i' II 
I d'tl Mon - Sat 10 - 5 r I 
I SAND CASTLE TOYS I 
I o'l'J "'!i\P,O\JGI"I of CAPE ELIZABETH I 
: :EI'"'!IJ.lIlEP,301i\ FORCED 1'0 MOVE I 
L _____ 1232 Sh~0d.~Cape Elizabeth ____ I 
I KNITTING. SPINNING· WEAVING. SUPPLIES • INSTRUCTION li, 150/0 0 FFFOR CLASS D~T.;d I", I.. ' 
I PHILDAR'S NEW YARN tCVt:/C 
J 'MAHARAOJAH' (64% Wool, 
I J'o 34% Acrylic, 2% Rayon) 'aJrJZ 
I 'UGHT' (50% Wool, 50% RaYOn)~ 
'ALDAUMA' (50% Alpaca, . 
I 30% Rayon, 20% Nylon) 
I Sale ends Sept. 12, 1992 .' 
I 174 US RT 1, Scarborough· Tues-Sat 10-6· 883-2951 
r- .- - - - ;;thfhisc~p~n7e_;i;;S;pt.;'mb..r18~m - - --I : S HAIRCUT Bring a friend, I 
I your cut only $5. : 
I ~ 20% OFF Paul Mitchell, Matrix & Mastey '\i' I 
I Tan for: $4/each visit, Trim Bangs r, 







Continutd from ""gt 29 
WELL 
NESS 
Kln .. lology 
Osho meditation daily at 5:30. Cost: $2. 
Professional certirlCate kinesiology train-
ing begins Sept 19andOct 11. Both offer-
ings at Center for Kinesiology, 44 Exchange 
St, #204. for info caM 871-8854. 
My Choice Pregn.ncy Resourc. Ctr 
offers counseling. referrals and housing 
for women and teens experiencing an 
untimely pregnancy. Counseling locuses 
on the options 01 parenting oradoption. A 
birth mother support group is offered to 
any woman who surrendered a child for 
adoption or is considering doing so. For 
more info call 772-7555. 
N.tunll Food. Solutions 
leam all about the purchase and prepa-
ration of whole foods vegetarian meals in 
your home. For details call 774-8889. 
Nurturing Feminist Consclousn_ 
Nine-session course to find your own 
voice and nurture a sistemood beginning 
Sept 15 at the Proprioceptive Writing 
Center, 39 Deering St, Portfand. Cost: 
$125. For more info can 772-1847. 
Planned ","renthood 
01 Northem New England helps teenag-
ers at its Walk-In Clinic Fri, 1-4:30 pm and 
Sat,9 am-noon, at 500 Forest Ave, Port-
land. Confidential services include birth 
conlrol, pregnancy lests, pap smears, 
STDscreening and 1reatment. Fees based 
on ability to pay. For info call 874-1095. 
Singing Medtt.tlon 
Meet Tues from 8-9 in Falmouth to sing 
rounds, chants and songs. For directions 
can 781-0944. 
Ves_rl.n Society of M.lne I 
meets thethird Monday of every month at 
6 pm at 35 Saund8fS st, Portfand, for a 
potluck get together, vegetarian suppor1 
group meeting and pfanning roosting. For 
more info cal 773-6132. 
Women'a H .. lth 
Mercy Hospital presenls ''The Furoctional, 
Fun-lovingAclull,"lo help you rediscover 
joy Sepl 9 at 7 pm at the Portland CIIb, 
156 Stale St, Portfand. For more info call 
879-3486. 
Women'. Meditation Workshop 
leam to listen 10 your innel'voice. For 
more information can 781-0944. 
OUT 
SIDE 
Back Country BI ke Excursion. 
These mini-weekends, which run through 
Oct I, willtakeyou through the foolhills of 
the WMe Mountains. They start al noon 
on Sal and end aboul2 pm on Sun. Each 
weekend includes ovemight tenl accom-
modation, one pancake breakfast, one 
sweat sauna and more. Cost: $35 single, 
$60 double. To enroll call 625-8189. 
M.lne Outdoor Adventure Club 
brings logether people who enjoy lhe 
ouldoors. MOAC offers trips and events 
to people of all skill levels, beginner to 
expert. Upcoming: Sept 5-7, Bigelows 
backpacking (773-3273); Sepl 6, Casco 
Bay kayaking (774-8470); Sept 12, Mount 
Washington Clint> Against Cancer [172-
9831); Sept 12-13, CarterlMoriah back-
packing [173-0476). Ongoing: Mackworth 
Island walk Thu~ at 6 pm. For updated 
trip inlo, callhe Outdoor Holline at 774-
1118. For club and membership informa-
tion call 772-9831 . 
Outdoor Trip Un. 
For the lalest bicycling, hiking and other 
outside activities info, sponsored by 
Casco Bay Bicycle Club and Maine Oul-
doors Adventure Club, call 774-1118. 
SERVEIM.ln. VoIunt .... Directory 
lists volunteer opportun~ies throughout 
Maine with state and federal natural re-
source agencies. Opportunities include 
"adopting" hikingtraiisand streams, wor1<-
ing on waler quality issues, coordinating 
natural resource vofunleers, conducting 
environmental compliance surveys and 
wor1<ing as conservalion educators. 
Projects require vofunleers with skills and 
abilities ranging from enthusiasm and in-
t ...... t in nature to highly lrained profes-
sionals, Formore Information, or 10 obtain 
a copy of lhe directory, call or write to 
Libbay Seiga~, SERVElMaine, Maine 
Oep1 01 ConsllMltion, Station 1122, Au-
gusta, ME 04333. For info. call 287 -4945. 
FOR 
KIDS 
Acting CI ..... 
The Cenler for Perfonnance studies be-
gins ~s fall session forkids ages 9 through 
highschooltheweekofSept21. Formore 
info call 77 4-2776. 
Bookmaking/Accordion Book. 
Creative Resource Center invites chi-
dren to leam lhe process of bookmaking 
with Obradovic Edmiston Sept 12-Oct 3 
from 10:30-11:30 am al Thompson's 
Point, Building lA, Portland . To make 
res9<Valions caN 773-3045. 
Danc.CI •• e. 
Casco Bay Mov8fS begins their 14-week 
faU session of jazz, tap, slreet funk, mime 
and dancemagic classes for children ages 
4 and up Sept 10 at 151 st. John St, 
Portland. For more info call 871 -1013. 
Qymbo .... Open Hou_ 
lor kids 3 months-4 years Sept 10-11 al 
Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest Ave, 
Portland. For limes call 442-8446. 
Mu.lc for Kid. 
Cia ....... for kids aged 3-7 in basic key-
board, singing and note reeding begin 
Sept 17 at Starbird Music Shoppe, 500 
Foresl Ave. Portland. For more info call 
775-2733. 
P.renting Through Dlvorc. 
All educalional program for parents fo-
cusing on the needs of children during 
and after divorce Sept 5 from 8:30 am-
12:30 pm. Call 773-2296 for location. 
P....,hool Storytlme 
S. Portland offers sign-ups Sept 8 start-
Ing at lOam. Class size is limited. For 
more inlo can 767-7SRtO. 
Th .. terCla_ 
Mime/actor John Saccone teaches every 
Tues, Sept 100Dec 19, from 3:30-4::jO. 
For more info call 871-1013. 
Wild and Wooly Animal Sculpture 
Creative ResourceCenlerinviles children 
to make paper mache animals Sept 9-
Sept 30 and Sepl l0-0ct 1 from 10:30-
11:30 am at Thompson's Point, Building 
lAo Portland. To make reS9lValions call 
773-3045. 
SPORT 
Fltn ... In.tructlon 
USM Lifeline offefS five courses leading 
to a Certificate in Fitness Instruction Ihis 
fall at USMlPortland. Registration dead-
line is Sept 11 . For info call 7BO-4649. 
Malna Senior Gam .. 
Mainers 55 and older participate in the 
sport 01 your choice Sept 10-12 in Port-
land and qualily lor the 1993 U.S. Na-
tional Games. Cost: $6, includes T-shirt . 
For more info call 775-6503. 
Portland Rugby Club 
The Portfand Rugby Club welcomes new 
and old players to join Ihem in the physi-
cal and fast-paced game of rugby. Prac-
tice sessions at 6 pm on Tues and Thurs 
al the Fox Street field , just off ex~ 7 of 1-
295 in Portland. We schedule matches 
every Sat for two teams. as well as lhree 
matches for Old Boys (over 35). For more 
info call 839-3861 . 
Roiling & S-ka)'llk Rescue Clln lea 
sponsored by Saco River OutfittefS, run 
Sat nlghtsalacostof$40. Cal Saco River 
Outfitters at 773-0910 lor more info. 
Seaka)'llklng Network 
Is forming now. Call 87 4-2640 for info on 
lrips and membership. 
Ipeed.katlng 
If you are eight-years-old or older and 
would like to leam to speedskate, call 
781-3699 immedialely so that weekly 
practice sessions can ba planned. 
VoIunt .. r Co.ch .. 
South Portland Recreation is looking for 
adults interested in coaching youth soc-
cer, flag lootball or tackle football this lall. 
Coaches will ba able 10 participate in the 
National Youth Sports Coaches Associa-
tion training sessions. For more details 
caD 767-765lJ. 
ETC 
The AIDS Project 
has an urgent need for volunteers with 
ca~ who can assist clienls who need 
transportation to doclors appointments, 
support groups, grocery shopping and 
other life errands. Volunteers are also 
needed to cover lelephone lines and per-
lorm lighl office wor1< at TAP. For more 
inlo call 774-6877. 
AlD8Waik 
Maine AIDS Walk '92, the third annual 
state-wide donalion walk 10 benef~ com-
munity-based AIDS service organizations, 
will be held Sun, Oct 4, at 1 pm. The 
Portland 10K walk starts at USM Campus 
Center. Portland. local proceeds to ben-
efiITAP, the People With AIDS Coalition 01 
Maine and the AIDS lodging House. Sign 
up sponsors this summer and walk in the 
lall . For sponsor sheels, call 774-6877. 
American Youth Ho.tel. 
meets Sept 15 from er8 pm at Campus 
Center Room, USMlPortland. Guest 
speaker Menilee Zellner gives a talk on 
"Traveling Alone." Thera will ba food. For 
more info call 772-4918. 
Amn .. ty Intern.tlon.1 
meets to discuss fall and winler plans 
Sept 10 a16:3O pm at Woodsford Congre-
gational Church, 202 Woodsford St, Port-
land. For more info call 775-9117. 
DaneaCla_. 
Impress your friends with your dancing 
lee1. Classes in jazz, tap, mime, dance 
magic and slreet funk begin Sept 10 at 
Casco Bay Mov8fS, 151 SI. John St, Port-
land. For more info call 871-1013. 
Equal P ..... ectlonlPortl.nd 
Volunleer to preserve Portland's Human 
Rights Ordinance. Help guaranteeall Port-
land residents, WOr1<efS and visitors equal 
protection from discrimination in employ-
ment, housing, credit and public accom-
modations regardless 01 sexual orienta-
tion. For more inlo call 879-5360 or write 
Equal Protection/Portland,P.O. Box 1894, 
Portland, ME 04104. 
J.wt.h Fed .... tlon 
hosts Yaakov levy Sept er9 in Portfand. 
To arrange an inlerview, call 773-7254. 
N ..... Project/AIDS Me..-lal Quilt 
holds a panel-making wor1<shop the first 
and third Sun of each month. For more 
info call 774-2198. 
Native American Appreciation 
Two days of games, singing, dancing, 
drurrming. trading and exhibitions Sept 
12-13 at the Cumberland County Fair-
grounds, Cumbel1and. Cost: $3 for two 
days. Kids under 14 free. For more info 
caR 339-9520. 
Rummage Sala 
In the mood to buy? VIS~ the Prouts Neck 
sale at the Prouts Neck Country Club 
Sept 10. For more info call 883-4656. 
Se"-.. t..." for Women 
Wor1<shop to improve your self-image, 
productivity and satisfaction atwor1< Sept 
11 at the Sheraton Tara Holel, 363 Maine 
Mall Roed, S. Portland. Cost: $4.9. For 
more info call 1-800-334-6780. 
Senior 0 ...... Danc. 
Portland Recrealion is holding a dance 
lor seniors, ages 55 and older, Sept 11 
from 7-11 pm al the Riverton Community 
Cenler. 1068 Forest Ave, Portland. Music 
by Jack Kazenski and his big band . Cost: 
$3. For more info call 874-8870. 
T.te House 
Home of Captain George Tate, buin in 
1755, provides lea and garden lours each 
Wed aftemoon and architectural lours 
Sat afternoons . localed at t270 
Westbrook st, Portland. Hours:Tues-SaI 
10-4, Sun 1-4. Closes lor season on la-
bor Day. Cost: $3, $1 children under 12. 
For more info call 774-9781 . 
Wh.t.oever Rummage Sale 
WhatsoeverClass of Woods ford Congre-
galional Church holds a sale Sept 15 at 9 
am in Memorial Hall, 202 Woodford SI, 
Portland. For more info call 774-8243. 
Women Bullln ... Owners 
Portland business owners hold Iheir 
monthly meeting Sepl3al6pmatAndover 
College, 901 Washington Ave, Portfand. 
Cost: $6.50 and includes light dinner. For 
more info can 761-0041 . 
Women with Bu.ln_ 
The Women's Business Development 
Corporation seeks nominalions for their 
annual award honoring a woman who's 
operaled a successful business lor at 
least five years. To receive a nominalion 
form, contact the organization at PO Box 
658, Bangor, ME 04401 or cal 234-2019. 
Work with Retu~ 
Attend training wor1<shops (two sessions) 
to help refugees adjust 10 life in Maine: 
Session .1 Sept 11 from er9 pm and 
Session #2 Sept 12 from 6-9 pm all 07 Elm 
St, Portland. Fordetaijs caH 871-7437 . • 
real uzzle By DOll RlIbill 
Anima/ogos 
Each of these animalogos is associated with a product or 
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Can you solve the Real 
Puzzle? There is a $20 gift 
certifica te from Alberta's for 
the first-prize winner. The 
second-prize winner 
receives two free passes to 
The Movies at Exchange 
Street. Winners will receive 
their prizes in the mail. 
Drawings are done at 
random, Contestants are 
ineligible to win more than 
one prize in a four-week 
span. Only one entry is 
allowed per person per 
week. 
All entries for this week's 
puzzle must be received by 
,. ,. •• 
• 1992 \..Inlled Feiliur. Sy."iicat .. 
Wednesday, September 10. 
The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the 
September 17 issue of Casco 
Bay Weekly. Send your best 
guess to: 
Real Puzzle #138 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 
This week, Bruce Weik and 
a friend will dine at Alberta's. 
Lauryl Williams and a friend 
will take in a movie at The 
Movies at Exchange Street. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #136 
(Screen Test) 
~ 1992 United Feature Syndicate . 
(Don Rubin 's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently 
published by Harper and Row.) 
>f -\ .\ ) 










Tues-Thurs: 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 4pm. 
Fri-Sat: 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, Doors open at 12 noon. 
200 RIVERSIDE STREET • PORTLAND MAINE 
(207) 772-8033 • 1-800-992-0006 
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Offering a huge 
selection of videos, 
magazines and toys 
for the discriminating 
adult. .. 
Newly Remodeled & Newly Expanded! 
PORTLAND 
• VIDEO ExPO. 
666 Congress St • 774-1377 
Open M-Sat. 10-11 • Sunday I-llpm 
Also in KITTERY 
• VIDEO EXPO. 
Route 236 • 439-6285 
Open M-Th. 10-10 • Fri.-Sat 
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OVER 100,000 READERS CALL 775-1234 OR FAX 775-1615 
body a soul NEWMEN'SGRW'FORMINGFORFALl-1ssues3ddr-' win include male rolesat home & at work. lear of i~macy, making 
BUILDING HEAlTHY RELATIONSHIPS-
& sustaining commt!inents. stud! f8eI-
ings. & lack aI jo'( & play. Those who fi nd 
10session group for men andwomento that these or similar issues are a concern 
explore the cOrf4Xjnents of good rela- areW81come to cal I for an initial interview, 
tionships. Altemate Mondays from ~ whether or rd. I:u've had previous group 
14. Rick, 874-0681. carrie, 773-9625. experience. wo groups scheduled: 
CONTRACEPTIVE BlUES? The tried & 
Wednesdays. ~m, & Thursdays. 9-
llarn Et men limit IlilCh gro\4l. $25/ 
true cervical cap is here! FDA approved. sessiolt I RickLynch formoreinforma-
Comfort. Spontaneity. Effective. Afford- ~on or an initial interview. 874-0681. 
able. A barrier method renaissance. For 
information call casco Bay Midwifery REBUILDING GROUP- to help you put 
and Well Women care. 799-4467. your life back togelher when a signifi-
DANCE Cl.ASS£S for children and aduitl; 
cant relationship has ended. 10 -'<s-
Tuesdays from Sept. 15. Call Carrie 
in jazz. tap, streetfunk and stretch. Peterson, 773-9625. 
Dancemagic (4 yrs. and up). 8eautilul 
studios. Excellent. posiweinstruclors. Fall TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese 
session begins ~10. casco Bay Movers, Martial Art, based on mental and physi-
151 St John St, Portland. 871-1013. cal balance. One learns to blend w~h an 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE through yoga 
opponents force to control it TAl CHI is 
a fluid system based on meditation in 
and meditation, massage oil anc healing movement Excellentforspirilual growth, 
music. By 112 houror hour,loose. in/out radiant physical health anc unequaled in 
MIf. 25% discount KOOh, 774-7648. reducing the effects of stress and ten-
DISCOVER THE TOOLS OF THE PRAC-
sion in ones life. Beginners through 
advanced classes, including Push-
TICING ASTROLOGER- 8 weekly ses- Hands. Visitors welcome. For inforrna-
sions beginning Tues. Sept. 22nd, 7- lion call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
8:30pm, $200. Taught by the Prac1ical 
Astrologer,AbbeAnderson, M.BA Send THE CLASS YOU'VE BEEN WAITING 
$100 deposit toRR 2, Box 1600, Lisbon FOR! Core Energetics: Integration of 
Falls. ME 04252. EM.!. 353-4363. mind, body, spirit, emotions with Pam 
DREAM GROUPFORMING-Ifinterested 
Chubbuck, nationally known Therapis~ 
Teacher, Healer. Starts Sept 15th. 12 
in sharing and unraveling the various sessions, 6:30 to 8:30pm Tues. eves. 
images that, on an almost nightly basis, limited enrollmen~ register early! $25 
present themselves to us. call Mr. Nishit deposit 829-4522. 
Mehta for more information. 772-4126. 
EUROPEAN PSYCHlC- Jonathan Marks, 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE and Body-
work for body awareness, recovery is-
MSO-Pred~ng & analyzing pasthappen- sues, stress reduction. Get back intouch 
inr.; present problems and future events. with who you really are! And rea E. Price, 
1 -hourI hour sessions. Psychic, Tarot & l.M.T.87H)121 
Counseling. Portland, 775-2213. 
FALLFEST '92- Festival for women, Sept THERAPY GROUPS ... How do you choose? Jane Gair, LCSW, is offering 
17-20. Ferrinistthemeworkshops, music, free consultations 10 individuals seek-
planned activities. Don' miss this oppor- ing group therapy. Call now to explore 
tunity. Call 207-743-2787 for details. your options! 774-8633. 
INTRODUCTORY-LEVEL TAROT 
CLASSES- Fall session beginning week Adult Intensive 
of September 14th. Sponsored by the Psychotherapy TAROT SOCIETY of New England. call 
799-8648. Jungian Orientation 
JACKI'S STRONG STEP, strength and 
endurance training, aerobic conci~on- Cheryl Aronson 
ing. Low impact. High energy. On-go- M.A., L.C.P.C. ing. South Portland Dance Center, 
774-4436 Wednesdays. 9am. Some steps avail-
able. $4drol)-in, or register for 8 classes Glenn Morazzini for $20! Call Karen 929-4846, or come 
try it without obliga~on. L.C.S.W. 
MEN'S THERAPY/SUPPORT GROUP- 879-1981 
Available openings in on-going group 
Hours by appointment. led by Stephen Aronson, PhD. For more 
information call 7.72-3176. 
Try the Sm"e Sell: 775-123'" 
Grntle, rewing, h •• /ing. 
An "'perimF< if Jeep blZlAnce 
~ ACUPUNCTUR.E 
WITHOlJf NEEDLES 
Ann FOSler T abbutt, AOBTA 
799-9258 
If.]toII Nmrrront, M ~., ccc .sPIL 
SpttcltlLonglltlgt PalM/Ogist 
Uanstd aNi CtrtijiLd 
1J79·/886 
~ Celebrating ~ 
the Dream! 
A Dream Therapy Group 
Alternate Mondays 
Starts Oct 5 
Barbara Hare Noonan M.S. 
~ 





REAllY HELPS YOU LET GO 
(Df Ih. 1ft/gill /JIIII /ItJ Ill.., um. )IOU 
• l1li 1M lII/nIt/", 'h" kHPI II ",.,,1 
>- SAFE >- HOLISTIC 
>- NURTURING >- POWERFUL 
If it's time for a ",1 ch,n" in the 
w.iy you relate to mod & "tin" 
please come to the Ire, introductory 
meBlill(l to find out if Therapeutic 
Weight Release might be the next 
step In your "c!Wery & ,rowth. 
licensed Clinical Social Worker 














• Individual & Group 
Counseling 
DruMyers, 
LSAG, NCAClI, NCADC 






• Substance Abuse • Cod""""dence 
• ACOA "S""ual Abuse 
" Anger & Sham. Reducticn Work 
• Dn:amWodt 
781-7433 
4 Fundy Road F.lmouth 
PORTlAND YOGA STUDIO 
Certified Iyengar Yoga 
roommates 
AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY- Sunny 2 BR 
duplex. oil heat, WID hookup, Ig. yard, 
deck, schools nearby. $55O/mo. + utils. 
Sec. dep., references. 846-4788. 
CONDO LIFE? Looking for a responsible 
NlS roommate to share a 2 BR place off 
Brighton Ave. WID. parking, no pets. 
$2751mo+ 112 utils.Availablenow. 774-
4916. 
EAST END- Mature, responsible, rea-
sonably neat person wI healthy lifestyle 
wanted to share mostly furnished 2 BR 
apt Hdwd firs, WID, parking. $250/mo. 
heat incl. + 112 utils. 772-2563. 
EASTERN PROM, OVERLOOKING HAR-
BOR- Share spacious. sunny apt. with 
professional40swoman. Lots of plants, 
cat and room for your things. Easy-
going, environmentally aware NlS pre-
ferred. Parking. $3251mo. +utils. 775-
4941. 
EASY-GOING AND CONSIDERATE per-
son sought 10 share 2 BR house in 
Cumberland. Private yard w/garage. 10 
min. 10 Portland. $3OO1mo. +112 utils. 
call 781-5565. 
FALMOUTH COUNTRY HOME- NIS les-
bian wanted to share fireplace, outdoor 
hot tub, acres of beauty and tranquility. 
Twenty mi n ute d rive to Portland. Weare 
a lesbian couple with diverse interests 
including 1WO dogs. $290/mo. tutils. 
781-4747 before 10pm. 
FEMALE NIS TO SHARE home with wa-
ter views, near USM & 95. Includes 
utilities, cable, parking, WID. S350/mo. 
+ depJrefs. 774-2288. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
3 BR apartment in East Deering. $27!io1 
mo. includes everything. Private park-
ing, yard, laundry. Newly remodeled, 
neat. clean. 761-0504 . 
GM, 37, HEAl THCARE PROFESSIONAl, 
seeks housemate, MIF, with a quiet 
lifestyle, to share my passive-solar home 
in Gray. Small bedroom with loft sleel)-
ing area, WID, storage, woodstove, deck, 
privacy, quiet, 2 miles from exit ", 112 
hour to Portland/Lewiston. S3OO/mo . 
+ 1/2 uti Is. 657-4363. 
INTOWN- Spacious 2 room suite avail-
able. Share large Victorian house with 2 
. NlS professionals. Parking avail. Rent 
$325 +utils. call David, 773-9733. 
MY ROOMMATE MARRIED AN ALlEN-
Now we need a human subject to oc-
cupy the void in this 3BR Washington 
Ave apt. 2nd floor, spacious, WID, off-
street parking. $22!io1mo + 113 utils. Sec. 
dep. Avail !VI. 879-6088. 
NlS LESBIAN w/c3t & 1/2 d09 looking 
for responsible roomate to share house 
in rural or suburban selling w/in 112 
hourfromPortland. call 941-9511 days 
or 567-3777 eves. 
NON-SMOKING FEMALE 25+ to share 
Ig. apt. with 3 females (1 human, 2 
felines). NearME. Med., USM,& Deering 
Oaks. Rent $250 ea. includes all utils. 
Avail. immed. Call 772-5630. 
NORTH DEERING- NlS, MIF wanted to 
share 2 BR security apt. with GM and 
cat $2751mo. +112 utils. Convenient 
and quiet, 797-2680, days best. 
OOB SHARE HOME WITH MATURE 
WOMEN, enjoy privacy of fu rnished 2nd 
floor, bedroom & bath, $65 week in-
cludes everything. Mature, chem-free 
female preferred. Refs required. 934-
4742. 
RESPONSiBlE NIS MlF to share quie~ 
beautrtul, 2 BR duplex near Bay. $3501 
mo. includes heal, electric & cable. fur-
nished. Call Jo~nne, 846-4593. 
RESPONSIBLE. MATURE, tW. G ortol-
erant MIF roommate to share country 
house, desirable Portland suburb. Ga-
rage. utilities. Must value privacy and a 
clean, comfortable house. Available 
immed. Security and references. $350/ 
mo. 799-9768. 
SCARBOROUGH- Person to share house 
on Nonesuch River. 5 mins. from Port-
land. Mustbecommunityspirited, health 
conscious and environmentally con-
cerned. call Liz at 883-0076. 
SEEKING RESPONSiBlE NIS female, 
over 30, with quiet lifestyle, to share 
large 3-story duplex. Must enjoy cats, 
but please have none of your own. Don1 
need much furniture. Sec. dep., $3001 
mo. includes heal. 874-6997. 
The Sure Sell Classifieds office will be closed on Labor Day for golf_ Deadline for our Sept. 10th issue will be 
Friday, Sept. 4th at Spm. 
CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM BY PHONE: 775-1234 BY FAX: 775-1615 
categories the sure sell your ad: 
o body & lOul o dining 25 words ... $11 per week 
Oroommatee . 0 .tufT for •• additional words .•. 50¢iwordlweek 
Oaptslrent o $02 .tufT for .a1a Phone it in: 775-1234 (visa/mc) 
o housea/rent Oylltd ..... FAX it in: 775-1615 (visa/mc) 
o offices/rent Darts & crafts WalklMaii it in: Casco Bay Weekly 
o buslne .. rentale Ogerdena 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
o .tudlos/rent ow .. ted Attn: Classifieds 
o se.onal/rent Ocompu1era deadlines Oreal ...... Omualc 
o busllMl88 property 0whee18 
Une ads: Monday at 6PM 
Oland ... 0b0at8 Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Oauctlonl o thNtar ar18 Call 775-1234 for display rates. 
o child care Olaamlng Phone 1/' Number of words: 
Ohalpw .. ted o publlc.tlonl fine print Name: 
OJoblw .. ted o anlrna18 Number of weeks: 
o busln_ services o lost & found (free) Clalailled ads must be paid kr n ad\r.olce wilh caoI1, p<nOt1OI Address: First 25 words dleck. I'nOf1eIJ ordEr'. Visa or Maslerccrd. lDst & FOU'KJ items listed $11 per week: $ o buslna .. opportunltl .. o legal notice. "- a_ad ads '"' non-nll"'- c~ sItaII not be Iable ror orry ~1caI ""on, orrmIons, or ch..,ges 10 the ad which do 
Oftnanclal o bulletin board not ect the valJe or cent .... orlObs' .... IaIJ, chmge the IJleI>'lng o visa 0 mel! + add. words 0 50¢ ea.: $ or the ad. ~ wi. be Issued when able ...... has ~ 
o dating service. o ride board detlmWled ..,.;th!n one 'Ngek of ~jcatlon. TEB' sheets awllable 'or S2ic:cpy. expo date Total: $ 
roommates 
SOUTHPORTlAND-tWMlFhousemate 
wanted to share house with 2 gay men. 
WID. deck, pooI,hardwoodfloors.$32!io1 
mo. includes utili~es. 799-4336. 
WESTBROOK- Responsible MIF room-
mate to share 3 BR condo. Parking, WI 
0, storage, quiet neighborhood. Must 
like cats. $2301mo. +113 utils. Sec.depJ 
ref. req. 854-3841, DarrelVDenise. 
apts/rent 
169 DANFORTH- Newly redecorated 1 
112 BR, $4501mo. Heat & u~ls. incl. 
Superintendent on premises. 879-2478. 
212 DANFORTH ST., 2nd floor- Large 
kitchen, large living room, small bed-
room, full bath, off-street parki ng. $3501 
mo., no utils. 774-76041797-6630. 
CHANDlER'S WHARF- Elegant harbor 
fronttownhouS8, 2 BR,gas ~ firepla:e. 
$12ro'mo. Bailey Realty, 883-9068. 
DEEIlING OAKS. Recently renovated, 
heated~ bedroom apartment Sunny. 
cheerful, hardwood floors, ceiling fan, 
quiet/secure building. $4751mo. Also 
heated 1 BR only $36O/mo. 773-7002 . 
HIGGINS BEACH 1 bdrm furnished apt 
across from beach, Greatporch! $350 t 
ults. Days-883-2526, Eves.-781-5579. 
Available Aug. 29th 
LARGEOUIET3BR-Palf<ing, heat & lights 
incl. $75OImo. $300 security. Near USM. 
773~-4828, ask for andy. 
MAINE MEDICAL CENTER- Huge 3 BR, 
$625/mo.; Huge2 BR $525Jmo. includes 
heat, WW, parking, WNI. call Darren, 
871-1503 or Ken, 1-800-622-6649. 
MUNJOY HILL APT. in quiet brick build-
ing, has 2 sunny rooms. hardwood 
floors, bath, galley k~chen. Washer and 
backyard. $32!io1mo. +utils. 774-9237. 
OCEAN FRONT-The Diplomat at Old 
Orchard Beach. Luxurious, furnished 2 
BR condos. Fabulous views, from $900.' 
mo. Bailey Realty, 883-9068. 
OCEANFRONT SACO-2&3 bdrrn, decks. 
fireplace, pool, garage, 7 ml. beach, 
from $551Ymonthly 9/92-6193 
PINE POINT- lBRM, FULL KITCHEN + 
BATH. Furnished. Includes all utilities, 
heat + cable tv. $85-$95Iwk 883-5895. 
Sept until June. 
PINE POINT - 2 BR, furnished collage, 
W/O. Sept-June. No pets. NlS, ref. req. 
$451Ymo. +utils. 883-0088. 
SO. PORTtAND- HARBOR VIEWS! 1 
BR, appls. furnished, parki ng ,Iargeyard, 
no smokers. Heat & HW incl. $4251mo. 
Security & references. 7-99-6884. 
SOUTH PORTLAND, Willard Beach-
Sunny, quiet, 2 BR townhouse, private 
deck, full basement. No pets. Option to 
buy, 9 month lease. $63o/mo. Avail. 
Oct. 1 st. 883-6009. 
STUDIO APARTMENT in well-main-
tained, quiet, West St. VICtorian. Heat & 
u~litles included. Lease, deposit and 
good references required. Avail. Sept 
$395Imo. call 76H622. 
TORENTYOURAPARTMENTFAST, and 
to the highest caliber tenants, call 775-
1234. THE SURE SELL CLASSIFIEDS, 
and reach over l00,OOOpeopiethrough-
out Greater Portland! 
WESTBROOK- Newly renovated sunny 2 
BR on second floor, quiet neighborhood, 
yard. on bus line, WID hookup, storage, 
heated. S6OOIrro. Call 871-9252. 
WESTBROOK- Quaint 1 BR located in 
unique, quiet, old building. Garage, bus-
line, yard, non-working fireplace. No 
pets. Heat. HW, elec. incl. Sec. Dep. 
$49!io1mo. 854-5766. 
houses/rent 
FERRY BEACH FRONT- $4OO1m1h Jay 
1-800-927-2487. 
SEASONAL RENTAL- HIGGINS BEACH. 
2BR, furnished, available September-
June, $550 + utils. Call 883-4546 be-
tween 5-7pm. 
business rental 
PORTtAND- 311 CUMBERLAND AVE., 
cornerof Elm st. Heavy traffic. Excellent 
visibility. 1,600 sq. ft. stor&'office, heat 
included, parking available. 772-6527. 
Sbldlos/rent 
STUDIOS: ARTISTS ONLY building. All 
inclusive, tin ceilings, artists sinks, high 
energy environment Darkroomstosuites 
~h views. $125 k> $IWrro. 799-4759. 
USM AREA- Large studio wI full tile 
bath, eat-in kitchen, hdwd floors, in 
owner occupied bldg. $365 + gas heat 
Avail. immed. 773-8422. 
real estate business services 
VACATION OVER? Rent ~h other art-
ists at 317 Cumberlanc Avenue. Small 
to large studios. lights. heat furrished. 
Parking available. Call 772-6527. 
real estate 
OPEN HOUSE- SATISUN 1-4. So. Port- C&M GUTTER CLEANING SERVICE-
land, 33 Orrington Ave. New on the Autumn leaves will soon be falling. It's 
market, 2 or 3 BR Ranch, 1 112 bath, time now for a lhorough gutter clean-
finished basement, stove and refrig.lnd. ing! Preventative maintenance saves 
2 BDRM CAMP ON 15 ACRES LOCATIO Oil hea~ screened in front porch and 1 money on a roofrepiacement Residen-
IN Springfield, ME. Excellent hu~ng. car garage. Nice fencced in back yard. ~a1serviceminimumcharge$25. Single 
snowmobiling, close to lakes. Must sell All for $99,500. Call Ray 772-2224 or family homes. Fully insured. Please call 
$19,5OOCalIJimt.HBarn-3pm883-5532. 772-7022 Ballum Realty. 761-4203 or 1-800-639-7707. 
2BR HOME-In acre, nieestarter, good PORTlAt(). Pretty cape on quiet dead CAN BUILD THAT SPECIAL PIECE of 
location on Scarborough. VA mum- end street. Friendly neighborhood, close furnitureorcabinetstoyourneeds.Also 
able or use own financing, by owner. to Back Cow. 3 BR. hdwd flrs. fenc«Hn remodeling work. Free mmates and 
call after 4pm weekdays or weekends. yard. $82,000 by owner. 77?A728. desig ns. call Roy 773-0372. 
$72,500.883-2421. SCARBOROUGH TOWN HOUSE- CABINETRY P . ts 
Higgins Beach. 7 rooms, 3 BR, 2 112 CARPENTRY & - rolec 
BY OWNER- FALMOUTH FORESIDE. 4 baths, 2cargar""e. Fireplace, cathedral detailed and styled for your home or 
BR,livingroomw/fireplace,diningroom, -. business Call Paul Keating 846-5802 
remodeled kitchen, 2 bathrooms, ceiling, customized features, 1,800 sq' . 
sunporch, private beach, and mooring ft, $169,900. Sale by owner. NO BRD- CONNOLLY'S ptUMBING AND HEAT-
rights. 2 car garage. $160,000. call 781- KERS. call for appt. 883-8367-fvw ING Fully Insured Master Plumber. 
5639. W.E. 797-4645 Days. Quality work at reasonable rales new 
CONVENIENT NORTH DEERING lOCA- YEAR ROUND HOME ON LAKE, ski, construc~on renova~ons, Senior Cili-
TlON- Immaculate 3 BR home, over- skate, swim, from your doorstep. 3 bdr., zens discount 883-2213 
sized custom oak kitchen wlluxurious 2 bath, modern kitchen oversized CES- P ki 
living room. wrap-around deck with D.C. PACKING SERVI ac ng or bath priced for immediate sale at . 'a1ists. Ho bold or office 
$79,900. 878-2791, please call 9-9. screen porch, new cedar ciding. 80 ft movIng specl use 
frontage on Littie Sebago. $174,500 by goods. Lower rates compared to larger 
00 YOU HAVE A HOUSE FOR SALE? owner. 892-8627 companies. 15 years experience. insured. 
Why not advertise itthrough THE SURE ,-_________ -, Free estimates. Donald, 828-1512. 
SELL? Call 775-1234 or 883-4149. Tr our D.G. MASONRY 799-3827. SPECIALlZ-
NAPLES 4OX80 CEMENT BLOCK BUILD- Y ING in residential chimney repair and clean-
ING on corner of Songo Lock Road and I A 'heels Deal! ing. All aspectsof masonry, free estimates. 
302. Lot 160 deep 960 frontage on 302, V V I Domemnic Germano 799-3827. 
all for $197,000 call Ray Ballum Realty 
772-2224 or 772-7022. DESIGN SERVICE for new houses, addi-,..... ____________________ -, lions, or commercial buildings. Creative 
MOVING SAl,E!!! 
We're moving to 
1049 Washington St., Auburn. 
And all homes have got to go! 
70' #3208 $15,495, 
80' #3282 & 7145 $25,495,72' #0282 
$25,495, 16 wide #7150 $28,495, 
double wides, 44' $21,495, 
Homes from Fleetwood, Norris and Sterling, 
LUV 
HOMES 
At 26, Oxford, ME 
207-539-4759 
Dajly 11-8, Sun 11-5 
Closed Tuesday 
child care 
EF AuPair- European live In Childcare. 
Screened. Legal Visas. Speak English. 
Dedicatedtoyourchildren.Averagecost 
517ot.vk. For more information, please 
call 767 -7281. Governmentdesignated. 
Non-Profit 
EXPERIENCED DAY CARE PROFES-
SIONAL would like 10 babysityourchil-
dren in my home. Close to park. Lunch 
provided. Any ~me, any age. Mon-Fri & 
weekends. 874-0536. 
FULL-TIME MOMS, STUDENTS- look-
ing for loving, responsible babysitter 
near No. Yarmouth Center for my 1112 
yr. old daughter. Flexible hours. Sarah, 
892-4071. 
SO. PORTtAND CHILO CARE CENTER 
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teachers 
for their Toddler Program and After-
school Program. Hours 2:30-5:30 M-F. 
call 761-3936. 
TWO OLDER CHILDREN NEEOcreative, 
inspired care. Own car necessary. 30 





T ANCE regarding the investiga~on of 
financing. business opportunities and 
work at homeopportuni~es, casco Bay 
Weekly urges it's readers to contact the 
Better Business Bureau, Inc .• Maine Di-
vision, 812 SlevensAve., Portland, ME 
04103-2648. 
FREElANCE JOURNAlISTS, Photogra-
phers, Artists. Exciti ng opportunity. 
Contributeto monthly, women-oriented 
newspaper. Guidelines available. Sub-
mit background information: Maine Os-
teopathic Educa~onal Foundation, RR 
2, Box 1920, Manchester, ME 04351 . 
LIVE IN OR OUT- Wholistically oriented 
person needed to help care for delightful 
person with MS. Must be dependabie, 
compassionate, patient anc chem-free 
with strong back and good sense of 
humor. Will train. Great cooks espe-
ciallywelcome. Wages modest; rewards 
profound. 761-5887n73-3275. 
NEED SALES PERSON TO SELL MY 
PRODUCTS. industrial, commercial and 
medical accounts. Only serious inquir-
ies please 883·9606. 
OPPORTUNITY OFFERED: Warm, car-
ing, motivated & experienced hairstylist 
to serve in Maine's first Aveda Concept 
Salon. If working in a relaxed atmo-
sphere helping people look great inter-
ests you, send resume: Picture Your-
self, 57 Exchange St., Portland 04101. 
architectural design at a price you can 
afford. call Nick Pighills, 361-1747. 
DRIVEWAY SEALCOATlNG- Experi-
enced, dependable college student. call 
Justin for free estimate. 799-6041. 
ELECTRICIAtH~LL "FORREST" atTown 
& Country Electric for 1 st class workman-
ship & lowest prices in town. Lis. & in-
surad-Fusesto breaker panelsa specialty. 
Contractors- CAlL US! n2-5257. 
EXOTIC DANCERS The areas Ii nest male 
and female PROFESSIONAl DANCERS. 
Birthday, bachelor/bachelorelleparties, 
etc. call PARTY -UP TALENT a761-5566 
HANDYMAN WITH TRUCK AVAILABLE 
to do odd jobs and moving, locally or 
long distance. Experienced & depend-
able with references. call for low rates, 
774-2159 anytime. 
I FIXcold-hot-steam pressure washers. 
Karcher, Alkota, Power-Master, Landa, 
etc. Factory trained serviceman. Also 
new & used machines for sale or lease. 
Call 846-1405. 
I WILL HELP YOUR ORGANIZATION 
WITH A great new fund raising activity 
with products every household needs. 
Good for all types of organizations. For 
info call 883-9606. 
LIGHT TRUCKING- Hauling rubbish, 
brUSh, wood, demol~ion, misc. 7 days! 




, lila Roo," 
, Cailingo 
, Painfjng 
No job too Big or Small 
774-2568 
, Chimneys capped 
• Free Estimates 
1-800-540-1455 
773-1455 
LOTS CLEARED- .100sq.fI., stufT4l re-
moval, wood harvesting. 37years expe-
rience. Will pay top dollar for stancing 
limber or logs. Call for your free esti-
mate. 943-2fJ8&I893-1043. 
MIKE'Z lANDSCAPE & TREE Service-
Pruning, removals, bracing, surgery, 
planting of gardens, trees, lawns, hedge 
trimming, stump grinding, retaining 
walls, fences inst~lIed. Maintenance 
available. 883-8746. 
PAINTlNG- Free es~mates. Interior & 
exterior. Driveway seal coating. 15years 
experience. Also lawn mowing & yard 
work. Call George anytime, n3-7953. 
SMAlL HOUSE CLEANING BUSINESS-
We clean your home the wayyou want it 
cleaned, and we'll do the extras! Reli-
able, hard-working, trustworthy. call 
839-3885 for references. 
STANTON CONSTRUCTlON-Oual~Guar­
anteed! Specialili ng i n Rerrodeli ng & Land-
scaping. Also do additions. rooling, paint-
ing (interior/exterior), weather-insulation. 
brick/stone wor!<, ceramic tile, tree work. 
839-57521839-8175. 
SUNSHINE CLEANERS- Housecleaning, 
weekly or bi-weekly, by professionally 
trained staff. 16 years experience. Af-
fordable rates, excellent references. in-
sured! bonded. Free es~mates. Greater 
Portland. 799-5323. 
THE OLDIES DEE-JAY FOR ALL 
OCCASSIONS. Featuring solo artist Bobby 
Mitchell. Free video taping of your event 
Call now. Dates going fast! 883-3453. 
TREESCAPE- Natural landscape com-
pany specialiZing in naturalistic land-
scaping, trailwork, brushcutting. thin-
ning, pruning, chipping, bushhogging, 
fences. wildlife planting, birdhouses, 
lawns, and lot clearing. Sa~sfac~on guar-
anteed. 761-0480. 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING- General truck-
ing & professional moving of all types. 
Ru bbish removal, basements, attics & 
garages cleaned. Freight hauling, 8 to 
24 footers available. Best rates around. 
Professional service. FalVSpring clean-
up. call 761-0193. 
WORRY FREE CLEANING SERVICE ex-
perienced Staff willing to meet your 
needs!! Produclsand equiptmentavail-
able!! Reasonable, flat rates!! Call today 
for estimates 929-6009. 






• WiUz • Living WiUs 
• Power of AnOf'M'j • Divorce 
• Se,-"ict: Colilractf • Banlauptcy 
Reasonable Rates 
772-6620 
74 Wilson St, Portland 
$40,OOOIYR! READ BOOKS and TV 
scripts. Fill out simple "Iik&'don't like" 
forrn EASY! Fun, relaxing at home, 
beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. 
24-hour recording reveals details. 801-
379-2925, copyright IMEI14EB. 
ATIENTION SCARBOROUGH RESI-
DENTS- PART TIME JOB- Earn $20-
$30 per week for 4-5 hours delivering 
Penny$avers and Magazines. Walking 
and driving routes available. call Ad-
vanced Delivery 883-1735. 
ORGANIZERIFUNDRAISER: Local hu-
man-rights campaign seeks energetic 
self-starter to coordinate volunteer 
fund raising efforts. Experience helpful. 
Send resume today to: Fundraiser, P.O. 
Box 1894. Portland, ME, 04104. 
NASTY~NEAT 
CRUISE SHIP JOBS- Up to $9OOIweekIy. 
Free roonYboard, now hiring skille!Vun-
skilled, rneMvOlTlen. No 8Iq)8rience nec-
essary. 818-900-9144, 8KI. C909. 
ENVIRONMENTAL TOY MAKERS-Tak-
ing spirit to the people! Calligraphy or 
great handwriting required to personal-
Ize wooden toys. Need some sales ex-
perience & a bright outlook on life. Pass 
theword! Nov. & Dec. Full or Part Ti me. 
892-7367. 
EXCITING CONCEPT in home party 
plans. Seeki ng kitchen consultants to 
demonstrate unique high qualitykitchen 
products. Earn extra $$S. Low start 
costs. No deliveries. call Dot for inter-
view, 897-5698. 
PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKINGfora reliabie 
part-time dishwasher. Apply in person 
at 78 Middle St. between 12pm-lpm. 
SO. PORTLAND CHILD CARE CENTER 
NEEDS two motivated, reliable teachers 
for their Toddler Program anc After-
school Prograrn Hours 2:30-5:30 M-F. 
call 761-3936. 
business services 
BAKER & HALL-Professional wallpa-
pering and painting. Ceiling specials plus 
multi-room discounts. Experience and 
references. For your free es~mate, call 
767 -5752 or 799-0231. 
COMPULSIVE {CLEANING 
... and other life support services 
If you've ever cleaned up for the cleaning people ... 
or worse, cleaned up after them ... 
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business opps 
DO YOU WANT to make monfl/?? You 
can do it!! Wilh desire, your car, and our 
help. 772-5737. 
Iinancial 
WHY INVEST IN A "C.D." at 3.7'4 when 
you can get 8.5'''? Yea~y return C,O. 
$3,700 vs. $8,520. Giveyourself a raise 
of 230' ... n2-0381. 
stun lor sale 
ANTIQUE BRASS BED- $200; Minolta 
7000 camera. manual or auto focus, 
flash, 2Iens,case-$500orB.0.; Yamaha 
Clavinova electric piano- $500. 865-
3433, leave message. 
DISCOUNT AIRFARES- BusJcoacMast 
minut&' we discount all airline ticket 
prices. The last minute specialist Max 
Marketing 839-9954. 
GUARANTEES ARE ONt Y AS GOOD as 
the company that offers them. Watch 
out for 'money back" offers from un-
known companies. 
KAYAK- Beauty Valley red & whitefiber-
glass selkie, builHn pump. cover, 2 
skirts & paddle. Everything $1200. call 
797-2108. 
KITES AND WINDSOCKS: Dual line stunt 
kites, deltas, parafoils, windsocks and 
more. call for free color catalog. 1-800-
972-9885. 
MATTRESSES & BOXSPRINGS & 
FRAMES- New and used. Also washers 
and dryers and appliances. We also buy 
unwanted ~ems. Credrtavailable m-5737. 
MOVING- Bunk beds, $50; beautiful 
heavy guage brass bed, Q $2,000 lis~ 
asking $500; Olds Wagon, $500; 
Compaq portable computer, $4,500 lis~ 
asking SI,800. 879-0520. 
NEW MOUNTAIN BIKE- Sycamore all-
terrain Mongoose w/odometerl 
spedometer, valued at $500, asking 
$l50. call 883-6881. leave message. 
1986 FERO REAR BUMPER cover for an 
SE or Formula, $92 or B.O. 856-7315. 
ACOUSTIC GUll ARS (TWO)-S92. 10xl5 
truck tires $50, 14' snow ~res $50 or 
$92 for both. 773-7701. 
AOUARIUM-20gal. high, fullyequipped. 
Needs fish and gravel. $92. 799-2881. 
AUTOMATIC WASHER & gas dryer for 
sale. $92 each. call 774-2012. 
BENTON SPRUANCE Lithograph- -The 
Fencers: 1937, signed in stone, Ameri-
can ArtistsGroupseries. $92.767-2984. 
COMPUTER-I983ACCESSportab!eword 
processor, 641<, printer & rrodem. Manu-
als and software incl. $92. 878-3406. 
OF MOSSBERG 22 RIFLE- Model 46 
M.B. S.l.l.R. Exc. condo 592.892-5719. 
FENDER GEMINI II Acoustic Guitar. Like 
new condo Only $92. Great starter gui-
tar!! 799-9040. 
GE REFRIGERATOR- 9.5 cU.ft. Works 
like new. Moving and must sell. $92. 
775-0119. Leave message. 
GE REFRIGERATORIFREEZER-".8cuJ 
fl., 28' wide, excellent condition. S92. 
799-0679, leave message. 
GE SPACEMAKER Color TV, Bought 2 
years ago, used for 1. $92. 774-1864, 
fI 5 a er . 
GIRLS BICYCLE- SCHWINN. 24'. 5-
speed, blue wilh chrome fenders. New 
condition, $92. 
JELLY HUTCH for sale, solid pine, new. 
Great for kitchen or bath. $92. 828-
4659, nights. 
KEROSENE HEATER- Used only 1 win-
ter. Worksgreat.likenew.Moving, must 
sell. $92. 775~327, eves. 
MEN'S BROWN LEATHER JACKET-
Never worn. Originally $250, yours for 
$92. Call Barb, 854-2220 . 
PANASONIC VCR- $92. Divorce casu-
alty. 799-6681. ! TRAILER Full of Yard Sale Stuff. 592 
takes it all. 282-9202, days only. 
TWIN BED, cherry(?) spindled frame, 
niee mattress & box spring, comfort-
able! Complete for $92.998-4133. 
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arts .. cralts 
PURSUING FINE ART? Sat !¥5 - Mon. W 
7. Old Scarborough Library, 12-6pm. Fol-
low signs from Rt. 1 JeT 207. 883-1195. 
yard sales 
11 OAK ST., SO. PORTlAND- Sunday 
Sept. 6, 8-2. 1 block down from Coast 
Guard station. Collactibles. dishware, 
furniture, books, lots of great things! 
36WARDTOWN RD., FREEPORT-Sept 
5 & 6. MOYing, must go. Great stuff. 
GARAGE SALE- ANTIOUES, 
COLLECTABLES, furnatureandJeweiry. 
15% off. Thursday 3rd- Monday 7th. 2 
Heath SI. Old Orchard Beach. 
HUGE BlOCK YARD SALE, SEPTEM-
BER 12th and 13th, Ber'Kley Streetfrom 
Woodford to Concord in Portland so me 
antiqUes/oriental rugs, some open for 
ea~y birds. 
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS OF ST. MAX in 
Scarborough is having their annual GIANT 
YARD SALE on Oct 3rd, 9am-4pm at K-
mart parking lot in Scarborough. 
YARD SALE, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 
Sth-Sam-noon. Children'ssummer &win-
ter clothing, baby clothing and furniture, 
toys, books, tapes, yarns, cookbooks, 
kitchen items, sporting goods, etc. Rain 
date !lI6. 21 Thomas St (Western Prom 
between Spring & Pine St.) Portland. 
wanted 
ADOPTION- We have hugs and laughter 
for your newborn. Coastal Mainecouple 
with adopted daughter want 10 adopt 
again. Please call Lynn and Peter collect 
at 244-5862. In compliance with TiHe 
22, chapter 1153. 
JUNK CARS & TRUCKS wanted. Free 
pickup. Catl Dumbo Enterprises 854-2068. 
PtNE TREES, WATER, FRESH AIR. .. Art-
ist needsliving/studiospace in peaceful 
. environment on ocean or lake, rent/buy 
or share. ASAP. 761-5887. 
ROOM FOR WORK-WS,tW, rnaleseeks 
quiet room in your home in return for 
service of any kind. Talented in many 
areas. Possibly? Let's talk. 175'()547. 
WANTED: DORM SIZE REFRIGERATOR 
FOR children in a multiply handicapped 
classroorn Please Help. Call 892-1164. 
women .. men 
AM I YOLf! DREAMGIRI..? Wanted: Very 
handsome prince. Maybe: tall, dar'K, beau-
tifuleyBS. SWF, 31, bIondwgreen, 5'4', W 
S, pretty, witty,logical, irrtense, spontan&-
ous, charrring. !t5035 (m) 
ATIRACTIVE 40-SOMETHING LADY is 
seeking an adventurous fellow between 
35-45 and over 5'10' with a sense of 
humor and doesn't mind smoking. I'm 
from Portland. !t5058 (9126) 
FAX FREE 775-1615 THURSDAY! 
MISS 1993 MAINE 
(OHlcill prllliminary to Mia: WorkiAmerica) 
"Today'll young woman 
is the total person. She's a 
career minded, family 
oriented, professional 
individual who possesses 
beauty of both face & form. 
She's a woman of the 90's!" 
Be a part of the 
GUYREX tradition, 
No entrance fee. 
Be Maine's choice In 1993! 
For mare info call 508-858-0035. 
P.O. Box 539, 
Tewksbury, MA 01876 
Independmtty pl'Olllced in Mltine by 8TJ Enttrpnses. 
music 
JAll. PIANO LESSONS- Begin with the 
Bluesand advanceto CorrtllfTl)Orarystyles. 
College instructor g Mng lessons i n Thea ry, 
Technique and lrT1>rovisation to studerrts 
of all levels. David Libby, 773-6530. 
LESSONS- Piano (Intermediate & Ad-
vanced), Pipe Organ (previous piano 
required), Violin, Viola, Cello, Acoustic 
Bass, Trumpet, Flute, Recorder & Clari-
net: Windmill Music. (207)767-7375. 
PIANO LESSONS- Will travel to your 
home. Any level, any age. All styles 
(classical, jazz. popular). FREE trialles-
son! Please call Jim Hall, 774-1110. 
SINGERS ... WE WANT YOU! 10 sing 
with the Portland Community Chorus. 
Call 892-9437 before September 10. 
Portland Community Chorus, P.O. BOX 




AJI Ages, all levels 
781-5320 
Barbara Pays,", 
48 Thomhurst Point 
Fahnouth Maine 
MASTER OF MUSIC. BACHELOR OF MlJ5IC 
MUSIC S1UDIO 
VOICEIPIANO INSTRucrOR 
Classical, Operll liNd 
Broadway MuslctUs 
871-8859 t! 377 Fore St., 879-2606 Portland 
wheels 
$S CASH CASH CASH $$- WE HAUL 
AWAY JUNK CARS AND TRUCKS, any 
condition, seven days a week, ~9. 773-
6878 
1962 CHEVROLET BELAIR- 4dr, 6c:yI, 
60,000 miles. Runs excellent, rides like 
a dream, top exarT1>le of the make and 
model. Garaged wi nters, Ziebart in 1982. 
Own your own showcar $5,700. 934-
9127 or B.O. 
1968 CAMARO, BlUE WIWHITE ROOF. 
New paint new tires, small block 40OCI, 
PSlPB, auto trans, solid car, stored win-
ters, must sell!! $5,000 883-2642 leave 
message. 
1969VW BUS- Engine under warrantee, 
Michelintires, new brakes, lines, master 
cyli nder, California car. Spa re parts avail. 
-camper components. Sticker 12192. 
$1200, B.O. 772'()320. 
1973 CHEVY NOVA 250- 51000, has 
rust. 883-9133. 
1976 VW POP-TOP CAMPER- Low 
miles, factory 1600 engine, Michelin 
tires & snows. Body rough, carT"Cler 
nice. Colorado car. Sticker 4/93.51500, 
B.D. 772'()320. 
1978 DATSUN 280Z, Texas car. Runs 
great! Fast and fun. $2000, B.O. Chris. 
761-2787. 
1979 PL YMOUTH HORIZON TC3- 70K, 
Pioneer stereo cassette, good sticker, 
su nroof, S speed, very dependable. $600, 
B.D. Call 774-7750. 
1981 SUBURU SW, 113,000 MILES, 
new battery, needs work, some rusL 
engine excellent, ru.ns great. $600 or BI 
0761-4054. 
1984 MUSTANG GT- Red wI black rac-
ing stripe, 34,000 orig. miles, 1 owner, 
74 year young man. Asking 53900. Call 
Tim at 856-0257 or 774-2617. 
1991 GEO TRACKER, 4 X 4, red wlblack 
soft-top, 5-speed, AMlFMlcassette. 
$9200. 934'()785. 
CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes, 
$200; '86 VW, S50; '87 Mercedes, SI 00; 
'65 Mustang. $50. Choose from thou-
sands starting S25. 24-hour recording 
reveals giveaway prices. 601-37~2929, 
copyrightlME 114JC. 
CHEVY CELEBRITY, 1983-V6auto., air, TENDER LOVE AND HAPPINESS 
AmlFmcass., newbrakes,exhaust tires learning AWAITS YOUR NEWBORN BABY in our and sticker. Mi nor body damage, $1200. Vermont home. Considering adoption? 
Also VW bus, blown motor, S150. 173- Lets help each other. Call collect 002-
7701. BRIDGE LESSONS- Individual classes or 235-2312. Asik for Tom or Ann. 
sessions. Instructional games also. For 
WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU CLASSIC 1968 OLDSMOBILE DElMONT information call 829-57 44, 7:~m-l Oprn 
'88- 4 DR, excellent mechanical and bOOt 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Fall 
HELPED save a life? Do it this week by 
condition. Must see to appreciate. $3600, donating blood at the Red Cross. For 
negotiable. Call after 4pm, weekends any- classes: Monday & Wednesday eYenings more information call us at 1-800-428-
time. 76HI098. beginning Sept 21 & 23. 10 weeks, $250. 0734 or 775-2367. 
Saturday mar<rthon class also. For bro-
FORD E-I50 CONV. VAN, 1989- High chure, writeK. Boldt 19Birch Knolls, Cape -FREE HAlRCOLOR-top, long body, AC, color TV and other Elizabeth, ME 04107 or call 799-5728. models needed for advanced 
extras. Low milage. $16,OOO/offers. Day, METAPHYSICAL, RELIGIOUS, AND salon worl<shops. 
766-2912; after 6, 797-9109, Jerry. f£Al. TH-RELA TED Programs. Earn a dlr For more information, call 
FORD ESCORT, 1985- Non-operative, gree at home. List $5. Don Fisher, Ph.D., Panache Salon 
will sell for parts or for best offer. Call P.O. Box 5141, Portland, ME 04101. Portland's Haircolor Specialists 
774-8604, leave message. 772-5767 
animals 
I Recycle this Paper ATIENTION CATS: Club Purr offers up- ride board scale boarding forcatsonly. Enjoy your 
own window in immaculate, air condi· DEADHEADlENVIRONMENTALIST seeks 
NISSAN TRUCK-I9B9 black, king cab, 5 tioned comfort. Purrsonal parT"Clering. same for daily journey down route 26 to 
spd, 29,000 miles, chrome package, stir Vet approved. Call Gorham, 83~2037. Morrill's CornerlNorthgate Plaza. Hours: 
reo. Exc. condo $6700. Call 773-2107. 
IT'S THE CATS PAJAMAS- Bed & Break- 7:30-4 (flexible). Call Will 74J..7338. 
SUBARU '89- Red, 4 dr. 5 spd, 4WD, fast for cats , oltering NO-CAGE 
59,000 miles. Excellent condo Stereo,S accomodations. New, large outdoor adult services 
yearll 00,000 mle warrantee. $4795 or enclosed play area and TLC for your cat 
while you're away. Call 883-9611. b.o. 775·2166. 
CROSS-DRESSERS: Complete HIM-2-
SUBARU GL WAGON, 1982- Loaded, MEDIUM-SIZED DOG SEEKS married FEM resources- Catalogs, fiction, bou-
many new parts, running, sticker, some couple with home. Likes kids, hates tiques, true experiences, advice, per-
rust. 51000. Must sell. 774-2012. vacuum cleaners. Call Animal Refuge sonals, events, much more. 1-900-990-League, South Portland, Scarborough, 4843, SI9.9W20 mins. OR 1-900-446-
VW Jm A GLl16V, 1990-Black, 5-speed, Westbrook, Windham, ~4 Mon-Sat, 2336, $1.99/min.+ $2!connection fee. 
loaded, B8S wheels, anti-theft stereo, new 854-9771. 18+/or parental permission. ATS, Box 
Yokohamas, roccaro seats, West coast TEACH YOUR DOG TO OBEY- 6 week S6606S, All, GA 31156, 404-333-6464. 
car, 42K miles, 511,500. 637-3000. beginner course/S25. 5 week puppy 
classl$15. Your dog deserves the best. DROWN IN THE ECSTASYI 1-800-72-
boats Instructions with 8-30 years experience. ERICA, Sweet Agony! Adu~s, $2.991 Dogs In Training. Portland/693-6212, min. Visa/M.C. Do it! No credit card? 1-
774-3792 or 892-8374. 900-77-ERICA.Alegend! S21rnin. (E.P.S. 
1988 LARSON, 20 ft., 175 HP, VO wI 
WHAT'S SO DIFFERENT ABOUT The 
708-882-7873) 
loranc, VHF radio, sonar, 510,000.1988 Happy Jack 3-X Flea Collar? It wor'Ks!!! HEAR TAlKING PERSONALS- 1-900-Bluefin, 16ft.,50 HP OIB, foot control 
trolling motor 53,500 799-5837 Contains NO synthetic pyrethroids. For 884-8500, S2Imin. (18+) OR: TALK TO dogs& cats! OAK HILL AVE HDWE883- LIVE GIRLS- 1-900-884-1220, $2.9!l' 
22' STARWIND SAILBOAT W/A 9 HP 5058. mn. (18+). CONNECTIONS USA, A. 
MOTOR trailer, fully equipped. Excellent Laud., FL. Info: 305-525-5433 (x9122). 
condition ready to launch S11,SOO 883- lost" found MILD ORWILD! Portland's It Dateline. 6708 Meet exciti ng wo men and men. Alterna-
BOAT/MOTORITRAILER 18' FIBER- LOST A PET? Call The Animal Refuge tive lifestyles also. 1-900-443-3004, ext 
GLASS. Inboard 12Ohp, merc. cruiser, League, South Portland, Scarborough, 22, S2.4!l1min. 
vinyl canvas cabin & rear coyer. Fast. Westbrook, Windham, ~4 Mon-Sat, LIVE PSYCHICS INTERPRET excellent running, all-around boat. 854-9771 . YOUR PAST PRESENT & $2,800 625-3021. FUTURE THROUGH THE POWER 
bulletin board OF THE TAROT recreation 1,900-454-1444 $1.79/1Tin: 18.on~ 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS FALL? Jet 1-800-955-558 
BRIDGE- ACBl DUPtiCATE BRIDGE there anytime for only $169 with InIoIC.c.·S/membership Whurlwlnd, Inc. 
GAMES for different skill levels. Partner AIRHITCH(r). Call 212-864-2000. 
provided or bring your own. Call 82~ 
5744, 7:3Oarn-l Opm. 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL 
(Calls cost 1.49/min. Must be 18 or over. Touch-tone phones only. Casco Bay Weekly 207 -775-1234) 
ATIRACTIVE WOMAN, 25 y.o. seeking DWF, PROFESSIONAl, 40s, fun-IOYing, HONEST. OPEN, ATTRACTIVE woman of LET'S TALK! Ea~y405, DWF, attractive, LOVES TO TRAVEL attractive university 
monogamous male 25-35 must be fit & thoughtful, seeks inteiligenL sincere, many interests Wisihes to meet non-tradi- intelligent, fit, insightful seeks mo- teacher in 405, lived overseas, speaks 
good looking for meaningtullong term secure, witty. S1DWM to share mutual, tional male who is emotion~ open and nogamous, honest, fun-loving man of foreign languages, has many varied in-
relationship. Mustlike children. "'5009 varied interests. Enjoy dancing, dining in-touch, evolving on aspirit path, pral- substance, who doesn't abuse sub- terests and spar'Ks for life. Seeks open-
(9121) inlouL movies. walkson the beach, good erably vegetarian.· 'Ir5964 (!lI14) stances. Interested in outdoors, cul- mnded soul-mate. !t5006 (9121) 
conversation, tennis. If you feel com-
I'M LOOKING FOR ANDY- I think! The 
tural pursuits, family, travel, more. 
MISSING: ClASSY,SECURE, intellkJent. BE PREPARED FOR vintage clothing fortablein a professional setting or kicked !t5005 (9121) 
store escapades, obscure films and back in a pair of jeans, please respond. music was loud at Raoul'S 811 (Broken physically fit men. Last seen: College, 
musicals, a warped sense of humor, CSW Box 129. Men) so I didn't catch your name. I'm LOOKING FOR MY SOULMATE- SWF, 1977. Needed tor: Various activities. ~ 
baleful glares from two possessive fir Christine; You're friendly, gorgeo us, and 40, attractive, Rubenesque, witty, sin- found, reterto: Attractive DWF, NIS, for 
lines, and wet paint on the furniture. EDUCATED DWF, 54, with eclectM: inter- new to the area (from Boston). Hope to cere, somewhat shy. Many irrterests more info. !t5042 (9128) 
SWF, 23, warm, quick-wittsd and b&- ests including canoeing, hiking, German hear from you! !t5966 (!lI14) include arts, reading, music, travel. 
NEVER DONE THIS BEFORE- SWF, 23, witching, seeks equally quir'Ky, charm- Shepherds, Hheatre & jazz, seeks intellec- Want good-hearted man who makes 
ing, errthusiastic, open man. !t5013 (!¥ tual DWMwrthsimlarinterests& a'NickAld INOEPENDENTDWf. Tired of being alone? me laugh. PreferWS, no rig ht-wingers, professional, intelligent, WS, S'10', short 
21) sense of humor. !t5062 (m) Me, too. Attractive 40 y.o. would like to please. !tS047 (9128) blond hairlblue eyes, outdoorsy, seeks 
meet friend who appreciates lifwnature. I SWM, 23-29 who's tall, WS, educated, 
CHUNKY, IMPERFECT, S1MOM seeks GOOD PERSON WANTED between 40-55, love the beach, swirrrning, racing, Let's LOOKING FOR THE SWM, 26. active, W adventurous. '!rf019 (1015) 
husky(?) guy (with beard?) who knows least 5'8". Not a bragger or beggar! Just get together! "'5946 (!¥14) S, who enjoys seasonal outdoor activi, 
NICE LOOKING, SLIM, personable, very good tlingscomein larger packages. too. average likel11fself. My interests are find- ties and quiet times. I responded to 
Maybe we could help each other wrth ing you fora start! !!503O(9I21) your ad but gotthewrong I. !t5056"(91 young looking 44 yr. old seeking nice 
weight-lossgoats?"'5951 (Q114) 28) looking man. !t5008 (9121) 
ernie ook By Lynda Barry 
____ •••••• • 1 _. 
OUR LVGJ< TAK~S A """'NIF"ANT TuRoN FoR 
11IE ilE11"EIl IN StleRIDAN, W'(OMING WI\~Rf. 
WE STO\> TO WII"rU. OVR I'oRsES AT THE IN-
CRt~I~\E "",t-lT ~, STvFfED ANlhlAl.. lIeAIlS 
GAI.ORE. T-'lXIDfRH-IED FIStI 'MollE. !vP.l 
(AF'P"~TDV ' ... ~Ol!.E:TI\E MINT" 11 wtle1lE wE 
WliO SA'" liS MERlE 1lA~"llb 
6".'1£ \IS MERI.E M66"'~'S MO-
• AND fV,"", WIIO WAS GoiNG INlO !'RISON 
DA,," RIll 11 ~Tt\S. WE 1llOK IllS 
l'9oMISEO TO IT TO 1"111\01. 
women .. men 
OUTDOORSY GUY WANTED! DWF,43 
seeks SWM 36-45 WS attractive, caring 
energetic, happy to share carT"Clfires, 
hlkino, laughing, naturlrliving life to the 
fullest. !tS012 (9121) 
RELOCATING SWF, 37, WS, athletic, 
loves animals, versatile, wide variety of 
interests, hones~ caring, old-fashioned, 
marriaglrminded, seeks correspon-
dence to relationship, men 27-37. For 
more details call !t5945 (!lI14) 
SF, 43, ENTHUSIASTIC, compassion-
ate, communicative, loves ouldoors, 
animals, country living, canoeing, bik-
ing, X-Cskiing, seeksthoughlful, open-
minded, active man to share the gifts of 
life. !tl026 (1015) 
SWF, 24- ~ you're looking for a fun gal 
with a full·figure, then I'm for you. I like 
to dance, movies, long walk and BIG 
men. !tl013 (1015) 
TALL BRUNETTE SWF, 24, kind of shy, 
seeks "hlppyish", slim SM, 21-28, Who 
enjoys music, movies, recreational ac· 
tivities (indoors & out), & isn·t afraid of 
commitment Long hair & the ability to 
give a good massage a definite plus. 
!tl011 (lOIS) 
TALL, SLENDER, WWF SEEKS single 
tall man, S5-65, to share honest, healthy 
friendship. Is there magiC in the 'Golden 
Years"? !t5944 (!lI14) 
WANTED: Professional, handsome, ath-
letic and easy-going guy, 34-45, for fun 
and frolic with a very attractive, down-
to-earth, sexy, and vivacious, musical 
mom. !tl 027 (lOIS) 
WANTED: TALL, BLACK ADONIS, (24-35) 
bystrawberry-bionde Venus (27). WE are: 
educated, open-rrinded, independent ago 
gressive, sensitive, clean-shaven, athletic, 
muscular, sensual, pnmal, disease and 
drug free. !t5965 (!lI14) 
WHERE WE MENT TO BE? Petite SWF, 
21,5'1', Ioyes hiking, camping, rafting 
an the sirT"Clle pleasures in life. Looking 
for SlDWM with similar interests. 
!tl009 (10/5) 
men .. women 
27, SWM- This DANDY (Dating And Not 
Desperate Yet), struggling poet with a 
day lob is seeking a good cOrT1>anion, 
22-32. I'm slim, athletic, mildly absent· 
minded, and Ioye outspoken women 
who make me laugh. CBW Box 127. 
31 YEAR OLD EXPILORER. hiker, poet 
athlete, dreamer. Nature talks to me. 
Said "Toss T.V: Now seek company of 
adventurous, attracbve young woman 
with dreams. !t5055 (!lI28) 
ALL-AMERICAN BOY, SWM, 35 fitness 
buff, handsome, likes golf, currenf 
8IIents, romantic walks at dusk. Seeks 
woman with wholesome values, good 
conversation, sharp I11Ind and looks that 
kill. !t5004 (9121) 
AMUSING, BENEVOLENT, CHARMING, 
dependable, eloquent, faithful, gener-
ous, honorable, imaginative, jocular, 
knowledgeable, loving, musical, noble, 
optimistic, passionate, qualHied, roman-
tic, spontaneous, ticklish, unattached, 
eracious, whimsical, xenophile, yield-
ing, zesty- SWM, searching for a kind 
woman who feels I11f qualifications best 
satisfy her needs. Race, age, propor-
tions are unimportant! !tl00B (lOIS) 
AOUARIUS, 51, IRONY-LIKEABLE, 
wants to meet 35-55 classy lady who 
has something between her ears! New 
to area, enjoy many outdoor activities. 
!t1023 (1015) 
ATIRACTIVE, INTELLIGENT single 
young man loves long talks, candlelight 
white mountains, cooking and animals. 
Looking for pretty, slender, buxom 
young lady 20-35. Children O.K. Com-
mitments possible. !t5031 (9121) 
AUTUMN IS THE SEASON OF mystical 
enchantment! SWM, 35, looking for 
SWF, 30-43, for hiking & canoeing part-
ner for this fall. Must be a big, athletic 
gi~ . Nowirnps.lam5'l1',I58lbs.offit 
man.l'magood cook and housekeeper. 
Please call, maybe we will fall in love. 
!tl018 (1015) 
DO YOU SEEK HARMONY, friendship, 
intimacy, communicate with personal 
warmth, have people skills, pretty face, 
long hair, well-endowed but trim?DWM, 
47, 5'6', BrlBr, ESFP, fun-IOYing, easy-
going, seeks younger woman to share 
beach. music, countrY fairs, long rides, 
woods walks, coastal art, dining, hugs, 
back rubs. !t5050 (!lI26) 
DOUBLE DATE ANYONE- 29 year old 
swahbuckler and 32 year old mountain 
man looking for two dames to be one 
with adventure and nature with. Inter· 
ested? Call ~S027 (!lI21) 
DWM. 44. S'IO' I enjoy nature, animals, 
canoes, walks, skiing, birds. I cook, play 
music and woodwork. You are commu-
nicative, warm, sensitive and desire an 
honest, meaningful relationship. !t5026 
(9/21) 
DWM, 46, NEEDS LOVE & HUGS with 
buxom, affectionate, cuddly, huggable, 
whitwblackloriental, 45 & up gal. Likes 
quiet tirres, VCR movies, passion. I'm 
5'9", 16!l1bs., nice looking. !t5059 (9128) 
HEAVY METAL WOMEN- Whereareyou? 
SWM25, S'IO', medium build, short brown 
hair looki ng for women rockers. Interested 
in nice looking women 21-35. Big hair a 
plus! 11"5021 (9121) 
HEY HEY WHAT CAN I DO? I'm a quiet 
SWM, 23, that likes cooking, movies, 
dancing, rollerskating and pool. Seek-
ing intelligent twentysomething, SWF, 
WS preferred, with similar interests, to 
share fun times, quiettimes, friendship 
and more. !t5053 (S'28) 
HI-I'M ASWM,36, attractive, romantiC, 
caring. Enjoy movies. dancing, concerts, 
quiet times, interested in meeting at-
tractive, cari ng, fu n SWF, 26-36 for pos-
Sible relationship. ~5037 (!lI2B) 
LATE 20sSWM, handsome, fit, respon-
sible professional. Seeking unique, fun 
to bewith, attractive, independent, WS, 
SWF. Age unimportant. Enjoy movies, 
outdoors, exercise, BBas, ocean. 
!t5007 (!¥21) 
LONG-HAIRED SWM DEAD HEAD, 22, 
6'1', 1701, looking forwomen 18-30for 
friendship, romance, or whatever. Must 
be easy-going. !t5052 (S'2B) 
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAl LADY- SWM, 
3O,S'l1·.lIoveyou!Wlllyou marry me? I 
do!! ~thesearethewordsyou have been 
waiting to hear, call me. '11'1016 (lUIS) 
MOST WOMEN ARE PRETTY to me. I 
value their unique wisdoms and joys. 
I'm seeking a woman, a partner, not a 
gi~ who goes 'round with all sorts of 
boys. ~ you're ready to reach out and 
take what you like, I hope that you·lllike 
who you see. I'm searching for some-
one, a friend and a Ioyer who feels that 
she·1I find that in me. !t5020 (!¥21) 
OTHERS SAY I HAVE fhe most genUe 
touch; that I am IOYing, caring, giving, 
easy to live with, great dancer, cuddly, 
interesting, look 15-20 years younger 
than my middle age, intelligent, spiri-
tual, sensuous, and know how to please 
a woman. I need someone who is edu-
cated, spontaneous, beautiful, well-en-
dowed (for cuddling), and wants to be 
needed and lOVed. WS, WD. I sail, play 
tennis, canoe and am otherwise very 
eclectic. ~1007 (1015) 
RUNNING COMPANION WANTED-
DWM, 33, shoulder-length blonde hair, 
into running, jogging and other outdoor 
and indoor activities. Seeking NlS, fit 
female to train with. Maybe more. 
!t5061 (9128) 
SHE ENJOYS LIFE as a cherished gift. 
Naturescardsareplayedwith aflair. Her 
counlry charm and creativity a delight 
Is part of this you? 44/DWMlS'l1'. 
!tS046 (9128) 
VERY BUSY, SUCCESSFUL PROFES-
SIONAL, attractive, healthy, WS, SWM, 
29. No time or need for serious relation-
ship. Seek to meet very attractive, classy 
older lady, 34-48, possibly lonely and dlr 
sires occassional male cOllll<lnionship. 
Weshould both enjot late evening dinners 
together, friendship, great conversation, 
spontaneous fun. '11'1020 (lUIS) 
WOULD YOU ENJOY: Gently canoeing, 
winter snow-shoeing, spontaneous 
rides, walking the tides, windy blown 
sails, Jeep 4-wheeling trails, deep na-
ture walks, cosmc truth talks, relaxing 
by a camp fire, or any new desire? OW 
countryboy 25 seeks woman 21-28ish, 
attractive, active and easy to please like 
me. !t5017 (9121) 
WOULDN'T IT BE AMAZING if you (in· 
telligent, WF, 35-45, pretty face, fit & 
trim, sense of humor, open-minded) 
answered this ad and met me (healthy, 
attractive, WM, good cook, likes kids, 
adventurous, playful)and itwor'Ked out? 
We'll always wonder if you don't call! 
!t5015 (9121) 
men .. men 
BOLD AND BLOND BiWM, 20, 5'10', 
148lbs, WS. Physically fit, straight act-
ing, 16- 29 y.o. studly/handsome men, 
call me, I'll spoil you rotten. No gay 
scene or queens. !tS044 (9128) 
CARING AND CUTE GWM, 20, straight 
acting seeks GWM 18-24 for outdoor 
activities, fun, and more. Let's get to-
gether! !t5029 (!lI21) 
COMPATIBLE MATE SOUGHT by GWM, 
505-l'madventursome,secure, heanhy, 
loving, sexual, hard-working, blue-col-
lar, into travel, outdoors, arts, antiques, 




person of the week 
MISSING: CLASSY, SECURE, intelligent, physically fit men, Last seen: 
college, 1977. Needed for: various activities. If found, refer to: Attractive DWF, 
N/S, for more info. 11' 5042 (9/28) 
Each week, a Casco Bay Weekly personal ad is chosen as CBW·s "Person of the Week- and is 
awarded two free movie rentals, compliments of Videoport. All personal ads are entered in the 
drawing. 
SUPER INDIGINOUSL Y AWARE, incred· 
ibly dancing free-spirit, 40s, seeks en-
hancement of this kindly, considerate, 
wildly fun"OYing, emotionally tuned, af-
fectionately accurate, walking on the heels 
of the famous being. No ageism, S8ldsm, 
racism, boundries. Only the spiritually 
aware may apply. '11'1030 (lUIS) 
SWM 20ish WS looking for a unique, but 
not strange, talkative and fun to be with 
young lady with great looks and a brain. 
Am I asking too much? !t5019 (9121) 
SWM, 26, SEEKING HIS DREAM GIRL for 
relatonship. She's blonde wlgreen eyes, 
siim, 18124, honest sincere, bright great 
personality, outgoing, sense of hUl11l)r & 
WS. Is she out there? Are you or part of 
her? caw Box 130. '11'1031 (9121) 
SWM, 28, SEEKING SNF, 20-35. Perfect 
match would be NIS, attractive, never 
married, no kids, professional, enjoy fit-
ness/ movies, music, beacIJ, camping, 
BOO s, dining out 1>1014 (luIS) 
fmM, 28, would like to meet fu~A attrac-
tive educaled, WS SNF 20"'11.1. I am 
S'I6-~ hones~ caring, professional, attrac-
tive. tIljoy music, movies, fitness, camp-
ing, OO<K:h, seafood. <>5026 (9f21) 
fmM, 29, FIT, TRIMI TANNED, secure. 
Loves I~e, children, Siding, biking, water 
sports, cooking. Looking for a woman, 
18-38, to have some fun wilh. Phone! 
p/lotoapprecialed. CBW Box 128.1>1021 
(S'21 ) 
SNM-PRCHSSIONALbut not a stufled 
shirt. Eartv 3Os~ 6', 100bs.,seeksattrac-
tive 1B-38"yrs. r orBiFfor~, hiking, 
sunbalhinp& maybe more! Don tbeshy, 
calli Nolhlng venbJred, nothing gained. 
105002 (9/21) 
UNIOUE SWM EARLY 20s looking for 
16-24 year old female to spend evlr 
nt ngsand weekends together. Must have 
a sense of humor and want someone for 
walks on beach, movies, conversation, 
and much more. !t5018 (9121) 
YES I HAVE A VERY SLIGHT speech 
impediment. I also speak 4 languages, 
am a professional comedian, can quote 
lotso Shakespeare, Wordsworth or 
Ogden Nash. Coffee at Abraham's? Din-
ner in Boston? Deep powder in Taos or 
Zerman? !tl029 (lOIS) 
YES, I REALLY EXIST, DO YOU? DWM, 
md-30s, honest, sincere, caring, rlr 
sponsible, attractive, monogomous, 
humorous, energetic, romantic, out-
door-orierrted, professional. Seeks fir 
male with similar qualitieslinterests for 
lasting relationship. !tl025 (1015) 
YOU SAT AHEAD OF ME at the Christine 
Lavin concert at Raoul's. Yourtable-mates 
got the physics paper. Your red hair's 
beautiful! Please call! 'Ir5057 (!lit 4) 
ZYGOTES!?! Someoneislookngforyou! 
And they·re searching in the Personals! 
Place your own Personal Ad now and 
receive a 25·word ad and FREE PER-
SONAl CALL for 4 weeks! Use the cou-
pon provided to place your ad & dis-
cover that love is only a phone call away! 
women ... women 
AffiNTIONBiWFs-LOOKINGFORSAME! 
Here'syour golden opportunity: BiWF, 3Os, 
eccentric, amorous. hUl11l)rous, intelligent 
average looks, ferrinine. Call today- offer 
ends soon! !1"5040 (9128) 
DESPERATELY SEEKING RIOT 
GRRRRLS- Write me! CBW Box 125. 
LONELINESS IS OVERRATED! Seeking 
company of GWF to share life's adven-
tures. ~you are height/weighl proportion-
ate and not apprehensive about commit-
ment, please call soon! '11'1022 (lOIS) 
MWBIFSEEKSANOTHERWBiFforcorn-
panionship, intimacy, friendship. I'm 33, 
very shy, not much experience with 
people. Discretion, cleanliness assured 
and expected. !t5051 (9128) 
ENERGETIC, ATIRACTIVE GAY male 
seeks masculine affection to help tem-
per my excessive wor'K ethic. This 28 
y.o. also enjoys sports, reading and 
male companionship. The laner is best 
satisfied by a Sincere, attractive man 
interested in comrritment. Please write 
soon. CBW Box 126. 
EXCHANGE WEEKLY MASSAGE with 
masculinwathletic men. Relaxing, deep, 
spiritual. One-on~neorpossiblygroup. 
!tS041 (!lI28) 
GM,37, PROFESSIONAL, medium height 
beard, caring, sensitive, wants to meet 
married menwith sirrilar qualitiesforfriend-
ship and companionship. Discretion ex-
pected & returned. '11'5043 (m) 
GWM, 33, 5'10', 1451bs, blond/blue, WS, 
good looking, straight acting, masculine, 
college educated professional. Enjoys hik-
Ing, biking, camping, travel. Prefer simlar 
younger men that are truly into friendslip. 
Tired ofthoseinterested insexonly. 21-36, 
no receding hair, drugs, fats, fems, activ-
ists. !t5016 (9121) 
GWM, 37, emotionally & physically fit 
healthcareprofessional, sensitive, sense 
of humor, seeking friendship with that 
special person. Tiredof being alone. Call 
me. !t5022 (!lI21) 
HANDSOME MUSCULAR BiWM lokking 
for workout partner. I am 27, 5'11',180 
Ibs., masculine, into lifting, mountain 
biking and beach. Want straight acting, 
athletic hunkl6-29to lift with and friend-
ship. Bench 200-250 range. High stan-
dards, straight lifestyte, totally discreet. 
!t5014 (!lI21) 
HONEST, OPEN, SINCERE, caring GWM, 
205, seeks GWM of similar qualities to 
explore life with. !t5054 (9128) 
NORMAL GUY that happens to be gay. 
Seeking attractive, straight acting, 25-
35 GM with positive attrtude to enjoy 
outdoor activities but not into bar scene. 
!t5003 (!lI21) 
September 3, 1992 35 
ROMANTIC, Prof., 46 GWM, 5'6", 145, 
attr., straight acting, healthy, secure. 
affectio nate, seeks si rrilar 305/40s male 
for friendship might lead to hones) mo-
nogamous relationship. !t5OO1 (!¥21) 
others 
27 Y.O. MWM WANTS TO MEET MWF 
for an intimate, discreet and safe rela-
tionship. Come on & call, you·lllike it. 
Ages 18-50. '!rl 015 (!lI21) 
ATIRACTIVE 3Oy.o. SWMseekscouple 
or Bi-temales to indulge in uninhibited 
sensuous fantasy fulfillment. I'm ad-
venturous, discreet physically fit, clean, 
sexy, intelligent and fun. !t5036 (9/28) 
BEST OF BOTH WORLOS- SW prlrop 
T.S., slim, attractive, Wdrugs, with a 
zest for life, spontaneous. You- athletic, 
31-45, male, willing to walk on the wiid 
side of life. Wdrugs, safe. discreet. 
!t5046 (9129) 
BUSHY BLONDE FULL-FIGURED LADY, 
seeks couple with bi-female or a single 
bi-female. Enjoy sports, beach, movies, 
rainy days and good clean, painlessfun. 
Discretion a must. ~5036 (9t28) 
CLARA- CBW Person of the week 7116: 
Telephone number you left on my re-
corder, not a right number. Please call 
again. Bill. 
FEMALE SOUGHT BY DWM, LATE 40s-
Looking for very open-minded SIDWF, 
age not important. WI. proportional and 
no children. Cigarettes, UD OK. !tl017 
(9/2f) 
HEDONISTWM, LATE30s. wants 10 rroot 
others (female, Bi-male, couples) for mu-
tualfu~illment, discreetdayti meor evening 
rendevous, communingwith nature. Plea-
sure at your leisure. 1t5049 (!¥14) 
HUG A TREE FOR JIM HENRY! 
MID-20s MWM SEEKS adventurous older 
(0Y9I 35) MlDWF for exciting, discreet 
good times. rm willing to satisty your 
deepest interests. 11"1012 (9121) 
NEEDED- MALE surrogate friendAover 
to dine, dance, talk, sharelonelines and 
give each other support. My mate can-
not come home. Only non-smokers and 
the really sincere understanding type 
need apply. '!r5010 (9121) 
PROFESSIONAL MWM, 39, good-look-
ing, WS, seeks trim females, 18-40, MI 
S, for discreet encounters. Many inter-
ests. I enjoy most everything. Photal 
phone. Portlandllewiston area. CBW 
Box 124. !tl032 (9t21) 
SOUTHERN STUD- Ladies, if you want a 
friend, get a dog. ~ you want wealth, 
play the lottery. If you want a friendship 
& a lover, call me. This fit MWM loves to 
cuddle & lick without biting or bar'King. 
Also, housebroken & playful! !tl0l0 
(9/21) 
SWM 26 looking for older, married fe· 
male, 45-60 for daytime meetings. 
Would like to experience the pleasures 
that only a mature woman can give. 
Discretion assured. !t5011 (9121) 
SWM, 22, SEEKS BiM or couple for 
first-time, safe, experimentation. Must 
be drug-tree, healthy, safe, & willing to 
accept a newcomer. !t5045 (!lI14) 
WANTED: FEMALE- Fun-loving, attrac-
tive couple looking for female to fulfill 
yourwildest i magi nations and ours. Dis-
cretion a must. !tl028 (9121) 
FREE FOUR-WEEK PERSONAL AD WITH PERSONAL CALL® 
How to respond to a personal ad: 
Just call1-900-37().2041 any time, 24 hours a day, from any touch-tone 
phone! Enterthe lour-dig~"numberofthead you wish to respondto,listen 
to the greeting, then leave a response. (An advertiser may not have 
recorded a greeting by the time you call. You may still leave a message on 
that person's line.) The date at the end of the ad is the last day to reply to 
that ad. You may also choose to "browse" through all ads in a specific 
category (companion. and othel1l not available to "browse"). Calls cost 
$1.49/min. You must be lt1 or over. 
To respond to a CBW Box II, address mail to Casco Bay Weekly, 551A 
CongressSt., Portland, ME 041 01, making sure to printthe three-digit CBW 
Box II clearty in the lower left-hand comer of the envelope. 
HOW to place your personal ad: 
To place a FREE ad wnh Pel1lOnal Call/!), r.1 out the coupon and mai or 
FAX n (775-1615) to us. (If faxing, please photocopy the coupon first and 
then fax n. The newsprint doesn't reproduce weI.) The deadline for placing 
personal ads is Friday at noon, FREE pel1lonaIs ads are 25 words or less 
(including headline), and run four weeks. No personal ads will be accepted 
over the phone. Personal Cal~ ads with more than 25 words cost ~ per 
add~lonal word. We'll send you a four-dig~" number (to appear in your ad) 
and a security code for exclusive access to your responses through an 8()(). 
line at no cost to you. Ads without Pel1lOftei catl~ cost.50 per word plus 
ma~-f0tW8rding or P.O. Box charges. 
CBW Box '5 and P.O. Box Is cost $20 per two-week ad. Ads may be 
paid for with VIsa, MasterCard, local check or cash. 
H. to 1st yair Persolal tall® _anbol: 
After you receive your .. mmber and private security code, you may 
record your personal introduction. Use your introduction to tell more about 
you"""f than your ad does. Give your first name, but DON'T give your last 
name, phone number or address. Make sure you ask your callers to leave 
their names, phone numbers and the best times to call them. All introduc-
tions are reviewed by caw and go on line within 24 hours. 
2S·Character Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
0000000000000000000000000 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal CalI® 
Guidelines: 
Personal ad. are available for single people_king relationships. Ada oeeking to buy or 08" lexual 
services will be rofuaad. No full ...".., .treet addr_ or phone numbers will be published. Ads 
containing explicit aexua/ or lWIatomicailanguage will '1Ot be publiehacl. We """,rve the right to adit. 
refuse or recategorize any ad. Advert'" must be t1>Ier 18 years of age. 
category: 
Owomen ... men 
Omen '-women 
o women'" women 




(:Ne cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ______________ _ 
name: _______________ _ 
address: _____________ _ 
city: ______________ _ 
slate: ________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline 
with Personal Call®: FREE 
add'i words @ .50 each: ____ _ 
Without Personal Call<!!l 
all words @ .50 each: ____ _ 
CBW Box 9f' P.O. Box (add $20): ____ _ 






& other broadleaf evergreens 
potted or balled & burlapped 
PerenniaIs also 20% off now through September 6 
September 5 -13 
( closed Labor Day) 
O'DONAL'S 
NURSERIES 
Open Mon. through Sat. 8-5:30, Sun. 9-5, Thurs. till 8 
At the junction ofRts. 22 and 114, Outer Congress Street, Gorham 
just five minutes from the Maine Mall 
Phone: 207-839-4262 
• all usual guarantees are mJid 
-
